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 !	)*	:  

 ����!� �� ��"��� #��$ %� ����&' � ������ ()� �� %� ����� ��	
� �	�� ���
 ���� ��� %�*�+ ���, ����� ��&-� ��./0���
���  2/4	 5�� � #�67 8���� � �	��+ ��' :�� �� �	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �;�/� � <=	 >?�.	 8;@��+���� . � #B��� C�-D'

�' ��	
� E��F� G����  ���
�	 %�@ ����� �	��� ��' H�� I�1390  �1391 ��� 8;���+ %K��� %��L	 C�� �� . ��+;@��"@ ()�
 
��@ ��"���� ;@���� �M�? ���� ������ �	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �N��F� ��' G��� 
� ������ %�/� 8��O��� CM %� ��� 8��� C��

���� P��� <L? %� %Q�� �� %� ;R�� �@�./0����	
� ����
 �$�* ����� �	�� P��� %S7�4	 ���� � �S.-	 ;-	
��@ � ;@��;@ �
' T	�Q�� ;-�� � %� �� %S7�4	 ��	�� �.��-	 �+���;-��� ��� ����� ��	
� �� ���R � . ��./0��� ���� ;@��� �	 C�-D' ���� C��

;R�� ;�O	 ��F� U/��	 ��' 8�"F@�� �	�� ���
 ��' ��	
�.  

 
� ���+ 8�=� �� � V��;� %� ����� ��	
� �	�� ���
 �����R #��W@  �� T	�Q � �� X	�� ����&' ��"�� ()� � I�I� ��+;-@��!
 �� ���Y� �� ;-@��� �	 ��;-	 %,)� � ;R ;'��!"����� %	�@�.!" ��@ ��F�@� 
� �� ���� �� �"�� ��' ���� I�@ � ���� �;S� ��' %

;@��+ T/4	 ��� �� ��.  

����� �� MC �F&� �
 ���� 
	�@� �% �� @"��( 	4�72 @Z: ��[8 �� ��R�-;  I�I� ��+;-@��! %�/� 
� 
� ���M� #��$ �� <�;F'��!
�4	7 � ��! ������ %� �� H���� �� ���� 2�� ��/@�� %NO$ \-�7 ���� ���, �� � ��&	� � �' ])���� � 8��@ <'��* I�@ �� �"�� ���*� 8��O

@��� ���� ��=� �@��� ^)0� �� �� �	;- .I"��_� �R ���&' 
� :���F��<���. 
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

1  . =�> ��	
  

- '��� =�>  

 ��;� �;�	 
� 8��O��� �� 8��� H�? ��	
 XS*to  ��O	 e�R f�� �7�? �� � ��F�	 %�!��s  �� es ���"�	.  %� XS* �+�z �x �o �s �sh 
 ��ch ��R <�! e�R f�� �7�? �� es �	 ���+.  

He plays tennis.  verb + s/es +  
She doesn’t play tennis do/does not + verb -  

Do you play tennis?  Do/Does…+ verb? ? 
 

8��� H�? ��	
 
�  ��R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� ��:  

- 
� �.N$ ;@�F�	 f�L@� ���	 � %F�' %&/� ;-���@ �$�! ��	
 %� ��;N	 %� ���'���. 

My parents live in Canada. 

I don’t like your house.  

-  h��Z? ���� ���� �/� #��S,�� � 

If you heat water to 100”C, it boils. 

- ;@�F�	 ���&� %� ���'��� � #�����%@�
�� ��' ��7�S* 
� �.N$.  

I get up really early and practice for an hour most days.  

Paula doesn't usually have breakfast.  

We play tennis twice a week.  

��F�	 8��O���  8��� H�? ��	
 �� ��F�� %� ���';�,:  

always,generally,normally,usually,often,sometimes,rarely,never,traditionally,every day, every week, 
two times a month,… 

- %�/Z@ X���� ���? �;-.@�	
 8����� �.N$  

What time does the next bus leave? 

The next bus leaves at 8.  

-  � ���� P��� ���� �����I�i XS7������ 

You go down to the traffic lights, then you turn left. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

To start the programme,first you click on the icon on the desktop. 

- ���� � </�* ���	 �� �.N$ � C�O+ ������  ���� 

In the film, she is fond of the Prime Minister. 

-  
� ;S�I hope �	 ��� %� H�? ��	
 jB�S	 <���:  

I hope carol calls tonight.  

  

- �4������ =�>

  

He’s watching TV. verb + ingam/is/are + +  
I’m not watching TV. am/is/are  not + verb+ ing  -  

Are they watching TV? Am/Is/Are…+ verb + ing?  ? 
 

 H�? ��	
 
���R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� �� �������:  

-   f�L@� H�? �� %WN7 C�' �� %�  �/� ������ ��� 8;F@ f�� 
�-' � <���'.  

�� ��F�� %� ���/� ��R �	 8��O��� ������� H�? ��	
: at the moment, currently, now, this week/month/year,…  

I’m waiting for my friend now.  

I’m baking a cake. 

-   �7��� Xk	 ;-���@ �"F�' � <���' �� f�L@� H�? �� ��,�	 %� �/� ����<�';�	 f�L@� X�* C�� �� %�O' C�� �
��	� %�  
<����@ ��� �� %� H�6F	 �.N$ %WN7 �� �	�I7 �7�:  

  
I’m studying really hard for my exams.  
He is living in Tehran at the moment.  

);-&�	 �+;@
 �L@� �M�? H�? �� mZ* � ;-&�@ �+;@
 ���=� ��  �/� ��0 %�(  
  

- %� ��B�N� � ���6� ���� ;-��' ����Q ��. 

The population in the world is rising very fast. 

The Internet is making it easier for people to stay in touch with each other.  
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 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

My English is getting better day by day. 

- \��I@ 8;-�� �� �S4, ��'���, 
� �.N$  

What are you doing on Sunday? 

I’m going to the movies with Sara. 

-  ���� ��� %� ���� ��Z�@� � ���&R �� #���? ���� ��F@ ���� 2/o� %�.7� � ;';�	 p� ��W�@� ;? 
� :�� %� ���,�O�� ����
����	)#�/� �� B�S	:  always, constantly, continually, forever( 

          ���&RMy mum’s always saying I don’t help enough!  

                   #���?       He’s always visiting exciting places! 

  

State verbs  
 H�S*�� ��F�@ 8;'�F	 ����? H�S*� C�� ^�,� f�"-' %� �-S� ;-R�.�	 �7�? \� �"@��� �7�? �@ ��� %� ������� �7�? ��  ;@��. 

need, mean, resemble, sound, weight, appear, contain, consist ,depend on, be, prefer,…  

��&*� :
agree,assume,believe,disagree,forget,hope,know,regret,remember,suppose,think,recognize,understand

… 

 XS*think ;R�� I�@ ������� X&R %� ;@����	 ���� �&* f�=O	 �� �7� ����	 ��� %� 8��� #��$ %� %F�' C�R�� ��Z��� ��-S	 ��.  

           %WN7 C�' ��What are you thinking about? 

             ���@ �,�	 %� 8;�Z� ����I think you should tell her what happened  

 

#����?� :adore, despise, dislike, enjoy, hate, like, love,…  

P��? :feel, hear, see, smell, taste,…   

��� ��o �7�? �� H�S*� C��X&R �� �' %� ����� �7�? �� � ;@���	 ��� %� 8��� X&R %�  ��. 

 
� ;-��' ���� p� H�? �� %WN7 C�' �� %� ��,� H�S*� C�� ����can <�-� �	 8��O���:    

I can hear someone is singing 

 XS*see ' %� ���� #�,)	 ��-S	 �� �7� ����	 ��� %� 8��� #��$ %� %F�' �;�� ��-S	 ������	 ��� %� X&R �� �.  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

I see you’re making good progress. 

I’m seeing the manager tomorrow.  

 XS*feel  XS*� X&R �� �' %� ���� P��?� ��-S	 %�taste � X&R �� �' %� �;�Fi ��-S	 �� � 8��� #��$ %� ���� 8I	 ��-S	 �� 

 XS*smell � X&R �� �' %� ���� �� ��-S	 �� � 8��� #��$ %� %F�' ���� �� ��-S	 ��  XS* look  �;��� �W@ %� ��-S	 ��
;R�� X&R �� �' %� ;@����	 ���� 8�"@ ��-S	 �� �7� ����	 ��� %� 8��� X&R %� %F�'.  

 

��&7�	 :have, own, belong  

 have  �� have got ��-S	 %�"C�R�� � ���� \7�	" � ;-��' �@ ������� ��R.  

        ��&7�	We are enjoying, we have a nice room in the hotel  

 �	�have  ) %@ �have go( � q���� ��@�=	 Xk	 �� %��L� ���� �� � ����! ��-S	 ��  ...��R ������� ;@����	.  

  

  

breakfast,… 

A party / a safe trip / a good flight 

An accident / an exprience 

Have A look (at something) 

A baby (give birth to a baby) 

Difficulty / trouble / fun / a nice time. 

 ����	 C�� ��have ��R ������� ;@����	 � ���@ ��&7�	 ��-S	 %�.  

  

            (�! ���,�� %��L� ����We are having a nice time.(we are experiencing a nice time)  

  

   

- ?	�� =�>
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 '��� ?	�� =�>)�#*2 �A�	(  

She’s written a book.  have/has + past participle +  
I haven’t written a book. have/has not + past participle  -  
Have you written a book? Have/Has … + past participle? ? 

 

 X	�� H�? ��	
 
���R �	 8��O��� ��
 ����	 �� 8���: 

 
- �� �.N$ ����  �� B�S	 � ��� %�R�� %	��� H�? ��	
 �� � 8;R ^��R %�Rr+ 
� %� ��7�? �� X� ���	since  �for ;�� �	. 

f� 8��� ��� ��� �B� �� %�Rr+ %�O' ��           .I’ve worked really hard for the last two weeks. 

 

 
� X	�� H�? ��	
 �� �;���� H��� ����how long ��F�	 8��O���.  

How long have you lived here? 

for  � ��	
 H�0since ;-@�	 ;-';�	 ��F@ �� ��	
 �;.	: 

for two hours, for three days, for five months 
since 2006,since Sunday, since ten o’clock, since I was four  

  
I have been in this hotel for the last week. 
I have been in this hotel since last week.  

 
� ;S� �+�since ��� 8��� %�Rr+ �� XS* ���"� ���, #��.� \�.  
I have maded a lot of progress since I joined your class.  

 

for �	 #)Q �� ��  ��� qr? ����)�O-	 #)Q �� %@ %�.7�(  

They’re been married (for) ten years. (with or without for) 

)for ����M  (They haven’t had a vacation for ten years. 

for  ��all �@ ��� %� ���:  

I’ve lived here all my life. (not I’ve lived here for all my life) 

 �� 8��' �O-	 #)Qfor  �� 8��' �.k	 #)Q %� �����	 ��since ��@ X�;.�. 
� ;S� XS* #���-�� ��since ��� 8��� %�Rr+ .  

She hasn’t called me for a week = It’s a week since she called me.  
 since  �  ago ;@���@ ��� %� <' ��.  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

  
-   ��� <�-&�@ ���� �Z�,� %� 8��� p� %�Rr+ ��	
 �� %� �,�O�� ���	 �� �.N$ ���� ��Q�	 H�? ��	
 �� �=@� %L��@ � �t� �7�

���� ��'� � ���.  

      f��� <��' 8;@��! 
� �� 8;�&i �B� I’ve read all the books on the reading list.  

Someone has broken the window.  

-  �.N$� %� �/� 8����� 8;R f�� � 8���*� u�O�� %�Rr+ �;R�� �,�� %��L� #��$ %� �� �t� �7� ��,� %i �Z�,� <�-&�@ ���� � .
 
� 2/o�ever  �never  �before � up to now �...��F�	 8��O��� .  

  

A: Have you ever been to Italy? 

B: Yes, I’ve visited Italy once.  

�-� �����+� �	�<��.� ��� %� �� 8��� %�Rr+ ;��� ��� 8��� p� u�O�� T,�	 %i <.  
)I have wasted a lot of time last weeknot .(I wasted a lot of time last week  

�S��,� �� H��� ���	 �� C�-D'  ;@��;@ �0�.��� v�' H�? ��	
 �� %�)%�Rr+ �� %� ���'��;��� j)k	  u�O�� ��� ��'8���*� ;@� ( H�? 
�
�@ 8��O��� X	�� <�-�:  

) <�K�"@have invented  (The Chinese invented printing 

 

- +�.! �I�i �� ��� %� TQ�� <�'���� �<�';� ��.  

Sara has had a baby. 

-  8��' %� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� ��� 8;R f�L@� X., %WN7 ;-i %� <�-� �.N$ �/� %� TQ�� <�'���� �+�just  �-S	 %�" ;-i
 X., %WN7– 8
��" <�-&�	 8��O���.  

I’ve just got up. 

-  8��' %� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� ��� 8;R f�L@� ��W�@� ���	 ��	
 
� ����
 %� <�-� �.N$ �/� %� TQ�� <�'���� �+�already  %�
 �-S	"<' B�? C�'�).,�X., 
�" <�-&�	 8��O���.  

A: Don’t forget to send that email. 

B: I’ve already sent it.  

 
� �/� ��0 %�just )8
�� �:�� %WN7 ;-i( �Already )C�� 
� :�� �j)., ( �Yet )B�? �� �
�-' ( 8��� %�Rr+ �� X	�� H�? #)Q ��
�	 8��O��� <�-� . 
�Yet �	 8��O��� �7�w� � �O-	 #)Q �� <�-� .Yet �	 %/Q ��=�@� �� jB�S	 ;��.  
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

Are Diane and Paul here? 
Yes, they’ve just arrived. or Yes, they just arrived. 
It’s only nine o’clock, and Ann has already gone to bed. 
Or … Anne already went to bed 

Joy bought a new dress, but she hasn’t worn it yet 
Or  but she didn’t wear it yet. 

Have Diane and Paul arrived yet? 
Or did Diane and Paul arrive yet?  

- ��F�	 8��O��� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� <���;@ f�L@� %� ����;	 �� � <�� 8��;@ f�L@� I+�' %� <�-� �.N$ �/� %� TQ�� <�'���� �+�.  

I have never smoked. 

I haven’t gone swimming for 10 years. 

- ������ C�7�� <���"� <�'���� �+�)��� C�	;-i �� (<�-&�	 8��O��� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� <�';�	 f�L@� �� ���� %�.  

This is the first (second) time I’ve lost my keys. 

- ��F�	 8��O��� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� �7�� #�O$ 
� ;S�.  

This is the most boring movie I’ve ever seen. 

- %�O' C�� �
��	� Xk	 ��� 8;F@ f�� %� �@�	
 8��� \� ���	 �� �.N$ 

I’ve written a rough plan this morning.  
- ��F�	 8��O��� 8��� X	�� H�? #���.� C�� 
� ;S� B�S	:  

It/this/that is the first/second/the best/the only/the worst/… 
 
It’s the first time I’ve ever traveled abroad. 

 
� B�S	 �7��� #)Q��ever/never ��F�	 8��O���.  

"Have you ever played Golf ?" "Yes, I play Golf a lot" 

�4������ ?	�� =�>  

I’ve been studying really hard. have/has + been +  verb +  ing +  
He hasn’t been studying really 

hard.  
have/has not + been +  verb +  

ing 
-  

Have you been studying really 
hard?  

Have/Has …+been + verb + 
ing 

? 

��R �	 8��O��� ��
 ����	 �� ������� X	�� H�? ��	
 
�: 

- %�  �/� ���� ����  � %�R�� %	��� H�? ���8;R ^��R %�Rr+ �� ��� 8;��� ����� %� :�� ���WN7 �� j���!�. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

Where have you been? I’ve been looking for you for  half an hour. 

 
- 8;R ^��R %�Rr+ �� %� �7��� ���� ��-�� � ;@� )�.N$ %WN7 ��( ;@��� %	��� I�@.  

)���.�	 ����� <' 
�-' �         (It has been raining for 2 hours.  

);���' �� C�!�	� H�? �� <' 
�-'�         ( How long have you been learning English? 

������� � 8��� X	�� H�? %���Z	  

-  %/� �� x��! %� ��F�	 8��O��� 8��� X&R 
� B�S	 ;@� %�R�� %	��� �@B�0 #;	 %� %� ��B�? � H��� 8�����  �.N$ ����
always �� ���� �� �� ������� X&R � <�-&�	 8��O��� 8��� X	�� H�? 
� ��,�	 � 8;�F� H�0 ��� %� <��.�	 ��� %� �7�

;-��'.  

I have always worked hard.  

John has always lived in Denver. 

I have been working for this company for 3 months.  

I've been studying English for six months. 

- �� �-S� 8;R f�L@� %� ;R�� �/� �� 8;-��+ ;���� �+�  ��� %� ������� X&R ���� 8;�F� H�0 #;	 %i �� � 8��� %i X�
��F�	 8��O��� 8��� X&R 
� ���� 8;R f�L@� ��� ��;Z	 %i �� ��;S� %i %� ;R�� X� %L��@ �� ;���� �+� �	� ����	.  

         C�R�@ %	�@ X� �� ;���� I have been writing letters since morning.  

;S� �� ;����          �' %	�@ �� I have written three letters since morning. 

      �;@��! X� �� ;���� How long have you been reading that book?  

     �' %NO$ ��;S� �� ;���� How many pages of that book have you read?          

 

 �7�? H�S*�)������ H�? ��	
 �� %� ��4@�';R 8��� E�M�� � (;@��;@ I�@ ������� X	�� H�? X&R.  

I have had this car for 2 years. 

2 .!�DE- ��	
  

-  '��� !�DE-



���
�

�
�
�

�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

He called me yesterday. verb + ed)8;��Z�� H�S*� IQ %�( +  
I didn’t call her yesterday . did not + verb -  
Did she call you yesterday? Did + … + verb ? 

 

��� 8;R f�� � 8;R f�L@� %�Rr+ �� %� ��� �/� 8����� �.N$ ���� 8��� %�Rr+.  

I went to Italy last summer.  

 

 ������ago %�Rr+ #)Q ��: 

Sara started her new Job three weeks ago. 

I had dinner an hour ago. 

 �� ���� H�w� T,�	 ��When...?  ��What time...? �	 8��O��� 8��� %�Rr+ 
� ��R:  

What time (When) did you finish your work yesterday?  

. 

When  � 8��� %�Rr+ #)Q ��how long �	 ������� X	�� H�? #)Q �� ��-;:  

When did it start raining? 

How long has it been raining? 

How long has it been since you last saw Joe? 

 

- �4������ !�DE-  

  

He was watching TV. verb + ingwas/were + +  
I wasn’t watching TV. was/were not + verb+ ing -  

Were they watching TV? was/were …+ verb + ing? ? 
 

 ��	
 
���R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� �� ������� %�Rr+: 

-  8;R f�L@� %�Rr+ �� %� �/� ���� ������� 8;�F� H�0 ��;	 �.  

All yesterday, I was working on my car. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

- %@ �� ��� 8;R f�� %� ���@ e�F	 � ��� 8��� f�L@� H�? �� %�Rr+ �� �/� %&-�� ���� ��F@ ����.  

)���@ e�F	 X� �;R f��           ( Sara was cooking dinner.  

)��� 8;R f�� C��� X�                  (      Sara cooked dinner. 

 

-  8��O��� 8��� %�Rr+ � ������� %�Rr+ 
� ��� %�*�+ #��$ �"�� ��� ^�,� C�? �� ���� <�K�"� <�'���� 8�+ �'
�	 <�-�)��R �	 8��O��� ���	 C�� �� B�S	 %� ���/�:,… when, while, as( 

Matt burned his hand while he was cooking dinner. 
I saw you in the park yesterday. You were sitting on the grass.  
When Beth arrived,we were having dinner. 

�	 8��O��� 8��� %�Rr+ 
� %�*�+ f�L@� �"�� X� 
� ;S� �/� <�K�"� <�'���� ��,� �	� <�-�.  

When Beth arrived, we had dinner.  

 
- ;@�F�@ �������  �7�? H�S*�. 

  
- %�R�� �� ���� f�L@� ;�, %�Rr+ ��	
 �� <�K�"� %&-�� ���� ���!�� 
� <��was/were + going to �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

We were going to travel by train, but then we decided to drive instead. 

 
�was/were going to %S,�� ���� ���� C�-D' �	 %� �� @ u�O�� �	� ;'� p� %����!�	 8��O��� ��� 8���O� <�-�:  

I thought it was going to rain, but then the sun came out. 

- ?	�� !�DE- ))"G�(  

'��� ?	�� !�DE-  

  

They had listened to his 
music.  

had + past participle +  

They hadn’t listened to his 
music.  

had not + past participle  -  

Had they listened to his 
music?  

Had … + past participle?  ? 

 

 ��	
 
���R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� �� 8��� X	�� %�Rr+:  



���
�

�
�
�

�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

- �	 �.N$ %�Rr+ �� �,�O�� %� TQ�� %� �@�	
  %� <�'���� � <�-������� %�Rr+ <�-� 8��R�. %�Rr+ �� %� �� �/� #���-�� ��
 � ;�S� %�Rr+ X&R %� 8;R f�L@� �����<���� �	 8��� %�Rr+ X&R %� ��� 8;R f�L@� �;S� %� �� �/�.   �� 2/o� #��.� �� C��

  ;-@�	 �4�� #�/�when, after, before, as soon as  ;-�� �	. 

The robber had escaped before the police got to the bank. 

When Sarah got to the party, Eric had already gone home.  

)8;��� �@�=	 %� ���� ;S� � %�*� %@�! %� \��� H�� �-S� ��� %�*� \����;��� �@�=	 %� ���� ��,�(  

8��� %�Rr+ 
� %&/� <�-&�@ 8��O��� ;�S� %�Rr+ 
� ;-R�� 8;R f�L@� <� %/$�* %� �� ��	I' X� �� �+� �	� ������� ��  8��O���
��F�	.  

%� \����;��� �@�=	 %� ���� ��,�     �*� %@�! When Sara got to the party, Eric went home.  

When I got to my office, my boss was waiting for me. 

  

- �4������ ?	�� !�DE-  

She’d been studying for ages. had + been + verb + ing +  
He hadn’t been studying for 

long.  
had not +  verb + ing -  

Had you been studying for 
long?  

Had…+been + verb + ing ? 

  

- �	 8��O��� �/� ���� ���� ������� X	�� %�Rr+ 
� %� <�-�  � %�Rr+ ��  p� H�? �� �@�	
 #;	 ���� ��"�� �/S* ^�,� 
� X.,
��� 8��� ����: 

We’d been playing tennis for about half an hour when it started to rain heavily.  

- ;@�F�@ ������� �7�? H�S*�.  

 � %L��@ � X� �� 8��� X	�� %�Rr+ � ���� ;���� ��	
 H�0 �� I�@ ������� X	�� %�Rr+ �;R %�O+ X	�� H�? ��	
 �� %D@� ;-@�	
�� ��;S�.  

When I got to my office yesterday, my secretary had been sending e-mails for 2 hours. 

When I got to my office yesterday, my secretary had sent 10 e-mails. 

 

3- ')H��
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

;@��� �$�! ������ \� �' %� ��F�	 8��O��� �O/��	 ��' XS* 
� 8;-�� 8����� �.N$ ����.  

  

')H�� ��HG	 �� =�> ��	
 
� '��I���  

��F�	 8��O��� ��
 ����	 �� 8;-�� ��-S	 �� 8��� H�? 
�: 

- � ���� #���� H�;Q ���	 �� �.N$  � �'�-�� %	�@�� ��	�� %�/Z@ X���� �;-.@�	
 H�;Q...  

The conference only lasts three days.  

The plane leaves Chicago at 11:30 and arrives in Atlanta at 2:45  

The train leaves in 20 minutes.  

What time does the movie begin?  

  

%	�@�� ���	 �� �	�  ��F�	 8��O���  ������� H�? ��	
 
� 8;-�� ��	
 ���� ���*� ��' �I��:  

   

      �I�� %	�@�� We’re staying in a small hotel.  

 ) <�K�"@do you meet  (What time are you meeting Ann tomorrow?  

  

 

-  8��� H�? 
� I�@ ��� %��! �� ^��R ��	
 ���� �����	 8��O���  <�-�:  

I start my Job on Monday.  

What time do you finish your work tomorrow? 

 

-   Xk	 ���' m��� 
� ;S�when, as soon as, after, before, until, as long as 

I’ll be feeling nervous when I get to Rome.(not when I will get to Rome) 

Can you do it before we have the departmental meeting? (not before we will have the meeting) 



���
�

�
�
�

�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

  

be going to   
We’re going to hire a car. am/is/are + going to + verb +  

He’s not going to hire a car. am/is/are not + going to + 
verb 

-  

Are they going to hire a car? Am/Is/Are ….+ going to + 
verb? 

? 

  

 XS* 
�be going to ��R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� ��:  

-  ���'��� ���� ����   %�<���� ;�,  <���� 8;-�� ���� %� ���' %	�@�� ���� � <�'� f�L@� 8;-�� ��)8���� P��� ��( 
 

                 f��� ;�;Q C�R�	 \� %� f��� ;�, I’m going to buy a new car.  

<�-� �.N$ 8;-�� ���� 8;R �I�� %	�@�� X., 
� � �S4, ���, %� TQ�� �+�)��O� �#�,)	 ���, Xk	 (... 8��O��� ������� H�? X&R 
�
 ��	
 ;�, \� B�S	 %� <�-&�	)�2F	� ����* (...����	 ��� %� I�@.  

A: When are you meeting the boss? 

B: I’m meeting him tomorrow.  

�,� �	��  
� %�going to �	 8��O��� %�*�+ ���� ���� f�L@� %� <��� %� ��� �-S	 C�� %� <�-� 8��;@ �.���� 
�-' �7� <��  �� �� %� <��
����� X� %/?�	 %��<:  

 I’m going to wash my car late. 

�@ �,�* � ��� I�i�@ �/�! �� C�� #��O� �'�+ %�.7�  ��� %� �� �=@� 
� \� f�;� ;-�<���.  

 
� <�� 8��;@ f�L@� �� �� �7� <�'� f�L@� %�Rr+ �� �� �/� <��R�� ;�, �+�was/were going to <�-&�	 8��O���.  

I was going to buy a new car but I changed my mind.  

-  ��� ��Q�	 %� �;'��R P��� ��  8;-�� �-�� :�� ����.  

Look at that black cloud. It’s going to rain.  

- ���@ �-�� :�� �� � ���@� 8���� � ;�, �"@��� � ���*� ;'��! u�O�� 8;-�� �� %� ��7�? �� X� 8����� �.N$ ���� . ������ C�� %�
 ��'������ 
� �&� %��F	will ;R�.�	.  

I’m going to be 28 next month.(=I will be 28 next month) 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

  

  

Will

We’ll enjoy it.  will + verb +  
He won’t enjoy it. will not (won’t) + verb  -  
Will they enjoy it? Will ….+ verb? ? 

 

 

 
� will��R �	 8��O��� ����	 C�� ��: 

- ;R�.@ 8;R �I�� %	�@�� ��'��� �� 8���� � ;�, �"@��� %� 8;-�� ��	
 �� #��S,�� %� TQ�� �.N$.  

I’ll be 28 next month. 

�+� %� ;�-&@ (�	��* �� ������� H�? 
� <�� 8��� �I�� %	�@�� � %�*�+ �� f�L@� %� <��� X., 
� %� ���'��� %� TQ�� <�'����    be 

going to  
� %@ <�-&�	 8��O���will.  

- �/., <��� � ;�, �� %@ � <���"� ���� f�L@� %� <��� <�-&�	 �.N$ %� �� %WN7 ��' �� 8�+�'.  

A: The telephone is ringing and I’m washing the dishes. 

B: I’ll answer it. (not I’m going to answer it)  

- ���� H�, ����  

I’ll pay your money back next week. 

I won’t tell anyone what happened. I promise. 

- \� ��=-F�� ���� 

That day looks very heavy. I’ll help you with it. 

-  �M�Z� �����7��� #��$ %� ����  

Will you shut the door, please? 

- ;-@�	 �����.� �� #�/� 8��' %�: 

 probably, maybe, I’m sure, I expect, I think, I don’t think,wonder, doubt, suppose, guess  
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

It will probably rain tomorrow. 

Maybe it will rain tomorrow. 

I think Diana will pass her driver’s test.  

Shall  
-  
� 8��O��� 
�0shall  ��W@will  ���M ���� � 8���I  �We �	 ��� %� ���: 

We shall go to movies this evening. 

-  
�shall �	 8��O��� ��"�� 
� C����! �W@ �� � \� ��=-F�� ���� �7�w� #)Q ��  ��R 

\� ��=-F��       Shall I carry your shopping for you? (=do you want me to carry …?) 

C����! �W@                          Shall we go to Italy for our vacation?  

�	 C�-D' u�* #)Q ��  
� ;�@���should ;�-� 8��O���:  

Should I open the window?  

  

- �4������ ')H��

I’ll be studying all next week. will be + verb + ing +  
She won’t be studying all next 

week.  
will not (won’t) be +verb + 

ing 
-  

Will you be studying all next 
week.  

Will …be + verb+ ing? ? 

  

��F�	 8��O��� ��
 ����	 �� ������� 8;-�� ��	
 
�:  

-  f�L@� 8;-�� �� %� �/� ����;�F� ;'��! H�0 ��;	 �;R ;'��!. 

My final exams begin next month, so I’ll be studying all next month. 

- ��� <�'��! �� f�L@� H�? �� �-�S	 %WN7 �� 8;-�� �� %� �/� ����.  

Please don’t call me tomorrow afternoon. I’ll be studying for my exam then. 

-  %� ���'��� ����<�'� f�L@� 8;-�� �� %� <�� %�*�+ <��� � 8��� �I�� %	�@�� X., 
�.  

I’ll be seeing Sara at lunch. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

-  f�L@� ������ �� ���� ��� <�'����	 �� � <�'����	 �� �I�i %� �@�	
 x��! %� �;@��� x��R� %� ���' %	�@�� 8����� �;����
;'�.  

A: Will you be using your computer today? 

B: No, you can have it. 

- %@����	 ��' H���  

Excuse me, how long will you be using my computer? 

- ;R ;'��! f�L@� C���� ��'��� 
� �F�� ���-� %� 8;-�� �� %� ���'��� ����.  

Will you flying to Italy tomorrow as usual? 

 

- '��� ?	�� ')H��  

I’ll have done it by then. will have + past participle +  
We won’t have done it by 

then.  
will not (won’t) have + past 

participle 
-  

Will you have done it by then? Will … + have + past 
participle? 

? 

  

�� %� ;';�	 ��F@ �-S� ;-&�	 ���� 8;-�� �� �� ��7�? �� X� �;R X	�� �X	�� 8;-�� ��	
  X	�� ��7�? �� X� 8;-�� �� �-�S	 ��	

;R ;'��! .Xk	 ��	
 ��';�, 
� B�S	 � 

 by Sunday, by the end of July, next year, until midnight, before then, by the time you get home,in a 
week’s time … 

��F�	 8��O���.  

By the end of September, I will have worked in this company for 6 years. 

)<-&�	 ��� ���R C�� �� %� ��� ;'��! H�� :R �.	��_� ����� �� .��F�	 X	�� 8;-�� �� H�� :R ��	
 #;	 �-S�(.  

  

- �4������ ?	�� ')H��  

I’ll have been working here 
for 3 months.  

will have been + verb + ing +  

We won’t have been working will not (won’t) have been + -  
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 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

here for long.  verb + ing 
How long will you have been 

working here?  
Will … + have been + verb + 

ing? 
? 

 

 �� X� %	��� <�'���� 8�+�' � 8��� X&R 
� <�-� ���� �� X� �;R f�� <�'���� 8�+�' I�@ X	�� 8;-�� ���� �X	�� H�? ��	
 ;-@�	
<�-&�	 8��O��� ������� X&R 
� <�'� ��F@.  

 ���� ��4 ��� <'��! z@� �� u���.      ;R ;'��! f�� X� �-S� By 4 o’clock, I will have painted the bedroom.  

By 4 o’clock, I’ll have been painting the bedroom for 3 hours.  

 ���� ��4  u��� f��� %� ;R ;'��! ���� %� �<-&�	 z@� ��.�R�� ;'��! %	��� 
�-' X� �-S�. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

�	)� ������ ���!�� ��	
 U��� 
Every day , always 
, never , every week 

, every evening , 
two times a week , 
three times a month 

1-���&� � #���  
2- ���� %F�' ����	) ��'��;��� Xk	

�/�(  

 XS* 8��� f�*) f�� ��
��O	 e�R 

Have   � ���+ �	 s��es   
 ��R �	 X�;.�( Has   %� I�@  

8��� H�? 1 

Now , 
 at the moment , … 

1- �"�� �/� �� ��	
 q��0� %� �/� ����
;R�� �	 f�L@� H�? ��.  

2-�� ����� � ^��R %@ ��� <=	 X� ��!.  
3- ���!�� �� ;-@��� �@ ��7�? � ��? H�S*�

 �������;@�R %�R�@.  
4-;R�� %�R�� <' 8;-�� ��-S	 ;@��� �	  

(am/is/are) + ing 
A am writing 

������� H�? 2 

For+��	
 ;�, 
Since+��	
 #;	 

before 
Two times ,  

three times , … 

1- %�*�� ����� � 8;R 
�o� %�Rr+ �� %� �/�
���,�� ��-+�� (� %L��@ �� �t� �7�.  

2- #�S*� ��;S� ������� \� f�L@�  
3-��� \� f�L@� ��	
 #;	 �� %��L� ����  

(have+has) + PP 
I have written X	�� H�? 3 

For+��	
 ;�, 
Since+��	
 #;	 

before 
Two times ,  

three times , … 

1- � 8;R 
�o� %�Rr+ 
� %� �/� ����
�*�� ;'��! I�@ %	��� � ���� %	��� ��-���.  

2-@ ��7�? � ��? H�S*� ���!�� �� ;-@��� �
;@�R %�R�@ �������.  

(have/has)+been+ing 
I have been writing 

 X	�� H�?
������� 4 

Yesterday , last 
week , last year , 
last Friday , … 

1-��� 8��� p�  %�Rr+ �� %� �,�O�� ����.  
2-%�Rr+ �� ����� ����  

 XS* f�� ��, 
ed )  8;��, �� H�S*�  

 �	 �� 8;��, �� H�S*� � ;@��+
 H�;Q \� �� ;��� I�@

�R�@ %0���	(  
He visited ,. 

 I wrote 

8��� %�Rr+ 5 

At+ %�Rr+ ��	
 ;�, 
When+   ��	
 ;�,

%�Rr+ 
While , …. 

1- %�Rr+ �� �"�� �/� �� ��	
 q��0� %� �/� ����
��� %�*�+ �	 f�L@�.  

2-�� ����� � ^��R %@ ��� <=	 X� ��!.  
3- ���!�� �� ;-@��� �@ ��7�? � ��? H�S*�

;@�R %�R�@ �������.  

(was/were)+ing 
I was writing 

 %�Rr+
������� 6 

When+   ��	
 ;�,
%�Rr+ 

Before , … 

1- �@�	
 �� X� 
� X., %�Rr+ �� %� �/�
��� %�*�� ����� � %�*�+ f�L@� �"��.  

2- 
� X., ��� \� f�L@� #�S*� ��;S� ����
%�Rr+ �� �/� �� ��	
.  

3- X., ��� \� f�L@� ��	
 #;	 �� %��L� ����
%�Rr+ �� �/� �� ��	
 
�.  

Had+PP 
I had written 

X	�� %�Rr+ 7 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

When+   ��	
 ;�,
%�Rr+ 

Before , … 

1- �� �@�	
 �� X� 
� X., %� �/� ����
��� %�R�� ������ � %	��� ��;	 %�Rr+.  

2- ��7�? � ��? H�S*� ���!�� �� ;-@��� �@
;@�R %�R�@ �������.  

Had+been+ing 
I had been writing 

 X	�� %�Rr+
������� 8 

Tomorrow , next 
week , next year , 

next friday 

1- p� 8;-�� �� ��� ���, %� ���,�O�� ����
;'�.  

2-8;-�� �� ��� ��' %	�@�� ����.  

Will+ XS* 8��� f�* 
I will write 

8��� 8;-�� 9 

At+8;-�� ��	
 ;�, 
Then , …. 

1- �"�� �/� %� ��	
 q��0� %�  �/� ����
��� ;'��! f�L@� H�6F	 8;-�� ��.  

 ���!�� �� ;-@��� �@  ��7�? � ��? H�S*�
;@�R %�R�@  �������.  

Will+be+ing 
I will be witten 

������� 8;-�� 10 

 By+8;-�� ��	
 ;�, 
In+��	
 #;	 

On+8;-�� �� G���� 
By the time+%/Q 

 X-� �� ��	
 
� X., ��� ���, %� �/� ����
;��� ����� %� 8;-�� �� �"��.  

Will+have+PP 
I will have written 

X	�� 8;-�� 11 

For+ H�0
��	
+by+��	
 ;�, 

1- ��4� 8;-�� �� �@�	
 �� %� �/� ����
 
� }� � �R�� ;'��! %	������	 � f��;	

�;��� %	��� ��� C&	 I�@ �.  
2- ���!�� �� ;-@��� �@ ��7�? � ��? H�S*�

;@�R %�R�@ �������.  

Will+have+been+ing 
I will have been 

writing 

 X	�� 8;-��
������� 12 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

4- =�+K	 �5�L  

�	 ��� %� H�=L	 %/Q ��,�  ������ ��� 8;R ��� f�L@� >��� �I�i �� ��� %i %&-�� � ���� ��'� 8;R f�L@� %� �/� mZ* <���
 %*�M� q�? �� %/Q �!� �� ��  � ��F@ ��~ ;@����	 X� 8;--� �  ���@ <=	by ��@ ��~ �� �� �����	.  

  
The car was washed.( by my brother.) 

�.k	:                       pp  +to be 

�O-	:                        pp  +not   +to be      

8��� H�?                  am/is/are + pp 

������� H�?          am/is/are + being + pp 

X	�� H�?                 have/has + been + pp 

8��� %�Rr+               was/were + pp 

������� %�Rr+       was/were + being + pp 

;�S� %�Rr+               had + been + pp 

�&� H�S*�             will/can/could/must/should/may….+ be + pp 

 

  She isn’t often invited to parties. 

The room is being cleaned right now. 
 
The room looks nice. It has been cleaned  

This house was built 100 years ago. 

The room was being cleaned when I arrived. 
 
The room looked nice. It had been cleaned. 

Something must be done before it’s too late.  
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 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

  

  

;-@�	 �7�S*� :            have to/has to, be going to, want to + be + pp 

A new supermarket is going to be built next year. 

This room has to be cleaned right now. 

 ����� %� ��)Q ��seem to have / would have / might have / should have � ... H�=L	 %/Q C�!�� f�"-' �� ;-��'
 2��-	 XS*to be  #��$ %�been ���:  

The room should have been cleaned. 

                8;R 8�����* 8�.�R� P��� %� %	�@ B��?�The letter might have been sent to the wrong address.  

 

 Xk	 H�S*� �YS�give�	 �=@� ���� C�����-� �;@��� H�SO	 �� � �R�@ H�=L	 %/Q�� ����:  

We gave the police the information. 

 
 
 

8��� 
(simple) 

������� 
(continuous) 

X	�� 
(perfect) 

 ������� X	��*  
(perfect continuous) 

H�? 
(present) 

Am/is/are+PP 
The letter is 

written 
��R �	 %�R�@ %	�@ 

Am/is/are+being+PP 
The letter is being 

written 
��R �	 %�R�@ ���� %	�@ 

Have/has+been+PP 
The letter has been 

written 
��� 8;R %�R�@ %	�@ 

Have/has+been+being+PP 
The letter has been being 

writers 
��� 8��� �;R %�R�@ H�6F	 %	�@ 

%�Rr+ 
(past) 

The letter was 
written 

;R %�R�@ %	�@ 
 

The letter was being 
written 

;R �	 %�R�@ �R�� %	�@ 

The letter had been 
written 

��� 8;R %�R�@ %	�@ 

The letter had been being 
written 
 %�R�@ H�6F	 %	�@��� �;R  

8;-�� 
(future) 

The letter will be 
written 

;R ;'��! %�R�@ %	�@ 

The letter will be being 
written 

 ;'��! �;R %�R�@ H�? �� %	�@
��� 

The letter will have 
been written 

��� 8;R %�R�@ %	�@ 
 )8;-�� �� �@�	
 
� X.,(  

The letter had been being 
%�R�@ H�6F	 %	�@ ��� ;'��! �;R  

 �� 8;-��
%�Rr+ 

(future 
in the 
past) 

��R %�R�@ %	�@ ;��R 
The letter would 

be written 

 �;R %�R�@ H�? �� %	�@ ;��R
��R;  

The letter would be being 
written 

 ��R %�R�@ ����! �	 %	�@
);F@ �7�(  

The letter would have 
been written 

 H�? �� ����! �	 %	�@ �;R %�R�@
;R�� 

The letter would have been 
being written 
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. The information was given to the police.1 

 2. The police were given the information. 

H�S*� �7�SO	 �� �"��:  

ask, offer, pay, show, teach, tell, sell, feed, allow, lend, send,… 

 

;R�� �;�	 f�� XS* �+� �;@���	 ��� %� <' �� �F� XS* �� %� �	�"-' )to + verb ( %� H�=L	 �7�? ��to be + pp  ��F�	 X�;.� 

 f�* %� f�� XS* �+� �ing ;R�� )verb + ing ( %� H�=L	 �7�? ��being + pp  X�;.�	��F�.  

I don’t like people telling me what to do. 

I don’t like being told what to do.  

�-S� f�/S	 �;�	 %&-�� %� %Q�� �� verb   to +  �-S� H�=L	 �;�	 � to be +pp  �W@ 
� %� ;@��� ��Q� f�/S	 ��' �;�	 
� �!���
;@� H�=L	 �-S	 �W@ 
� � f�/S	 �'�� .  

I have some homework to do. (= some homework to be done) 

 �� %� ��S*� C�-D'ing  
� ;S�need ;-�� �	.  

This car needs washing. (=this car need to be washed) 

 �� %� ���' %/Q ��there ��� ��� %� H�=L	 �;�	 <' � f�/S	 �;�	 <' �����	 ;@�F�	 ^��R.  

There are some letters to write/to be written. 

 ��Q %� #�,�� �YS� H�=L	 #)Q ��be  
�get �	 8��O��� ��R:  

I don’t often get invited to parties. 

 %�.7�get �	 8��O��� �S,��	 �� mZ*  %� ��R;�O�� u�O�� 8�W�-	 ��o � �*���� ��0 %� ���� )8���� %&@� ��;� ;R�� ��� �� ��:(  

Our dog got run over by a car. 

�@ ����	 %�Z� �� �	� ��� 8��O��� ����:  

Jill is liked by everybody.  
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 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

5-;�D�� ����  

Used to

  

��;� �;�	                   �.k	 to  used to + 

��;� �;�	            �O-	to  didn’t + use to + 

��;� �;�	              �7���Did … use to + to  

 
�used to  ��R �	 8��O��� ��
 ����	 �� � %�Rr+ ��	
 �� mZ*:  

- �	 8��O��� �7��� ���� ����  %�Rr+ �� %� <�-�)<W-	 ��0 %� (�	 f�L@� 8��� �@ f�L@� �� �=@� �"�� �M�? H�? �� �7� <�� <�'�. 
I used to read a lot of books, but I don’t read much. 

I didn’t use to lock the door. 

- ���M�	 ���� ����   ���@ ���� �"�� 
��	� �7� ��� %�R�� �Z�Z? %�Rr+ �� %�.  

This building is now a furniture store. It used to be a movie theater.  

 ��Q %� C�-D'used to  
� �����	would  
� �7�? H�S*� �� �	� ��� 8��O���would ��R �@ 8��O���.  

She would leave the door unlocked whenever she was at home. (she’d leave the  door unlocked 
whenever she was at home) 

 

used to be

 ��-S	 %� XS* C��"C�R�� #���"  ������ %� ;';�	 ��F@�� ��7�? �� X� %� C�R�� #��� � ��F�	 8��O��� �' ��	
 %' �� � ���
���@ 2�L� � %@�"�� . 
� ;S�be used to  f�* �� XS* �� ��M �� <�� \�ing ����	 ��� %�.  

�	 �+;@
 �=-� %�Rr+ �� �@ �+;@
 �=-� �"�� �	� f��� �<- I used to live alone.                           .    

 <-� �+;@
 �=-� %� f��� #��� C	)���@ �;�;Q � 2�L� ^�M�	 C�� �(                        I am used to living alone.    

                     I wasn’t used to hot weather.   

             Are you used to life in a big city? No , I’m not used to it. 

get used to  
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 ��-S	 %� XS* C��"���� �;�� #���"  �I�i %� ���� #��� H�? �� ��� <���"� <�'���� %� <�-&�	 8��O��� �� 
� �	�"-' � ���
8��&@ #��� �� %� )	�� 
�-' �7� ��� . 
� ;S�get used to  f�* �� XS* �� ��M �� <�� \�ing ����	 ��� %�. 

I’m trying to get used to life in a big city.  

6- ��H"�6� � =���>�  

-   ���� ���� =���>�')H�� � =�> 4�  
�may  ��might  
� �� �could �	 8��O���  %�.7� <�-�could  ��F@ �� �O�SM H��?�
;';�	.  

                      ��;� �;�	to  +might/may  +X��*  

            �7���  ��;� �;�	to  + X��* +may/might  

�O-	                ��;� �;�	to  +not  +may/might  +X��*  

  

I may/might go to the movies tonight = perhaps I will go to the movie tonight.  

May I ask a question? 

Sonia may not come to the party. 

The phone’s ringing. It could be Matt.  

  

 
� 8��O���may  ��might �@ ����O� v�' ��S,�	 ���� �	� ;-�  
� mZ* ;-���@ �S,�� %� ���'might �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

If I knew them better, I might invite them to the party.  

�	 ��=� �� �=@� �+� 	 #��� �@�=	 %� �� �=@� jB��?� �<�!�-R� f���.  

    

  
�may/might/could ��� 8��O��� �����	 I�@ ������� X&R ��.  

 ing  + ��;� �;�	to  +be +/could  may/might  

Don’t phone me at 8:30. I might be watching TV. = (perhaps I will be watching TV) 

 

 C�-D' ������� X&R C�� 
�%	�@�� ���� ����  �7��?� ��'�	 8��O��� ��! <�-�:  
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

I may/might be going to Mexico in July. 

 #��.�We may/might as well do �	 %� ���� C���=� �-S� 8��i �� <�'� f�L@� <�@��� <���;@ ��:  

Rents are so high these days, you may as well buy a house.  

-  
� ��-�0� ���� ����will certainly  ��surely  ��definitely  
� �� �must ��F�	 8��O���. 

She’ll certainly get the job.  

She certainly won’t get the job. 

You’ve been working all day. You must be tired. 

-  
� �O-	 ��-�0� �7�? ��can’t ��� C&	 ��o �-S� <�-&�	 8��O���.  

He can’t be in Italy. I saw him an hour ago. 

 

- ����   ����4� =���>� !�DE- ��	
  ��
 ���!�� 
� ;R�� 8;R f�L@� %�Rr+ �� �/� ���� ��&	� <���"� <�'����  ��,� �-S�
<�-&�	 8��O���:  

Past participle  +have +/could  may/might  

She may  have known about it. (perhaps she  knew...) 

 ;��R�	 �� %� TQ�� �I�i ����� %��@.  

She could have done her homework. 

 �7�?        �O-	Past participle  +have  +not +  may/might  

Could + not + have + past participle                   

 B��?�)��� C&	 (��� 8;�;@ �� ��                                        .He may not have seen you.  

-  ���� ����!�DE- ��	
 4� ��H"�6�   
�must + have + pp ��F�	 8��O���.  

� 2F�� ��?�8;���� ���)��-�0� ��                  (All the streets are wet. It must have rained last night. 

There’s nobody at home. They must have gone out. 

 
� <���� ��-�0� �I�i ���.@ ���� 
� ��,�must not �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

Carol takes the bus everywhere. He must not have a car. 
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� ;R�� 8;R f�L@� %�Rr+ �� �/� ��� C&	 ��o <���"� <�'���� ��,� �-S� �O-	 �7�? �� �can’t + have + pp          ��
couldn’t + have + pp ��F�	 8��O���.  

;R�� 8;�� �� �� ��� C&	��o          .He was too far away, so he can’t/couldn’t have seen you.  

}�  �-S	couldn’t  ��may/might not �	 u�* ;-�  �7�? �� %� ��imay/might not have + pp  %�Rr+ �� X� B��?�
 �7�? �� �	� 8;F@ f�L@�could not have + pp ;R�� 8;R f�L@� %�Rr+ �� X� %� ��� C&	 ��o.  

Those two girls look very much alike. They must be sisters. 

 #��O�can’t  �must not  I�@ %� ��� C�� ��can not ��&	� ��-S	 %�  � ��� �I�i ���� ��r��@must not  %� ��� C�� ��-S	 %�
»%� ���@ C�-D-�� j��;��,...«. 

 

7-���2���  
����  
� ���@��� ����can, could, be able to ��F�	 8��O���. 

can  
1- �	 %� �S,��	 ��  
� ��� ��r� ��&	� X� f�L@� �� � ���� �� ���� f�L@� ���@��� ���R  <�K�"� <�'��!can �	 8��O��� <�-�: 

�.k	:     ��;� �;�	to  +can  +X��*  

�O-	:     ��;� �;�	to  +can not (can’t)  +X��*  

�7�w�:     ��;� �;�	to  + X��* +can  

Can you change a ten-dollar bill?   I’m sorry, I can’t.  

 ��Q %�can �	  
� ����be able to ��� 8��O��� . %� �R�� %Q�� ;��� �	�can H�S	 ��� ��:  

Are you able to speak any foreign languages? 

�� ����	 �!�� �� �	� 
� 8��O�can  � ���@ ��r� ��&	� 
� %� ��� ����Mbe able to <�-� 8��O���:  

- �;�	 
� ;S�  

It’s interesting to be able to speak 4 languages. 

- �&� H�S*� 
� ;S�  

;���� ���* ;@���� f�� ;��R                     .Tom might be able to come tomorrow. 
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- X	�� H�? ��	
 ��  

<����� f� 8��.@ ���, ���!�                          .I haven’t been able to sleep recently.  

 
� <' �����	 8;-�� ����can  
� <' �be able to ��� 8��O���.  

I can’t/won’t be able to come to your party tomorrow. 

  

Could  
  

���� �� ���� f�L@� 8
�Q� I�@ � �/� ���@��� ����  
� %�Rr+ ��	
could �	 8��O��� <�-� :�	 ��,�  �$�! ���@��� ��� <�K�"� <�'��!
 
� ���� �� ���� f�L@� 8
�Q� �� ����could �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

When I was young I could run very fast.  

My grandfather could speak five languages. 

�	 ���� �' <��R�� 8
�Q� �	 <�'� f�L@� <�'��!.We could do whatever we wanted.                           

was/were able to  
� 8��O��� �	� � ����	 ��� %� %�Rr+ �� ���@��� ���� ���� I�@could ��� �� V���.  

I was able to speak English when I was 10. 

 �����@ ���	 \� �� �	� 
�could  
� ;��� mZ* � ��� 8��O���were/was able to  ��managed to  8��O���   %� ���@�	
 �� � �<�-�
 ��� %��@��� x�! ��S,�	 \� �� ���R %� <���"�  <�'����)��� 8;R h*�	 (;'� f�L@� �� �$�! ���).�/� ���@��� \� %@(  

The fire spread through the building quickly, but everybody was able to escape.          or 

but everybody was managed to escape. 

;-'� #�L@ �� ��! ;-��@��� %' �7� ;R :�� ���!�� ��Q %' ���� %� :��.  

 C�� ����O� �O-	 �7�? �� �	�couldn’t  �wasn’t/weren’t able to ���;@ ��Q�.  

 
� �-'~ � ��? H�S*� 8��' %�could  
� %@ ��F�	 8��O���was/were able to 

See, hear, smell, taste, feel, remember, understand. 

When I went closer, I could hear someone calling for help.  
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�could � ���� ��=-F�� ������F�	 8��O��� I�@ 8;-�� �� H�? ��	
 �. 

It’s a nice day. We could go for a walk.  

 ��Q %� ����	 C�� ��could  
�can �	 I�@ ��� 8��O��� ����.  

�	 %� �� �I�i <���;@ ;�, j�S,�� %� �S,��	 ��  
� <�'� f�L@� <�K�+could �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

)�@  <�K�+I can kill...  (I’m so angry with him. I could kill him. 

 ��,��	   
� I�@ <�'� �.! 8;-�� �� H�? ��	
 �� �I�i ^�,� ��&	� 
� <�'��!could �	 8��O��� <�-�) . 
� #)Q %@�"-��  ��can 
�@ ��� 8��O��� ����(.  

I don’t know when they’ll be here. They could get here at any time.  

could have done  
�	 %� �S,��	 �� %�R�� �� ���� f�L@� ��&	� �� �$�* <�K�"� <�'��! 8��;@ f�L@� �� �� �7� <��  
� <��could have done  8��O���

�	 <�-�: 

He could have had a wife and children.  

 
� C�-D'could have done ��F�	 8��O��� I�@ %�Rr+ �� H��?� ���� ����.  

The situation was bad, but it could have been worse. 

  

 #�,�� �YS�could  �-S	 %�would be able to ���:  

We could take a trip if we had enough money. 

 #�,�� �'�+could have done  �-S	 %�would have been able to do ���:  

We could have taken a trip if we had enough money. 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

8- �4�7L  
��F�	 8��O��� ��
 H�S*� 
� ��.Q� ���� ����:  

Should, ought to, had better, be supposed to, must, have/has to, need  

must  �have to

�.k	:     ��;� �;�	to  +must  +X��*  

�O-	:     ��;� �;�	to  +not  +must  +X��*  

�7�w�:     ��;� �;�	to  + X��* +must  

 
� <�-� ���� �� ���� f�L@� #���M <�'���� 8�+�'have to �	 8��O��� <�-�: 
 

 XS* H�� ��, +have to / has to  +X��*  

Kim starts work at 7 o’clock, so she has to get up at 6:00. 

Have you ever had to go to the hospital? 

I might have to leave the meeting early. 

&RH�? ��	
 �7�w� X:  

have to...?  + X��* +do / does  

H�? ��	
 �O-	 X&R:  

have to...?  +don’t / doesn’t  +X��*  

%�Rr+ ��	
 �7�w� X&R: 

have to...?  + X��* +did  

%�Rr+ ��	
 �O-	 X&R:  

didn’t have to...  +X��*  

What time do you have to go to the dentist tomorrow? 

 ��Q %� ;-��' H�? ��	
 %� %� ��)Q ��have to  
�have got to �	 ��� 8��O��� ����.  

 
� ���/"@� ���
 ��have to  
� ��F��must �	 8��O���  
� ����R�@ C�@��, � XS7������ �� �7� <�-�must �	 8��O��� ��R. 
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must , have to  ��R f�L@� ��� f
B %� ;-��' �/� �"@��� � ;@���	 ��� %� ��, ��.Q� ���� ���� . ��0 %� ����	 
� ������ �� �
;@���	 ��� %� ���&� .���� ��.Q� ^�@ %� �"��� �=@� #��O� � ;@��� #��O� <' �� XS* �� C�� �' ��S,�	 �YS� �� �	�.  

�+ �-S� ;R�� 8;-��+ ��! q�0 
� ��.Q� �+� 
� ;'� f�L@� �� ���� ��� f
B %� ;-� P��?� (��! 8;-�must  �+� �7� ��F�	 8��O���
;R�� �@���� ��S,�� \� � ��R X�N� 8;-��+ �� ����� 
� ��.Q� ) </S	 � \RI� � ��@�, � #���Z	 Xk	 (... 
� 8�"@�have to   8��O���

��F�	.  

;-&�	 }? �� ��.Q� (��! 8;-��+ I must lose some weight. I’m getting fat.                             .  

;-&�	 ���� �� �@���� ��S,�� \� mZ* 8;-��+ I have to work late tomorrow.                                   .  

Must ���;@ %�Rr+ � ����	 ��� %� 8;-�� � H�? ���� mZ*.� 8;-�� �X	�� H�? �%�Rr+ ��' ��	
 ����  �&� H�S*� 
� 8��O��� f�"-' %� ��
 Xk	 may, might,…  
� �����	 mZ*have to   ��� 8��O���.  

8;-�� I must give a lecture tomorrow.                  .  

%�Rr+ When I was at university, I had to work and study at the same time.                   

X	�� H�? Have you ever had to go to the hospital?                                            

<�-� X�-� �� ���* %�/Q <��R ��.L	 ;��R).�&� XS*(We might have to cancel tomorrow’s meeting.           

  

;@��� #��O�	 )	�� ��-S	 �O-	 X&R �� XS*�� C��.mustn’t � %� ��� �� ��-S	 %���R f�L@� ;��.@ �/)�O-	 ��.Q� ( �7�don’t 

have to  <�';@ f�L@� �� <�'� f�L@� �� X� �� %� <���� ����!� �-S� ��R f�L@� �/� ���@ �
��@ %� ��� �� ��-S	 %�.  

��.Q� Bicyclist must not ride on the sidewalk.                                

����!� You don’t have to work on the weekend.                              

  

should

 �&� XS* should );��� (��� %@),�� � E�N$ �/� f�L@� <���"� <�'���� %� <��.�	 ��� %� �	�"-' ��.  

�.k	:     ��;� �;�	to  +should  +X��*  

�O-	:     ��;� �;�	to  +not  +should  +X��*  

�7�w� :     ��;� �;�	to  + X��* +should 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

You should stop smoking. 

 #�,�� 2/o�should  �� ��Do you think...?/ I didn’t think / I think �	 ��� %� C�;� � <���  �I�i %� TQ�� �� ��! �W@ 2����
�	 �	 �� ���"�� �W@ �� <�K�+ <����:  

Do you think I should buy this coat? 

�	 ��,�  <�K�"� <�'��! 
� ���	 ��W�@� q)!�� �� ���@ ���� �I�ishould �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

I wonder where Liza is? She should be here by now. 

�	 %� ��,�  <���� ��W�@� <�K�"� <�'��!8;-�� �� �I�i  
� I�@ ;�O�� u�O��should �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

She’s been studying hard for exam, so she should pass. 

��� � %�Rr+ ��	
 ����� �	 f�L@� ;��� %�  
� ��� 8;R f�L@� �	� 8;F�	 f�L@� ;��.@ ���� �� � �8;F@ �	� 8;Rshould have done 
�	 8��O��� <�-�:  

I feel sick. I shouldn’t have eaten too much.  

Should U�SM �#;R � #�;, �W@ 
�  
� ��must ���.  

 ��-S	should  ��have to �	 u�* ;-�:  

I should study tonight, but I think I’ll go to the movies. 

I have to study tonight. I can’t go to the movies. 

 ��Q %�should  
�ought to �	 I�@ ��� 8��O��� ����. �	�ought to  ��� �� ���.  

You shouldn’t smoke so much = You ought not to smoke so much. 

 ��Q %� �<�'� f�L@� �� ���� ��� ��=� %� <���"� <�'���� %� �@�	
 C�-D'should   XS* 
� �����	had better ��� 8��O��� I�@.  

You have a temperature. You’d better go to a doctor. 

You’d better not smoke so much. 

@� �Z4-	 � E�N$ (�� <���"� <�'���� �+� ��Q %� ��� f�;� ���� f�Lshould  
� �����	be supposed to  ��-S	 %�" ��� ���,
 %�– ;���" <�-� 8��O���.  

I’d better hurry. I’m supposed to be at work at 8.  

need

 XS*need ��' I�@ ��.Q� �-S	 %� C�R�� f
B ��-S	 �� 8�)�.  
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<�;��� ���.<�-� %/L� ;��� We’re late. We need to hurry.                                 .  

 �O-	 X&Rneed  �-S�don’t/doesn’t need to ��R f�L@� ���� ���@ f
B %� ���-S	 C�� %�). H��S	don’t/doesn’t have 

to(  

�-� ��� %�O' �!� ����@ ��.L	 �� ���@ f
B You don’t need to work on the weekend.            .  

need  X&R �� %� %�Rr+ ��	
 ��didn’t need to  �needn’t have done  8��.@ f
B %� ;-&�	 ���� �� �/� �7�� %� ��F�	 �O-	
��� 8;R f�L@� �7� ��R f�L@� 8��.@ f
B %� ;-&�	 ���� �� �/� �	�� � ��� 8;F@ f�L@� � ��R f�L@�. 

I didn’t need to water the flowers because it was raining. 

)8��;@ f�L@� �� ��� C�� � ���@ �' X+ ���� �� %� �
��@ %� ;R %Q��	 ����� �;�� �� 8;-��+( 

I needn’t have watered the flowers. It began to rain after ten minutes. 

) �' X+ ���� �� %� �
��@ %� 8;R %Q��	 ����� �;���� 
� ;S� 8;-��+��� 8��� f�L@� ����� �;���� 
� X., �� ��� C�� �	� 8��.@(  

9 - �Q��� �5�L  
  
  �� %� �7�w� #)Qwho �what  �which  � ...;@�F�	 <��Z� %��� �� %� ;@�F�	 ^��R:  

  
-   �&� H�S*� 
� ;-� H��� %/Q H�SO	 %� TQ�� �7��� %/� �+�do/does/did �	 8��O��� <�-�: 
-   

 �� ��� %i��;��                     Who did you see yesterday?  
 

 �7��� %/�who                    8��� H��� ��� %/Q H�SO	 %� ���� %� TQ��I saw Sara.   

-   �&� H�S*� 
� ;-� H��� %/Q X��* %� TQ�� �7��� %/� �+�do/does/did �@ 8��O��� <�-�:  
 

A:Who lives in this house?  

B:Jane lives here. 

A:What happened to your car? 

B:Ihad a bad accident. 

Which bus goes down town? 

;--&�	 �O? �� ��! %*�M� q�? I�@ �7��� #)Q �� ;@���	 ��� %� %*�M� q�? \� 8��' %� %� �7�S*�.  q�? �� 8���N	 ���/"@� ��
;���	 XS* 
� ;S� %/$�*)� %*�M�.  

What’s she laughing at?  
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

Who do you want to speak to? 

Which job has Jane applied for? 

Where do you come from?  

���/"@� �� ���"�	 ���, %/Q ��;��� �� %*�M� q�? ���.  

From whom did you obtain the information? 

  what … like? #�O$� ����R � �'�� ���	 �� H��� ���� ����	 ��� %� ��R� � �' ���@�.  

A: What is your new teacher like? 

B: She is really experienced and she’s friendly, too. 

What … for? ��� ��i ��-S	 %� � %�*� ��� %� ��W-	 � X�7� �;���� ����. 

What did you call him for?(= why did you call him?) 

  

  

 <�� +what <�� � +which 

What color is your car? 

Which day is it today? 

Which train did you catch- the 9:50 or the 10:30. 

Who  x��R� ���� mZ*)���R� %@ (�	 ��� %� ���:  

Who is taller- Bill or Sam? 
 

�	 �.N$ ���R� 
� �� ��;S� ���	 �� %� ��,�  
� <�-�which �	 8��O���  
� 8��O��� �	� <�-�what V��� ��� ��:  

There are four umbrellas here. Which is yours? 

How �	 �� ��� ��� %� ;�, �� �O$ �� ����:  

How tall are you? 

How big is the house? 

How often do you use your car? 

�	 ��,� 0 #;	 %i ���� C�*�+ f�L@� <���_� <�'��!�	 H�  
� ;F�How long �	 8��O��� <�-�:  
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How long does/did/will it take to do something. 

How long does it take to cross the Atlantic by ship? 

It took about an hour . 

How long does it take you to...? 

�	 H�0 #;	 %i �R ���� ;F�...�  

 

             does          you  
A: How long   did    it take  Anne   to...? 
            will          them 

 

          takes           me        a week 
B: It   took           Anne    a long time  to... . 
          will take     them     three hours 

 

It took me three days to read the book. 

�	 H�0 
�� %� C	 ���� ���� �;@��! ;F�.  

How long will take me to learn driving? 

  

<�Z��	��o #��$ %� �� �7��� ��� f
B #�,�� �'�+  ��W@ �����.� �� �? ..do you know , could you tell me...?  ,  do you  
have any idea ..?   I don’t know,  T,��	 %@�"-�� �� �<���_� ��� 
� f�� :�� � �7���  #��$ %� %/Q H�� :����78 ���. 

� Where is Paula? 
    Do you know where Paula is?  

I don’t know where Paula is. 

� When are you leaving town? 
    Can you tell me when you are leaving town? 

� Where does he live? 
    Do you know where he lives?  

 

 �F��� %/� ^�@ v�' �7�w� #)Q �� �+�)what �why � (... 
� ;��� ;R�� %�R�;@ ��Q�if  ��whether <�-� 8��O���:  

� Is Jack at home? 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

      Do you know if /whether Jack is at home? 

� Did anybody see you? 
    I don’t remember whether (if) anybody saw you? 

�	 #��$ #����6� C�' I�@ �7�w� #)Q <�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ �� ���+:  

� The police officer said to us "where are you going?" 
    The police officer asked us where we were going. 

�  "Do you have a driver’s license? 
    She asked me whether (if) I had a driver’s license?  

10- 2."*��	�"R � ."*��	 =�S ?*  
�	 �� #��.� C�� � 8��� 8��O��� %	��+ 
� <�Z��	 H�, XZ@ �� �	 ���6� ��
 #��$ %� XS* ��	
 <�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ �� �	� <���� ;-�: 

<�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ � �/$�  %/Q 

8��� %�Rr+  � 8��� H�?  

X	�� %�Rr+  � ������� H�?  

������� X	�� %�Rr+  � ������� %�Rr+  

X	�� %�Rr+  � X	�� H�?  

������� X	�� %�Rr+  � ������� X	�� H�?  

������� X	�� %�Rr+  � ������� X	�� %�Rr+  

8��� %�Rr+ �� 8;-��  � 8��� 8;-��  

������� %�Rr+ �� 8;-��  � ������� 8;-��  

X	�� %�Rr+ �� 8;-��  � X	�� 8;-��  

 X	�� %�Rr+ �� 8;-��
�������  � ������� X	�� 8;-��  

� I’m enjoying my new Job. 
   He said that he was enjoying his new Job. 

� My sister has gone to Australia. 
    He said that his sister had gone to Australia. 

 
� jB�S	 �<�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ 
� 8��O��� T,�	 ��said  ��told �	 8��O��� <�-� .��� %�Rr+ ��	
 %� jB�S	 I�@ %/Q %�Z�:  
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Tom said that he was feeling seek. 

 ;�K�"@"Tom said me"  ��"I said Anne" . 
� ;S�said �@ �7�SO	 ��M ;�� . 
� ��,� �	�told �	 8��O���  �7�SO	 ��M <�-�
�	 <���� . j�-Mthat �	 �� � ������� qr? �7�? �� �' �.  

He said he was tired. 

He told me that he was tired. 

�	 ;R�� 8��� %�Rr+ ��	
 %� %� �� �/S* <�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ �� ;�-� X�;.� X	�� %�Rr+ %� %&-�� �� ;���� %"@ #��$ ��' %� ;�@���:  

� Tom said, "I woke up feeling sick, so I stayed in bed" 
Tom said he woke up feeling sick, so he stayed in bed.     

    Tom said he had woken up feeling sick, so he stayed in bed. 

<�'� ���6� �� XS* ��	
 %� ���@ f
B %F�' .�	 XZ@ �./4	 �+� ;�-� ��� �� %/Q XS* ���;@ �����M ����� ��.��� 
�-' %� ;�-�:  

� "New York is more exciting than London" 
    Tom said that New York is more exciting than London. 

 �7���� E�N$ I�@ %�Rr+ %� XS* ���6�.  

  

;�-� 8��O��� %�Rr+ ��	
 
� ;��� ���� #��O� ��S,�� �� 8;R %�O+ 2/4	 %� �S,��	 �� �	�:  

I didn’t expect to see you, Jim. Kelly said you were sick. 

�	 8��O��� H�S*� ��;�	 X&R 
� ��	� #)Q <�Z��	��o H�, XZ@ �� <�-�:  

� "Stay in bed for a few days" 
    The doctor told me to stay in bed for a few days. 

� Ann asked me not to tell anybody, what happened. 
  
  
  

11 - �6�D �5�L  
 8����� B�S	 �0�R #)Q ��	 � T��,��i �� � �'��� �e�F	�@ ��' ��S,�I C&	 %� ���'I�i �� � ;�O�� u�O�� ��� C&	 %� ���'

<�-� �	 �.N$ ;-R�.@ �� � ;-R�� �S,�� ���.  

;@�R �	 �;-� %Z.0 ��
 2���� %� f�� � f�� � H�� ^�@ %��� %� %� B�S	 �0�R #)Q.  
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 H�� ^�@ �0�R: 

  

                                                                                                             will              8��� H�? ��	
            

        ��;� �;�	   +  to   ,    can   ������� H�? ��	
 If +             

                                                                                                               might              X	�� H�? ��	
          

                                            should    

 

If we play tennis , I will win.  

 f�� ^�@ �0�R )? �S,�� ��o H�: ( 

would                                                                                                        

        ��;� �;�	   +  to   ,    could   %�Rr+ ��	
 If +             

                                                                                                               might                               

    

  

If we played tennis I would win. 

 f�� ^�@ ) �S,�� ��o %�Rr+: ( 

  would                                                                           

    +  have + pp   ,    could%�Rr+ ��	
  X	��);�S�   ( If +             

                                                                                might                               

    

 

If we had played tennis, I would have won. 

;-� %Z.0 C�� ;-i �'B��� %� ���"���� � �0�R #)Q C��� ���� ���� C&	 �0��R #)Q %� ����	 # 	 ;R�� �*�� � 2��-
�@�;� ;��� �	��!�� %� <? �� ������ ��'�� �;-� %Z.0 �� �=@� ���� �@ 8��+ %� C�� �� %� ;-��' �0�R #)Q 8
���@ . ;��� C�����-�
� %� ;�@�;�=�%� �0�R #)Q ��� � @����� %� ���'���!�� �-S� ^ ��' ��	
  ^�@ �?)4$� �0�R #)Q %� ;@�� �	 ��� %� �7�S	

��' ��	
 �� %� ���'���!�� � ;@��+ �	 �� �� <' �� H��  ;@��+ �	 ���, 8��O��� ���	 8[��) f�� � f�� ^�@ X	�R (;--� �	 <��Z�.  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

 �� �7�S	 ��' ��	
 
� <�-� �.N$ �7��! �� � �S,����o ��' ��S,�	 8����� <�'��! �@ �	 %� ��,�If <���@ �	 8��O��� .S� �- ��	

 ��	
 %� 8��R� ���� %�Rr+ ��	
 � H�? ��	
 %� 8��R� ���� H�?8��o � %�Rr+.  

If you want to learn a musical instrument, you have to practice. 

If that was Mary, why didn’t she stop and say hello? 

If the weather is good, I go to the beach. 

If you heat the ice, it melts. 

 �� <' �-S� �0�R %/Q :�� �� �' �� �!� H�k	 �� ��If-clause  �� <' �Main-clause   �	 %� 8;R 8��O��� 8��� H�? ��	
 
�
 ��Q %� %/Q �� �' �� ����if  
�when  ��� 8��O���.  

�	 ��� %� <�-� �	 8��O��� �S,����o ��' ��	
 
� �@�	
��-� �.N$ �S,�� ��o ��' ��S,�	 8����� <�'< . u�O�� %� ���' ��S,�	 �-S�
�@ � ���*� ;-'���� ��� <� ����� �=@� ���� p� H��?� .� %� ���' ��S,�	� �� � �S,�� �!�;@� 8��;@ p� %� �S��,� �� � ;-��' �7 . �� �	

 
� �0�R #)Q %@�+ C��would r+ ��=@�	
 ��� C�;� �� <���@ �	 8�O��� %�R���@ �S,�� ��S,�	 %� <�'� ��F@ 2�� . H�? ��	
 ��
 � 8��� %�Rr+ 
� �S,����o X	�� %�Rr+ ��	
 
� �S,�� ��o %�Rr+ ��	
 �� ) ;�S� �M�	 (��R �	 8��O���. 

If I knew her name, I would tell you. 

 <�O+ �	 �� %� <��@�� �	 �� �� <�� �+� ) <@�� �@ �	�(  

If we had had more money, we would have been able to buy a new suit. 

 ���F�� H�� �	 �+�<���� ;�;Q ���/R � �� ��� \� <���@��� �	 <��R��.  

  

12- �77� �5�L  
� X��* 
� ��o ��"�� e�R %/��� %� %/Q �� �/� 8�+ �'��R f�L@��R �	 8��O��� ���!�� C�� 
� . f�/S	 %��� �� %� #)Q %@�+ C��

 XS* �� �� � 8;R �;-� %Z.0 H�=L	 � get  �have ;@�R �	 %�!��.  

 #)Q H�=L	 �..� :���@ e�F	 ;'� �	 f�L@� �� XS* %� ��� ���!�� C�� �� .��R �	 8��O��� ���!�� C�� ���� ��
 H�	�* 
�.  

 XS* f�� ��, + H�SO	) +%/Q ��	
 �� h��4	 (get/have  +��� 2.�	  

I get/had my car washed yesterday 

;-��F� �� <-�R�	 f��� 
����.  

f�/S	 �..� #)Q  :* %� ��� ���!�� C�� ����� e�F	 ;'� �	 f�L@� �� XS .�*	���R �	 8��O��� ���!�� C�� ���� ��
 ��' H.  
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 H�SO	 + ��;� �;�	to  + ��� 8;-'� f�L@�) +%/Q ��	
 �� h��4	 (have  +��� 2.�	  

I had Tom fix my cell phone. 

;-� ��S� �� </����	 f�� f��� C	.  

 H�SO	 + �� �;�	to  + ��� 8;-'� f�L@�) +%/Q ��	
 �� h��4	 (get  +��� 2.�	  

He gets his sister to do the typing.  

 

 

13- ����A  

����A  �/#	:  
���+ ������� �&/	 #�O$ �;��� ��� ��=� �&/	 ���M �� ���-R� ����:  

�O$ �&/	 ��'   :my     our     your     his     her     their     its 
�&/	 ���M  :mine  ours    yours    his     hers    theirs            

Is this book mine or yours? 

I went to the movies with a friend of mine. 

Whose )H�	 ��� %i (�	 <' �� ���=-� %� <' � ��� ��� %� <�� \� �� ����  

Whose money is this? 

It’s mine.     

�..� %/Q ^�@ ���!�� ������ 

f�/S	 �..� 
I had DR.james check my eyes last month. 

 �� ���� %����! �� 
� %� ���R � 2.�	
;'� f�L@�)8;-'� f�L@� (  %/Q �� �� �'

 ��Q�;-	�/S	 � ;@��� . 
 )��� <=	 #�/� 2����(  

I got Dr.james to check my eyes last month. 

H�=L	 �..� I had my eyes checked last month. 

 8;-'� f�L@� � ��� f�/S	 2.�	 mZ*
 
� X., <' H�SO	 � ;R�� �@ e�F	 

pp 
���+ �	 ���,) .��� <=	 #�/� 2����(  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

Whose is this? 

 ���/G2� ����A:  

�	 8��O��� �S,��	 �� ���&S@� ���M 
� ;R�� �&� %/Q H�SO	 � X��* %� <�-�:  

myself , yourself , himself  , herself , itself , yourselves , ourselves , themselves 

I looked at myself in the mirror. 

  

Please help yourselves. 

;�-� �����r� �����! 
� j�O47. 

 
� ;S�bring something with...  ��take something with... �@ 8��O��� ���&S@� ���M 
� <�-�:  

It might rain. I’ll take an umbrella with me (not with myself) 

 H�S*� 
� ;S�concentrate/ feel / relax / meet �@ ���&S@� ��M I�@ <����:  

You have to try and concentrate. 

�<�-� #�,)	 �� �"�;' T,�	 %i  

What time should we meet? 

 %*�M� q�? ��,�by �&S@� ���M %��	 %*�M� ��  �-S	 ��R“�=-� ”�	 ��! %� ;@��+:  

<�*� #)�4S� %� �=-� f��!.  

I went on vacation by myself. 

“Was she with friends?”    “No, she was by herself” 

 
�one another  ��Q %� <'each other �	 8��O��� ��R:  

How long have you and Bill known one another? 

M 
��	 8��O��� <' ;���� ���� ���&S@� ��� %� ���R �=@� %� X�7� C�'“�;���� ���M ”�	 I�@ ;-��+: 

I repaired my bicycle myself. 

%!�i�� f��! f��� ��S� �� f�.  

I’m not going to do it for you. You can do it yourself. 
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

A friend of mine is getting married. 

Michael had an argument with a neighbor of his. 

That woman over there is a friend of my sister’s. 

��� f�'��! ������ 
� �&� �
 ��.  

�	 ��,�  <�K�+my own house  �-S�“%@�! ��� C	 H�	 mZ* %� �� ”8��� 8��Q� ��� 
� �� �� %@ <&��R ��� �� %@ � f�.  

Vicky and George would like to have their own house. 

It’s my own fault that I don’t have any money. 

�	 %� ��,� �	 f�L@� ��	��! �� ���� <�K�"� <�'��!  
� I�@ <�'�own �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

Bill usually cuts his own hair. 

 #��.�on my own  ��on your own � ... �-S�»XZ��	 ��0 %�«  

Are your children living on their own? 

�	 �+;@
 XZ��	 �R ��;@
�* ��� �;--�  

  

  

 �Q�T�	 ����A:  

-��' ���/� ;--� �	 ���+�/Q �� ���&� 
� � ;--�F@ �	 <�� ��Q %� %� ; ."�� ]�I� %O��� ���M ^�@ C���� 8;=��� I�@ �� �� � ;@�
 f�@ %� �� �=@� ��-�� 
� ;R�� �	 <' %� %/Q �� ���� X��	"�7�$�	" <���-R �	.  

Who, Whom, Which, What, That, Where, When, Why 

 

������ 
���&S@� � �;���� ���M  

�'self  
%*�M� q�? �� C�*� ��&� 8
�Q� ;R�� ����? %/Q �/$� XS*�+�  

with  
;@��;@ �� 

themselves, . …, himself, oyrself, Myself %*�M� q�? �� ��'  
by 

��-S	 %�" ���=-� %�" ;-R�� �	. 
(by myself,by yourself,…) 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

Ali found the missing kid. 

Ali wore a blue shirt.  

Ali who wore a blue shirt found the missing kid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8�"@ \� �� �7�$�	 ���M 

������ 

 ;@��+ ���, ;@��� �	
���L� 

 %�
 ���-�
X��* 

 %�
 ���-�
H�SO	 

 #��.� ��
q�S	 

 ��o #��.� ��
 q�S	) H�+���

���(  

Pronouns 
)�7�$�	 ���M(  

Who #�@���? ��=@��@� %/� %/� %/� %/� 
Whom �=@��@� ��! %/� %/� %/� 
Which #�@���? � ��R� %/� %/� %/� %/� 

That 
 � #�@���? ��=@��@�

��R� %/� %/� %/� ��! 

Whose �' ��.��� � �' ��&7�	 %/� %/� %/� %/� 
No pronoun 

)��M qr?(  
 � #�@���? ��=@��@�

��R� ��! %/� %/� ��! 

Nominal 
pronoun 

)��� ��M(  
What 

 ;��Z� ���R� 
)%� %D@� ��-S	 %�(  

%/� %/� %/� ��! 

Adverbs 
)�7�$�	 ��';�,(  

Where ��&	 %/� %/� %/� %/� 
When ��	
 %/� %/� %/� %/� 
Why �/� �� X�7� %/� %/� %/� %/� 

 ��L� �7� ���+���, <' �7�$�	 ���, ��L� ;@��� �	 that 
��R �@ 8��O���  whose , what 

 #�&@ �/�&�
�' �7�$�	 

 ���� ��&� �	� ���� �@��@� H�SO	 :Z@ %&-�� �� whom 
Whom  %� who 

���� ��NQ�� 
Who,that�7�$�	 ���M 

;@��;@ �� %*�M� q�? \� 
� }� 8��O��� 8
�Q�.  
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�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

14-  �	���U4��D ?��S �"R � U4��D ?��S  
  

<�� �	 %� ;-��' ���=@� (��R X��, ��' ��R �� �=@� ���� .�	 �	��� C�� TQ <' � ;-R�� ��O	 <' ;-@���.  q�? ��O	 �7�? ��
 U��S�a  ��an ;@��"�	.  

a car, many cars  

a book,three books,some books  

<�� �@ %� ;-��' ���=@� (��R X��,��o ��' ;@���	 ��� %� ��O	 X&R %� %F�' � <��F� �� �=@� <�@��� Xk	  

, rice coffee �candy �milk �water �salt �money �music �tennis �fruit  �perfume  

 )k	�@  <�K�"� <�@���one rice  ��two rice   

<�� �@ �� (��R X��,��o ��'  �� ����a  ��an ;R�� <�� �� �O$ \� <�� 
� X., �+� ��?���� ��� %�.  

We had such nice weather during the picnic.(not such a nice weather) 

 �	 �	� �@���<  ;-@�	 ���/� �� �� �=@�some, any, no, a lot of ,…          C�-D' �,a pack of,… a piece of �a glass of  
��� ��� %�<.  

a glass of water  ,  a bottle of perfume , … 

<�� 
� ������ �	 �� �' ��� ���, 8��O��� ���	 (��R X��,��o <' � (��R X��, X&R %� <' ����  � �"��� %/Q �� %/� f�=O	 %�
���� . %���� � X	�� #��$ %� �+�  ���ro ���	 )k	 X��, ��o ;R�� �W@ ���	 �=@� 
� ���;Z	 �� ;@�R %��� �+� �7� ;@� (��R X��, ;-R��

;@� (��R.  

)(��R X��,  (look! The bakery has some nice cakes. 

)(��R X��,��o  (would you like a piece of cake? 

� � (��R X��,��o ;@�� ��� %� �/� f�=O	 �� �+� �	��� �YS� C�-D';@� (��R X��, ;@�� ��� %� x�! �	�=O	 �� �+.  

 )(
�� 
� �$�! f�=O	                            ( Football is a sport.  

 )(
�� �/� f�=O	(                                  Do you like sport? 

<�� 
� �YS� =@��
 �� ;-��' (��R X��,��o jB�S	 ���/"@� ��	
 �� %� �'�	 ���N	 (��R X��, �"�� �� ;@�R:  

advice,  bread, furniture , luggage, progress, weather, baggage, chaos, news, luck , scenery, 
work, behavior, damage,  permission, traffic, information, trouble, homework, money ,… 

work  �	� ��� (��R X��, ��o job �R X��,��� (�.  C�-D'work ��� (��R X��, ��-' ��t� ��-S	 ��.  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

I'm looking for work or I’m looking for a job.  

Works of Picasso  

15-)"S �� �IT�.�� 
� ?7S ��( !��HD  
;--&�	 e�F	 �� <�� #B�? �"�� �� ��;Z	 �� ��;S� � ;@��"�	 ���, <�� 
� X., �' %��-R.  

some  �any

Some  ��-S	 %�"���;S� -���;Z	"  <' (��R X��, �	��� ��)TQ (<�� �� <' �  (��R X��,��o ��')��O	 (�	 ��� %� ���:  

I need some money.  

�	 ��,� <�-� q��S� ��� %� �I�i <�'��!  <�R�� %�R�� ���M�Z� ��� 
� �� �  
�some �	 8��O���  <�-�.  

Would you like some coffee? 

Can I have some soup, please? 

 
�some <�-&�	 8��O��� ��� �.k	 �� G��� <���' C�4	 %� �7��� #)Q � �.k	 #)Q ��.  
  

Why do you have a stomachache? Did you eat some bad food? 
 

  
�any  �7��� � �O-	 #)Q ��<�-&�	 8��O���.  
There aren’t any books in the bookstore.  

 
Is there any cheese in the refrigerator?  

 
 
� I�@ ;@��� �O-	 ��-S	 %� ��.k	 #)Q ��any �	 8��O��� <�-�  

She went out without any money. 

He refused to eat anything. 

Hardly anybody passed the examination.  

�	 %&�@�	
 �@ �,�* ������ <�K�"� <�'��!  
� ;-�any/anything/anybody �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

I’m so hungry, I could eat anything. 

The exam was very easy. Anybody could have passed.  

 
� ;S� (��R X��, <��any  %� �����	 �� �"	 ����	 ��� %� TQ #��$ %�any  ��-S	 %�"�'"  X��, <�� #��$ C�� �� %� ;R��
��� ��O	 �� 
� ;S� (��R.  



���
�

�
�
�

�	�� ���
 ��' ��	
� �� ��	��+ <=	 #�&@  

����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

There aren’t any students in the class. 

You can answer any question about math. 

 
� ;S� #�,��  2/o�if  
�any �	 8��O��� <�-�.  )�0�R %/Q \� 
� ��R ��, �� �-S�(  

Let me know if you need anything.  

�� �!��   #)Qany  f�=O	if ����:  

I’m sorry for any trouble I’ve caused. (= if I cause mistake.) 

some  �any  ��� %� <�� ��;� ;-@����	 ;@��:  

I didn’t take any pictures, but any took some. 

You can have some coffee, but I didn’t want any. 

 

a lot of, lots of, plenty , many, much

 %��-Ra lot of   �lots of   ��-S	 %�)����
 ��;Z	 �� ��;S� ( mZ* �;@��;@ �,�* <' ��a lot of ��� �� ��� . <' I�@ �' %��-R C�� ��
 (��R X��, �	���)TQ (<�� �� <' �  (��R X��,��o ��')��O	 (�	 ��� %� ;@��.  

We need a lot of/lots of eggs for this cake. 

 %��-R plenty ��-S	 %� I�@)����
 ��;Z	 � ��;S� ( ;-@�	 �������lot of  �a lot of  ���� ���
 �� <�'���� 8�+ �' %� #��O� C�� �� ����
 :�� ��<�-&�	 8��O��� %��-R C�� 
� <�-� ;���� �I�i ��;S� �� ��;Z	 ���� ;? 
.  

There’s no need to hurry. We’ve got plenty of time. 

 %� �
��@�<���� �,� ���
 ����@ %/L.  

 
� �.k	 #)Q �� B�S	a lot of/lots of  
� �7��� � �O-	 #)Q �� �many  �much ��F�	 8��O���) . #)Q �� �'�+ %�.7�
;@���	 ��� %� <' �.k	(  

Many )����
 ��;S� ( (��R X��, �	��� ��)TQ ( �much )Z	����
 ��;( (��R X��, ��o �	��� ��)��O	 (����	 ��� %�.  

I khow a lot of people here. 

I don’t know many people here. 

I don’t have much energy these days. 

 

much  �a lot �	 ��� %� I�@ <�� ��;� �� <���:  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

"Do you watch TV much?"  Yes, a lot. 

a little, a few  
a little  ) ���;Z	– �� (�� mZ*<�� � �	 (��R X��,��o ��' ;��.a little  
��@ T*� ���� �	� ��� <� �/�! %� ;';�	 ��F@ �� ���;Z	
���*��  �little ) <�– �D�' �.��Z� ( ���@ �*�� 
��@ T*� ���� � ��� <� �/�! %� ;';�	 ��F@ �� ���;Z	 . T,�� ��a little  �7�?
 � �.k	little ���� �O-	 �7�?.  

Can we eat dinner before the train leaves? 

 )<���� �,� ��                           ( Yes, we can. We have a little time.  

 )<���� <� �,� �� <���;@ �,�                     ( No, we can’t. We have little time.  

A few ) ���;S�– �� ;-i(  ;�� �	 (��R X��, �	��� �� mZ* .a few  � �.k	 �7�?few  )�D�' �.��Z�(���� �O-	 �7�?. 

enough

%��-R enough  )�*�� ��;Z	 �� ��;S� ( (��R X��, �	��� 
� X.,)TQ ( (��R X��, ��o �)��O	 (����	 ��� %�. 
  

They have enough workers but they haven’t enough time. 
 

enough  C�-D' �	 8��� ��� %� I�@ ���=-� %� � <�� ��;� ��R:  
 

I’ve got some money, but not enough to buy a car. 

enough  �O$ 
� ;S� ;�, � �	 <' ;��:    

Can you hear the radio? Is it loud enough for you?  

 %� �@�	
enough �� %/Q �����	 ����	 ��� %� �O$ �� <�� �� ��� %	��� �;�	 \� ��  

There aren’t enough chairs for everybody to sit down.  

too

 %��-Rtoo  ��-S	 %�);? 
� :��- ���
 �/�! (����	 ��� %� ;�, �� �O$ 
� X.,.  

I think you work too hard.  

 �t� ���� ���
 � <� ����too  
� X., �� ���/� �����	too ��� ��� %�:  

Much too, a lot too, a little too, a bit too, rather too, … 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

too much  �too many  �-S	 %�»���
 �/�! « ;-��' �7�too much <�� ���� �	 (��R X��,��o ��'  � ;��too many  ����
<��  C�-D' �(��R X��, ��'too much ��� ��� %� �O$ 
� X., ;@����@.  

Emily studies all the time. I think she studies too much. 

 ) �	 ����
 �/�! ����� ����(.                      There is too much rain.  

  

There are too many people here.  

It’s too expensive.(not it’s too much expensive) 

 B�S	too ����	 ��� %� �;�	 \� � ;�, �� �O$ \� 8��' %�.  

Z@� �ro�@ %� ��� ��� �; ���! �� �� ;R.  

The food was too hot to eat.  

 
� ;S� �����	 C�-D'too  %*�M� q�? 
� �O$ �for ��� 8��O��� �7�SO	 ��M \� �.  

These shoes are too big for me.  

:O� C�� ;-��' ]�I� �/�! C	 ���� �'.  

She speaks too fast for me to understand. 

Z@� ���	 q�? ;-� �; �@ C	 %� ;@
 q�? <@��� <=O� �� :��'.  

 ������too  �very  ��i ��� #��O�	very  ��-S	 %�"�/�!"  �too  ��-S	 %�";? 
� :��" ���.  

It was very cold but we went out. 

It was too cold, so we didn’t go out.  

  

all

all  �-S	 %�"%'"  (��R X��, �	��� 
� X.,)TQ ( (��R X��, ��o I�@ �)��O	 (����	 ��� %�.  

All flowers need water. 

Life is all hope.  

 
� ;S�all  ;-@�	 ��"�� %��-R ����	that,these,his,my,the,… ��� ��� %� I�@ �;� �� �.  

All my shirts are black. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

All four men are experienced workers. 

 %*�M�*�? �����	 #B�? C�� �� of  
� ;S� ��all ��� %*�M�.  

All of my shirts are black. 

 
� 8��O��� f�"-' %� ;R�� %�*� ��� %� �;� \� <�� 
� X., �+� �	�of �"�� %��-R \� ;���)the,these,… (��� ��� %� �;� 
� X.,. 

All of the four men are experienced workers. 

all ��� ��� %� �/��* ���M 
� ;S� �����	 ��.  

We all=all of us 

all  XS* 
� ;S� B�S	be ;�� �	 �&� XS* C�7�� 
� ;S� C�-D' �.  

 )�*� <�'��! ��7���� %� 8;-�� 8�	 �	 %'                           ( We are all going to Italy next month.  

 );�'� f�L@� ���=-� %� �� ���O�7�&� ;��� �R %'    ( You should all do your homework by yourselves.  

;���� ���� �'�+ all ����	 ��� %� �&� XS* 
� X.,.  

You all should do your homework by yourselves. 

 �� �O-	 #)Q C�!�� ����all  ���!�� 
�not all (of)  <�-&�	 8��O���.  

Not all my friends were at the party.);@��.@ �@�=	 �� <@����� %');@��� �=@� 
� �YS�(( 

All �@ ��� %� ���=-� %� ��  <���. 
� C�-D'all �	 8��O��� <' I�i �=-� ��-S	 %� <�-�:  

All I’ve eaten today is a sandwich. 

  

Whole

whole  ��-S	 %�»f�� �%' �X	�� «<�� �� 2/o� � ��� �	 ��� %� ��O	 ��' ���:  

 )
�� f��      ( all day= the whole day  

Did you read the whole book? 

Whole <�� �� �� �@ ��� %� (��R X��,��o ��' <���:  

)�@  <�K�+whole money (. I’ve spent all the money you gave me 
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

most  
most  ��-S	 %�"2/o�" ����	 ��� %� ��O	 (��R X��, ��o I�@ � TQ (��R X��, �	��� 
� X.,.  

Most people prefer health to wealth. 

 
� <��� ��� %� �$�! �7�? �� �� ��� <�'���� �+� �	�most of <�-&�	 8��O��� %��-R \� %*�M� %�.  

Most of the people in this town are educated.  

most ����	 ��� %� I�@ ���=-� %�.  

There are about fifty books in the bookcase. Most are biograghies.  

half

half  ��-S	 %�) 
� ��@– U�@ ( �� B�S	the  ��a/an ����	 ��� %� TQ �� ��O	 <�� �� 
� ;S� � 8;	� . 
� 8��O���of  
� ;S�half 
��� �����!�.  

Halt the money=half of the money 

Half an hour 

no

no  ��-S	 %�"v�'"  (��R X��, �	��� 
� X.,) TQ ( (��R X��, ��o I�@ �)��O	 (����	 ��� %�.  

 :��Z�F	 � %/� C��(nothing, nowhere) ;--� �	 �O-	 �� %/Q ��-S	 � ;-�� �	 �.k	 #)Q ��.  

There are no students in the class. 

 
� ;S�no ��� 8��O��� I�@ �� �"�� ��' %��-R �YS� �����	.  

 )<���;@ �o�	 <�� �"��                       ( We have no more eggs.  

none  
none ��-S	 %� )v�'  ( �� B�S	of ;�� �	 . 
� ;S� �+�none of  (��R X��, ��o <��)��O	 ( 
� ;S� �+� � ��O	 %/Q XS*;����none 

of  (��R X��, <��)TQ (��� �� ��� ��O	 XS* 
� 8��O��� �	� ;R�� ��O	 �� TQ ;@����	 XS* ;����.  

 
� B�S	 H��� %� G��� ��none ��F�	 8��O��� ���=-� %� . �	�no   v�'+����@ ��� %� �=-� 8�.  

How much money do you have? None= (no money) 

  

Both  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

both  ��-S	 %�"�� �'"  �� XS* ����	 ��� %� e�R �� �� �R �� ���	 �� �.N$ ���� � ;�� �	 TQ (��R X��, �	��� �� mZ*
��� TQ %F�'.  

Rosemary has two children. Both are married. 

Both girls=both the girls=both of the girls  

 
� 8��O���both of ���@ ����M �	� ��� V���.  

Both my parents are from Iran.  

 
� X., �	�"them/you/us"  �����of  ����both ��� ����M:  

Tiffany has two sisters. Both of them are married. 

 

Both  2���� ��both … and … ����	 ��� %� I�@.  

Both Sara and Jane were late.  

Both ��� ��� %� ���=-� %� ;@����	.  

I don’t know which car to choose. I like both. 

either, neither

either  ��-S	 %�"�� 
� \� �'- �� �� 
� �&�"  �neither  ��-S	 %�"�� 
� \�D�'"  ��� %� e�R �� �� �R �� 
� �.N$ ���� mZ*
;@���	.  

 ��� ��O	 I�@ %/Q XS* � ;-�� �	 ��O	 (��R X��, <�� �� mZ* �.) 
� 8��O��� #��$ �� �"	of ;R�� <' TQ ;@����	 XS* %�(  

 )��� ���� ���Q �� �'( Either answer is correct.  

 )���@ ���� ���Q �� 
� f�;&D�'( Neither answer is correct.  

Would you like tea or coffee? You can have either. 

�	 �R �8�=, �� ;���� X�	 ��i ;����� �� �� �� C�� ;�@���.  

Do you want to go to the movies or the theater? 

Neither. I want to stay home. 

"Either, it doesn’t matter" 

�@ u�* <���� ��� �� C�� ;-�.  
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

) <�K�"@neither ("I don’t want either" "Would you like tea or coffee?" 

�	 �� C�� %@ �� �� %@ <�'��!  

Neither. (= not tea or coffee) 

f�;� v�'  

 
� ;S�either , neither  
�of ��F�	 8��O��� I�@ .
� ;S� �7�? C�� �� of ;-@�	 %��-R \� ;��� the ,these, my …  � %�*� ��� %�
;�� �	 TQ <�� }_�. 

Both of / neither of / either of + the/these/my/Tom’s/you/them …  

 

 )���Q �� C�� 
� \� �'( Either of these answers. 

Can either of you speak Spanish?  

��� 8��O��� �����	 ��O	 XS* 
� <' � TQ XS* 
� <' �7�? C�� ��.  

Neither of these answers are/is correct. 

Neither of the restaurants we went was/ were expensive. 

Neither restaurant is expensive. 

either  �neither  ��'���!�� ��either … or …  �neither … nor … ;@���	 ��� %� I�@. 

 )�@���� �� � ��� ����@�_�� ���<���@ C�4	( I’m not sure. He’s either Spanish or Italian. 

)%� I�7 %@ C���� %@ � ;	� �@�=	( Neither Liz nor Robin came to the party. 

each

each  ��-S	 %�"\��' -f�;��'" ��� ��O	 I�@ �� 
� ;S� XS* � ����	 ��� %� ��O	 (��R X��, <�� 
� X.,.  

 )u��� �'( Each room has a private bath.  

Each  ��of ����	 ��� %� I�@.  

 ) u��� 
� f�;� �'�'( Each of the rooms has a private bath. 

each ��� ��� %� I�@ TQ ��M �� <�� \� 
� ;S� ;@����	.����	 ��� %� TQ XS* �7�? C�� ��.  

 )<���� �� ��! u��� f�;� �' �	( We each have our own room. 
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each ��� ��� %� I�@ �=-� ;@����	.  

 
� <���' ����� 8��R� ���	 <�� 
� �� ��;S� �� ��,�each   
� ;R�� ���
 ��;S� ��,� � <�-&�	 8��O���every 

Each chair in the room. 

Every country in the world. 

  

every

 

every  ��-S	 %�"�'-%'" %/� ��� ��O	 I�@ �� 
� ;S� XS* � ;�� �	 ��O	 (��R X��, <�� �� %F�' � ��� ��O	 �� .every 
;R�� <�� 8��' ;��� %F�' � ��� ��� %� �=-� ;@����@.  

Alice has been to every country in Europe.  

Every house on the street = all the houses on the street.  

Every house in the street is the same. 

everyone �everybody  �everything �	 ��O	 XS* �� � ;-��' ��O	 #�/� I�@  
� ;S� 2/o� �	� �;-��everybody/everyone 
 
�their/them/they �	 8��O��� <�-�:  

Everybody said they enjoyed themselves. (he or she enjoyed himself or herself) 

 %� �O+ }��')�@�=	 
� ( :R�! ;	�.  

�	 ��,�  <�K�"� <�'��!»}��' « 
�all �@ 8��O���  %&/� <�-�everybody  ��everyone �	 ��� %� �� <���:  

Everybody enjoyed the party. 

�	 ��,�  <�K�"� <�'��!»�	 %' « 
�everybody of... �@ 8��O���  %&/� <�-�all of us/you/them... �	 ��� %� �� <���:  

All of us enjoyed the party. 

Everyday  ��-S	 %�»
�� �' « �	�All day  �-S	 %�»
�� %' «��� . ���� ��SM� C��every night �every summer � ... �all 

right �all summer � ...��' I�@.  

It raind everyday last week. 

Yesterday, it raind all day. 

�	 #�,�� �YS�  
� <' <�@���all  <' � <�-� 8��O���everything :  
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����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

I’ll do all I can to help. 

I’ll do everything I can to help. 

�/� ��0 %�:  

  

�	 8��O��� ��
 2���� 
� ;-��' �-R� 20��	 ���� � ;@��� �$�! %.-Q %� �	��� ���� <�-�:  

the

this/that/these/those

my/your/...

+ of+

most 

some 

any 

none 

 
� 8��O��� C�-D'(of)  ����all ��� �����!�:  

I don’t want any of this money. 

Some of these books are very old. 

All the students in our class passed the exam. 

�	 ����� ��
 8;��, 
� ���� �/� %.-Q %� �	��� ���� <�-�:  

cities

children

books

+ 

all 

most 

some 

any 

no 

 C�-D'all of / some of / none of / ... + it/us/you/them 

"Do you like this music?"  "Some of it, not all of it" 

�	  #�/� ����few/little/much/some/any/most/all ��� ��� %� ���=-� %� ��.  

Other, another, one

other  ��-S	 %�"��"��"  �� TQ �others ��� . U��S� q�? �� 
� X., �+�the ��� C�S	 ��M ��R %*�M�.  

another  ��-S	 %�"��"��- �&� ��" ��F�@ %*�M� U��S� q�? �� 
� X., � ����	 ��� %� ��O	 (��R X��, �	��� �� �.  
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one  ��-S	 %�"�&� ����&��\�"  �	 ��O	 (��R X��, <�� �� ;�� . �-S� �� TQones ��F�	 8��O��� TQ �	��� ��Q %�. 

so

so  � %�*� ��� %� ;�, �� �O$ 
� X., �O$ ��-S	);�, (��, �� �	 �� ;-�. 
 so ��-S	 %� �'�+"�/�!- �S,��"  

 
The story was so stupid.(= really stupid)  

 ��-S	 �� �'�+ �"�;Z@�- �;Z-��" ;R�.�	.  

 )<�R�;@ ��W�@� ;R�� ���� �;Z@� ��N�	�( I didn’t expect the exam to be so easy.    

 �+�so  ���!�� ��so+adj/adv +that clause  
� ;S� �-S� ;R��that  �;R�� %�*� ��� %� ����.�so  ��-S	 ��) �;Z@�– ��;, %� (
��� ;'��!.  %/� %&-�� CMthat �	 I�@ �� <�-� qr? <�@���. 

I was so tired (that) I fell asleep in the armchair. 

 

Such

such ;-@�	 � ����	 ��� %� <�� �� �O$ 
� X., so   ��-S	 ��' � ;-&�	 ���Z� �� �O$ �-S	so  ���� ��.  

It was such a stupid story.  

 
� ;S� <�� �+�such  
� ;S� ;R�� (��R X��, � ��O	such  
�a/an  
� ;S� <�� �+� � ��F�	 8��O���such  (��R X��, ��o �� TQ
 
� ;R��a/an ��F�@ 8��O���.  

I didn’t realize it was such an old house. 

  

 �+�such  ���!�� ��such+(a/an)+adj+noun +that clause  
� ;S� �-S� ;R��that  �;R�� %�*� ��� %� ����.�such  ��-S	 �� 

)C�-i-�-i� (��� ;'��!.  %/� %&-�� CMthat �	 I�@ �� <�-� qr? <�@���. 

It was such nice weather (that) we spent the whole day at the beach.  

<�;@��r+ X?�� �� �� 
�� X� %� ��� ���! ���' ��-i. 

So  �such ;@���	 ��� %� ��;S� �� ��;Z	 � �*��	 ���	
 U�$�� ���� �$�! #���.� ��.  

     �' #;	So long=such a long time   
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         ��� �;Z@�So far=such a long way 

           ���
 �;Z@�So many=such a lot of 

           ���
 �;Z@�So much=such a lot of  

why did you buy such a lot of (so much) food?  

������ 8��R� ���M 
 �7��� �� �O-	 #)Q– �0�R %/Q \� 
� ��R ��,-  %/Q

��-S	 C�R�� ��R %� �.k	" f�;� ;-� �@ �,�*"  Any 

 ��.! � �.k	 #)Q–  C�4	 %� �0�R %� �7��� #)Q ��
 �.k	 G��� <�R��)%/� ( �M�Z� �� ��=-F�� � q��S� �7�? �� �� � ���– 

(��R X��, ��o <' � (��R X��, �	��� �� <' 8��O��� 8
�Q� 
Some 

 ��-S	 %�" �'" –��� ��O	-���� 8��R� %��L	 �� 8��+ %�-  
 each %� ;R�� ���
 8��R� ���	 <�� ��;S� ��,� 

 ���� ��NQ��–  ��� ��&� ���=-� %�;@��� �@  
;R�� <�� \�  8��' ;��� j��? � 

Every 

 ��-S	  %�"�'" –��� ��O	  
every  %� ;R�� <� 8��R� ���	 <�� ��;S� ��,�  

���� ��NQ��-  ���=-� %� ;@��� �	  
 8��� ��&� <�� �� �'��' ��;� ���R.  

Each 

 ���+ �	 ���, <�� ��L� 
 ���� �O-	 ��-S	)f�;&D�' �}&D�' �v�'(  None 

��-S	 %�" ���'"- ;'��! �	 TQ XS* � ��� TQ.  Both 
;-�� �	 �.k	 #)Q �� :��Z�F	 � %/� C�� 

  ;--� �	 �O-	 �� %/Q ��-S	 �  
(nothing, nowhere) 

No 

� (��R X��, � TQ �	���  ��Q %� C�-D'  
 ��� �	 ��� %� (��R X��, ��o � ��O	 �	���.  All 

��� �	 ��� %� %-�I+ �� �� 
� �&� ����@� ����.  
  ;�� �	 ��O	 I�@ �� 
� }� XS* � ;R�� �	 ��O	 %/� C��  

 ��-S	 %�"\� �' � ���� 
� �&�"  
either 

��� �	 ��� %� %-�I+ �� �� 
� \� v�' ���&@ ����@� ���� . %/� C��
 ;�� �	��O	 I�@ �� 
� }� XS* � ;R�� �	 ��O	–  ��-S	 %�" \�D�'

�� �� 
�"  
Neither 

others  ��-S	 %�"��"��"- �� TQ  
The U��S� q�? �=@� 
� X., �+� � 
;R�� �	 C�S	 ��M ��R %*�M� 

Other 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

 

 

 

 ��-S	 %�" �&� �� ���"��"-  ��� %� ��O	 (��R X��, �	��� ��L�
��� �	- ;�� �@ U��S� q�? 8��'  

(a/an/the) 
Another 

 ��-S	 %�" �&� �� � �&� �\�"-  
 ones   ��  TQ � ��� �	 ��� %� ��O	 (��R X��, <�� ��L�  

��R �	 8��O��� TQ �	��� ��L� %� ;R�� �	 
One 



f�� :��:  
2/4	 5�� #B��� %� ���"���� 8�N@  

  

  

  

  

  

 ��� �� �� �� ���� �� ��( �"Q�G, �8��:  

- ����� ��	
� ��7#6��� ����� !� ���V���� � '4��%	  

-  '4��%	 4�%� 
� W4�8 ����� 4� U��E�  

- � '4��%	  ����H(�4 !H"	
 4� ����2 !Q�*	  

-  ;��8��Q�� ����� ���56� � 4�78�  

- ��%84� ��)G��� ����� U��E� ��( !"�56� � 4�78� ;��� )�)L  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

1-X#Y	 Z4� ����� �� ���HD�  
�' :�� C���=	 
� 2/4	 5���R %� ����� ��	
� �	�� ���
 �;�� �	 � . C��� � ������ %� %� ��� �;-���* 2/4	 5��

;R �N.�	 H��� %@�@ �� ��;S� � #��=	 ;-i �;@��! �� ���� �@ � ���� 
��@ �����* .  

- ;�-� X? �� 2/4	 5�� \� X,�;? 
�� �' %� ;�-� ;�Z	 �� ��! . %� U/��	 ��' 2/4	 5�� �;@��! �� ������
 ;'� �	 �� ���@��� C�� �R� �' ��� U/��	 ^��@� ;�@���� %�� ;�-� X? . ���, ���� ��� �� �� ��;S�	 ��' 2/4	 5�� �	

;R�� �R ���� ���! %@�@ ;@���� �� ��� <�'��!.  
- 	��� �*�� I��� f;� � �"��!  ;@�R �	 %Q��	 �� �� 2/4	 5�� #B��� %� ���� G��� �� ������ %� �/&F  . ��

�;@��! ^�-�	 � �@B�0 ��' 2/4	 5�� ���� X? �;��.� B�� �� ��! I��� %-	�. 
- 	 X	�� �=-� �	� ���� 2/4	 5�� #B��� %� ���� ���"���� �� ����
 :Z@ #�67 8���� %i�+���@ ��Z*� . ��

;�@I� P;? �� �-R��@ ��+��� ��-S	 ;�@���� ;��� ���
 C��� . ;'� �	 ��&	� �R %� ;R�.@ ���� )	�� �R P;? �+� ��?
;�'� G��� #B��� %� � 8��� %	��� �� C�	 �;@��!. 

- R� ��I�	 � �+��� � ����R� 2�? �� �� �=@� 2/4	 5�� :�� #B��� %� ���"���� ��;��� �� ^�M�	 �� �R ���-
;�-� �;-� 8�� 8;R ��4	 . C�	 C��� 8��� 
� 2���� %� � ;�-� ���	 �� U/��	 ��' 2/4	 5�� H�� �4� ;-i T��� �/�!

;��F@ ����� �,� ��.� X&F	 �� �� ;�-� ^��R. 
-  ;�-&@ %/L�. ��� �S�.0 j)	�� %��'� ^��R .� � ;��R �	 �-R� C�	 �� H�� %/Q ;-i �;@��! �� �;@��! ���� 8�"@

;R ;'��! ��F�� �R. 
-  ;�-� �O? �� �I�i ;�-&@ �S�. ���;@ <' �@�;-i 8;��* � ��� ��+ �,� ���� �O?. 

1 -1-�� ;�	 [� �4�T !� X#Y	 Z4� ����  �� !� \���	 �����
%@�"-��  2/4	 5�� #B��� ����� �� � 8;R %K��� �� %NO$ \� �� <�@ C�	 \� #��$ %� ���	 �� ��B���   �	 ��4	 ����+� �

 H�� ����� ��	
� �� ��R �	 8;'�F	 X*�� ��	
� �� ��F�� %� #B��� ^�@ C��1391;���+ ��4	 . C�� %� ���"���� ����
 ;�;-.� ��� %� �� ��
 ��' ���-'�� #B���:  

1- ;�-� �;-� %Q��� �� �' 2/4	 5�� .
 8;R %K��� ��' 2/4	 5�� 
� \� �' ����;���"� �W@ �� �@�	 . 2/4	 5�� 
�
;�'� %	��� 2���� %� � ;�-� ^��R �� 8���. 

2- ;����-� �� ��-� �� C�	 �/$� 8;�� ;�-� �S� 2/4	 5�� �' H�� m! ;-i %S7�4	 ��	
 �� . ;-i �� ;���@���@ �+�
;��F@ ;�	��@ ;�-� ���,�� ��.��� C�	 H�� m! .���� �� ���� 
� C�	 %	��� �� ��� C&	��R % . H�� �4� ;-i �;@��! 
� ;S�

;���� �' H��� ���� %� � ;�-� T��� ���	 �� �� %�Z� %Z�,� �� �� \� ;? �� C�	 . �+� � �=@� 
� ��@ ��� ���
 �' H��� ��;S� �+�
� #�/� ��
 <� ��� �� � ;����-� �� ��-� �� �� �' H��� �/� ^�M�	 ���� %� � ;�@���� �� �' �� %' ��� <� H��� �;�/

;�F&� m!. 
3- ;�-� %Q�� H��� #��$ �� ��Q�	 m�� #�/� � �' ;�, %� . ��R �	 >��� �� ��
 �;�F� m! � #�/� C�� %� %Q��

<�=O@ 8�.�R� �� H��� ��-S	. 
4- ;���� C�	 �� �=@� G��� C�*�� ���� %� #B��� �;@��! 
� ;S� .8��� f)� C�� ����	 ��F�� �� %� ;�R�� ;�R�� %Q�� 

;�R�� �=@� H��S	 H�.@� %� ;��� � ���@ C�	 �� 8;R. 
5- ;�@�;@ �� �=@� ��-S	 �R %� ��� �S�.0 � ;-�' x�! �	��� ;@� 8;R %�R�@ ]�I� q��? �� %� ���/� . 8��=�� }�

;��F@ ���"@! 
6- ��R �	 8;���� 2���� %� #B��� ����	 ������ �� . H��� G��� %� �-S	 C�� %�2 � 
� X., C�	 �� H��� G��3 ���  . 
7-  8��� %� ;�R�� %�R�� %Q��following  � �;S� ��-S	 %�preceding ��� �/., ��-S	 %� . 



���
�

�
�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 2/4	 5�� :�� #B��� %� ���"���� 8�N@  

��� ��
 X&R ;-i 
� �&� %� jB�S	 2/4	 5�� :�� %� ����	 �� %-�I+��=i #B����:  
-  ;�	 ]�A�	 � ���H� ^"�%�)Main Idea Questions(  

� C�� %-�	
 ���	 �� #B��)theme (���, >N� ���	 C�	 �� %� �/$� ^�M�	 � C�	 �/$� ;-R�� �	 ���� %�*�+ .� ^�@ C��B�� 
� #
� ��+;-'� ��	
� ��F�� �W@;-��' ���� #B�� . �;-'� �	 ���, :��� ���	 �� C�	 �/$� ^�M�	 � 8;�� %� ��B��� 
� %@�@ ;-i


� ;-���.�:  
·         What does this passage mainly discuss? 
·         What is the main idea of this passage/article? 
·         What is the topic/subject of this passage? 
·         What would be a good title for this passage? 
·         The second paragraph is mainly concerned with … 

 � ���� G��� ������� ��~ X��, ��
 #�&@ ���B���� C�-i %: 
 * C�*�+ ���, XN	 C�	 %/Q C��!� � q��+���� �' C�
�o� #)Q»�/$� #���M�	 �� 8;�� «;-R�� �	 C�	.  
 *��� qr? �0�! �+���� �� ���� �	 �� ;@
���� �	 ��	� � ��&R� h��Z? %K��� %� %� ���' %-�I+ jB�S	.  
 *� �/�! %� ���' %-�I+;-���@ �W@���	 %-�I+ j�.7�o I�@ ;@� 8;R ���� �KIQ �� �/.  
 *;R�� E�N$ %-�I+ ;@��� �	 ���R �	 X	�R �� C�	 �� 8;R %K��� �/$� � 8;�� �;�/� <�'�O	 � #�/� %� �� %-�I+.  
  
- � �L��H��� ����)Inference Questions(  
� � ��&R� h��Z? �� ��.��� �� �Q��-��� #B��Fi ��/Q� ^�@ C�� %&/� �;-���@ C�	 �� < �R ���+ %L��@ � ���-��� #�;, #B��

;-'� �	 ���, ��	
� ���	 C�	 �� ��Q�	 #��)0� �"�� P����� ���M�	 8����� �� .+� C�� �� �'� 8����� ��R �	 %����! �R 
� #B��
 P;? %&-�� �� � ;�-� #��Y, �;@� 8;	� C�	 �� %� 8;-���@ #��W@�@ %i 8;-���@ ;�@I����"� ��� C&	 ��"�� V�� . �� #B��� C��

� C��� ��� 8�	
	 5�� #B��;@��� ���, 2/4 .� 
� ���' %@�@
� ;-���.� �Q��-��� #B��:  
·         It can be inferred from the passage that … 
·         What does the author mean by …? 
·         Which of the following reveals the author's attitude towards …? 

  
 *� %@�+ C�� ��;--� \� �R %� E�N$ G��� C�*�� �� %� ;�R�� �;'��R � �' %@�F@ H�.@� %� ;��� #B��.  
 *��� �*�� E�N$ %-�I+ %� �;��� ���� C�	 
� �/� ;�� \� ����� ��� %� T,��	 �!�� ��.  
   

- � ���� ;�	 4� ��L�	 _��*> '4��4�)Factual Questions(  
� C�� ;��R��� ��+ �,� �� �=@� %� ���� G��� �	� �;-R�� 2/4	 5�� #B���� ^�@ C��� 8��� #B�� .%� ���� �=-�  ��� f
B

� %� ��� C�� ;�'� f�L@��� �� H��� G��� C�	 %� %SQ��	 �� � ;�@��;R 8��� ��' %-�I+ ���	 
� �� H��;�-� ����@� 8 .  
 *� �;@��! ��	
 �� <=	 �����N	 #�/� �H��)#�O$ �H�S*� ��' <�� ( f�,�� � ��	� �) � �' G���� (...;�-� e�F	 ��.  
 *���	 2/4	 5�� H��� V��� ^��@� 
� �&�� ��� �'��M TQ�	 C�*�� %�  . � 8��R� � ���&S@� � �7�SO	 � �/��* ��� C&	 ���M

;-R�� <=.	 .��� %Q�� C�	 ��-S	 %� ;��� �;��� �'��M TQ�	 ���� �;�� ���� . � %�*� ��� %� ��M 
� X., %� ��� C�7�� ����	 ��F�� ��
 ��;S� �W@ 
� ) ��O	 � TQ ( }-Q � ) >@�	 � ��r	 (��� ��M �� TQ�	 �;R�� %�R�� �Z��4	 �� ��.  

 * <=	 #�/� ��' H�.@� %� � ;�-� ���	 ���� %� �� C�	 }_�)�=@� q����	 �� (;���"�.  
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

1-2- X#Y	 Z4� ����� ����  :

 ����� ��	
� �� #B��� %@�"-�� %� ��R �	 ��4	 ���-�	 2/4	 5�� #B��� }�/�� ��W@ ���' ��	
� ��1390  8��O��� ���	 �����
�*�+ ���,  H�� #B���  %S7�4	 �� � ��� 8;R 8��� E�M�� #B��� %@�+ C�� 
� \� �' ���	 �� :�� C�� �� �90 ��' H�k	 ;�@��� �	

;���	�* 8;'�F	 �� %0���	.  

�� %-�I+ ;-i #B���  

-  ����Q \� �� %-�I+ ;-i #B��� )%-�I+ ��=i �� %� C�� 
� ����@�( 
-  ����Q ;-i �� %-�I+ ;-i #B��� ) �' %-�I+ ���7 \� 
� %-�I+ \� 
� :�� ����@�( 

;-'� ���, H��� ���	 �� C�	 8;-���@ �W@ %4O@ �� � �/$� ^�M�	 ��� C&	 �� %-�I+ ;-i #B���.  
 ����@� �� ��� �W@ ���	 %� 8;R 8��� %-�I+ ��=i �� %� 
� �&� ����� �	 �R ����Q \� �7�? ��;�-� . C�� 
� �' ����Q ;-i ��

;@�R �	 ����@� C�	 �� 8;R 8��� #��)0� P��� �� ���� %-�I+ ��=i �� %� C�� %-�I+ %@ �� :R ��;? . �' G��� 2���� ����	 C�� ��
���@ <=	.  

-  G��� 8���� #B���: 
 �	 I���	 ���	� � P�/	 ��' 8��� � #��)0� ��� �� ��k�� G��� 8���� #B��� �$�-� 2���� � <W@ �"@��� �' :��� � ;@�R

��� C�	 ���� .' G��� �	������!�� �$�! 2���� 
� �	�I7� � ;-���@ . #��$ �;�/� #�/� %� ;��� #B��� %@�+ C�� ���� X? � ���
;�-� �;�� � �L��Q � �@� C�	 �� � ;�-� %Q�� H��� .;--� �	 %�$�� TQ�	 ��' ���� �k�� ' H��� �;��� %� �� ;S� � ;�@���� �� �

;���"� ���Q H�.@� C�	.  
-  �@��� X	�� #B���: 

;'� �	 ���, %Q�� ���	 �� C�	 f�� �� :�� �;�/� #��)0� C�	 %$)! �� %/Q ���� X	�� #B��� . X	�� H��� ^�@ ��
��� V��� �@���  . 
� �LF@�� m��� ��Z��	 %� ���/� �� C�	 %$)! �� %/Q ���� X	�� C�	 ���� �"�� ^�@ � ��R �	 ����@�

 �� %� 
� 8��O���� 8;R 8��� ���=* \� �� %� ���/�;@
 �	 ����@� %� ��.  
- �@�����Q #B��� : 

 ;@��� ����
 ^�-� �@�����Q #B��� . 8��� #��)0� �� �� �-�	 �� ������ #��)0� %� ;-'���� #B��� 
� %@�+ C�� �� ��� C&	
;�-� m.��	 �"�� ���� �� 8;R .���+ ���, 8��O��� ���	 ��� ;-i ;@��� �	 %-�I+ \� �@��� ��Q #B��� �� .  

B��� �@�����Q #B��� <=	 ^��@� 
� �&� #list of heading ��� . ��R �	 8��� �' ���-� 
� ����=* �;��� #B��� %@�+ C�� ��
;����� �.��-	 ���-� q��+���� �' ���� ����=* �� 8;R 8��� ��' ���-� 
� 8��O��� �� ��R �	 %����! �R 
� }_� . 
� %@�+ C�� ��

������ ����� %� #B����� C���-� ����* %Q�� �;��� ��� �;����-� �=@� ��/Q � . ;�@��� �	 q��+���� �' H�� #)Q �;@��! �� 8�+ ��
;�-� �;�� �� 2��-	 ���-� .��R e�F	 f�;� �' 2��-	 ���-� �� ;�@���� X	�� ��0 %� �� �' q��+���� ;��R�� \R  q��+���� �� C�� �+�.  

-  ���� #B��� / m/o /8;F@ 8��� 

 8��� �-�	 #B��� %@�+ C�� �� ��� ���� 8��I+ C�� ��� %� ��� C�� H��� � ��R �	 ��4	 �� 8��I+ }_� � ��R �	 /��� m/o /
��� 8;F@ %�O+ ���	 C�� �� �I�i C�	 �� ��.  

 ��' %��@�� � #��)0� 
� I+�' � ;�-� 8��O��� C�	 �� 8;R 8��� #��)0� 
� �=-� %� ;�R�� %�R�� %Q�� #B��� C�� %� �'� G��� ��
�� ��!;�-&@ 8��O�.  
  



���
�

�
�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 2/4	 5�� :�� #B��� %� ���"���� 8�N@  

2 - `��-�4�� ]��2�
�	 8;-���@ ��&*� P����� %�R�@ \� �	 ���� �� �;�;Q �&* q��+���� �' %� ��R X�&F� q��+���� ;-i �� � q��+���� \� 
� ;@���  � ;-�

�	 q��+���� �' �!� m! �� H�� m! B�S	 �	 8;-���@ ��i ;R�� 8;-���@ �/$� �W@ ;@���  #��$ �� %� ;@��� 8;-@��! %� �� ��! �&*
;'� H�Z�@�) .IQ %� X� (��' �� deductive �	 8��� E�M�� q��+���� �/$� ^�M�	 H�� m! �� %�  B�S	 ��, C�� %� ��R) C���=�

q��+���� ���-� (�	 8;�	�@ <'  �� � ��R)X� %� IQ (����.� %� �� inductive ' �!� m! �� �� ��! ;��Z� � ��&*� 8;-���@ %� q��+���� �
TQ �	 �;-� �	 %� ;-�  B�S	 �� ��, C�� ����)8;-���@ �/$� 8;�� (;�	�@ <' .%� �	 �/� ��0 ��� �.N$ q��+���� ^�@ V-� 
� ����. 

1. q��+���� �	 8;-���@ �&* X�/N� � %�IL� ���@ �� �� %� ���' %�R�@ ^�@ C�� �� %� ;R��  ����� X� %� IQ �� IQ %� X� H�$� �'
�	 �	 ��,� ��R <���+:  

Oil is called black gold. ……… 
�	 ���,�� ��.��� ��! 8;-@��! �� H�� m! ��' �� %/$�*)� 8;-���@  H�� %/Q X�/N� � %�IL� %� ��F�� ��"�� #)Q �� ;S� � ;-�

�	 �	 8;-@��! �7� �
���� �	 �.N$ �I�i %i %� TQ�� ;@�� �	 8;-���@ �� � ��R �	 ;@���C�� �� ��! C ;-� ^��R ��0:  
It is very valuable in industry.g 

�@ q��+���� �/$� ^�M�	 %Q��	 �;��� 8;-@��! �	� ;��� q��+���� �!� %� �� ��R. 

2. q��+���� �	 U�$�� �I�i %� ���' �	 8;�� U��S� C�� q��+���� ��;��� ��' �� B�S	 %� ��R ��R.  
An octopus appears to be just a huge head with eight long arms.g 

3. q��+���� �	 ��F@ �� %���Z	 �� ��Y� ���@ %� ���' �	 8;�� ��Y� C�� q��+���� ��;��� �� B�S	 %� ;-'� ��R. 
Discovery and invention are sometimes confused …g 

4. q��+���� �� ���M�	 U�$�� � E�M�� �U��S� ���@ %� ���';R.  
A pupil is one who is under the close supervision of a teacher. g 

8��� U��S� pupil ���. 

5. q��+���� �	 f�L@� �� P��, ���@ %� ���' q�OR ��F�� %� ;'� �	 ^�M�	 \� �
�� ;R��.  
The distinction between Newton ?? ' ?? s and Einstein ?? ' ?? s ideas about gravitation has sometimes 

been g 
%-�I+ ��=i #B��� �	 ��0 X&R C�� %� B�S	 �� ;@�R:  

 m/o )	�� %-�I+ \� - �	 �� �� ���� 8�.�R� %� �,� �� �� �7� ���� %� \��I@ f�� %-�I+ I@ ����� �;S� %-�I+ �<��� ���� %� \��
����LF@�� ��F�� %� �	 h��F� ��@� �� %-�I+ �� %� ;@�R��� ���� )	�� <' %-�I+ \� � ;--� ��. 

�� ���� ���Q �*�0 
� state �� � ��� �;�� �� ���� ���Q C�	 %� ^�Q� �� ��� �*�� %� 8;R 8���� C�	 �� �Z�,� �-S� ��� 
imply �	 %� C�	 �� H��� �' ���� ���Q �Z�,� �-S� ;R�� �@ 8;�� ��?�� ��� ��.-��� �� �� ;��� � ��R. 

�� ����8��� ;��� C�	 �/� 5 ��� 5�� �L&� �� q��+���� �/� f�=O	 ;��� %&/� ��� �67 %� �67 %Q�� ;��.@ � �
 P;? �� C�	 ��' .
%-�I+ ��=i #B��� ��0 �� 8;-���@ �	 8��O��� ����
 ��'�����* 
� �� q����	 �� �
�� )k	 ;-� X&R ��'��Y�	 � �'  ��	��+ U/��	 ��'

 ����� %� #��.� ��;-��' f�=O	 \� .�	 \� ���0 %� �'�"7� X�., C�� � �K�M �� �
�� ;-� ����@� �� �.��-	 %-�I+ �� ;-�. 

�	 ��,� �*�0 
�  ��=i #B��� %� � <�@���� �� �-�	 <�'��!�� %-�I+ X&R %� <�'� G��� �	 X� ����O�	 ��'  
� �&� �<�-�
�Z4-	 8�� C��� �	 C�	 ��=� %� �@��� ���� �'  %� C�	 %/Q C���=	 %� �;@��! f�"-' %� � ;-@���� �� C�	 ��.&� %� ��� C�� ;-@��!

�	 I�@ 8;-���@ �W@  8;	� C�	 �� %� ����)0� �� � ;-@I� �	)� �� �� �8��� %Q�� ;R�� �' �� � ��&	 �e�R �XN	 �G���� %� 8��R� Xk	
%-�I+ ����@� �� �+� � ;-R�� %�R�� %Q�� ��"�� e!�R ^�M�	 �	 ;@��� \R ��  �� ;-@���  skim �� scan ;--�.� C�	 �� �� �� ���Q .

skim   )k	 I	� \� C�*�� mZ* � #��)0� �*���� ��;� ���M�	 %� ���� 8�"@ ����� � T��� �-S� ;S� %	�@
�� �� 2/0��� <�� �;��
�	� ��N�	� V���@ f)�� 
� scan h�,� ;R�� 8;R ��� C�	 �� %� ������ C�;-i C�� ���* ;7�� G���� )k	 2/4	 \� %� ���� 8�"@ ��.  

8;@���@ ���
 ���/"@� C�	 %� �@��� ���� �	� %� �� � ;@�  �� f�=O	 5�� � ���/"@� C�	 \� �;@��! �� �/� ��0 �� ;��� ;@��� X&F	
 �� U/��	 ���	 �� �������� ���� (�� C���=� �� ;--� ��N�	� ��, �' �;@��! �� �� �$�! ^�@ ��� �' ��! ���@��� C�*�+ �W@ ��
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

;-����. �	 `)k	  �� ;S� � ��R %�!�-R H��� ^�@ � ��;? �� ��� #B��� %� T��� 8�"@ ����skim  �� scan � �*� ���Q H�.@� %� �7�? �
��� ���Q q��+���� �� %� ����	 #B��� %� � ��R 8;@��! q��+���� \� �� � ��� %Q�� I�@ 8;-���@ 8;--� 8��+ ��'�����* %� %� . 

%� %-�I+ 
� �YS� �/� ��0 �	 �W@ %� m/o ����� �2/4	 5�� #B��� �� �' ;-�� .8;R 8��� ��	�� �/�! �� )k	  x�! ����� �� ;@�
8;R �.N$  ��� .�	 �.N$ ;�O� �'�	 %� TQ�� C�	 ;-� .%-�I+ �H��� �� all fish 8��� %� <���� �� all �	 ��	��  %' %� ;'�

�'�	 X+ x��! �� C�	 �� � ��� m/o � �' �	 �.N$ �' �� %-�I+ � ;-� only tulip �	 8��R� %7B X+ %� mZ* %� 8;R ^��R ;-� .
8��� �' C�����-� Xk	 �� all � only �	 ��F@ �� m/o %-�I+ \� ��0 B�S	  ^�@ %i C�	 %� <�'� e��F� <�@���� �+� I�@ � ;'�

�	 ��4	 �� �*��+���� ;-� \� �	 %� ���� %-�I+ ����@� %� ;��R ;-�. 

3- ."2a� b)> �4 !�#� [� ��HG	 !2�Vc 

1- <K)� �YS� 
� 8��O��� �� � �;L	 ���� h��0 
� .H�k	 :  
Ali is loquacious  

 <���"� �+� �	� ;�� �	 �W@ %� X&F	 u�* %/Q �-S	 
Ali is loquacious , that is he talks too much  

 �� ;-@�	 ���' 8���That is � mean / be defined as/ that is to say  8��� %� ;��F�	 %Q��	 H�� %/Q ��F�� E�M�� � 
loquacious  ;R�� �	 q�? �� � ���� �-S	 %�. 

2-   �' %@�F@ � <K)� 
� 8��O��� �� .H�k	 :  
his skull broke (the bony part of the head that protects the brain 

3- �' �� TQ��	 � �K�M 
� 8��O��� �� H�k	:  
seismologist is experimenting with a new device.  

�-S	 ;��R seismologist  e�F	 ����� %� u�* %/Q 
� <���+ �	 %	��� �� �	� ��F@ : 
 He is person who can know where or even when an earthquake  may happen  

8��� he %� seismologist P�-R %7I7
 �-S� ;-� �	 8��R� . 
4-  <�@�� �	 )k	 <�@I� P;? ��=� �� �' 8��� �-S	 %� ;-� �	 \� �	 %� ��Y� ��' 8��� �� ���-R�  but  �	� �-S	 %��  ��Y� ���@

<���+ �	 ��,� ���� �	 ��Q� %� �� :  
 Ali is rude  �-S	 H�� 8�"@ �� ;��R rude  ��F@ e�F	 .%	��� �� �7� : 

Ali is rude, but Reza is polite  
8��� but  ;-� �	 \�  C�� ��Y� %�  polite �  rude  �-S	 %� ��=� � <���-F� ��F�� �� rude  �.� ��<� . 

5-  �'�+
� #�,�� mother tongue �� �	 ����	 ���
 ��� �-S	 %� 8��� � %Q�� ��;� <�@�� ��� ����* � ���/"@� �� <��.� �� 8
;-��' �-S	 \� %� �.��Z� ��
 ��' 
calories , strategy , method 

6- ���� �	 #�,�� �'�+ 
�  ;�=* C�	 �� �� �� 8��� �-S	 �	�� #��)0� �� P;? H�k	: 
 after a vaccination , you are immune to the disease for a number of years  

 ��R �	 ���;� ��
 �� ��@��	 8��� }� 8;R �����-����� 
� �.N$ ��i  8��� <�'� �	 H��?� �immune   ��@��	 �-S	 %�
 ��� C�R�� .%� ��� ���� <' ���;? . 

7- ��R %Q�� �� �?�� %/Q %� ;-&�	 \� %/Q X��* C�*�� #�,�� �'�+ .  
Not only physics but also chemistry are Mr. adams’ son’ interest  

;R�� �	 I	��� ��,� ��� u�* %/Q X��* .  
8-C�-D' � %*�M� q�? �� � ���, ;-i H�S*� %� %Q�� #�,�� �'�+ H�S*�  � %/Q �� �@;R�;Q \� %/Q �/$� f�=O	 5�� %
;-&�	 .;-@�	 �7�S*� keep in touch with ,�� �  put up with � ;@�R 8;�� C�	 �� �,� �� ;��.  %Q�� ��
 %/Q �� �� %*�M� q�?
;�-� . 
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�
�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 2/4	 5�� :�� #B��� %� ���"���� 8�N@  

... they try to weigh all the proper costs against  
8��� against   %*�M� q�?���� weigh  ;R�.�	 . (weigh against) ���� C�"-� � \.� �-S�  . 

9-  ;--&�	 \� C�	 %Q�� %� �' ���r+ %4Z@ 
� �YS� .<���"�	 ��,� : Mr.Brown : I can do it 
%Q�� I ;R�.�	 ����� ��,� �-S� %/Q C�� �� .  

#��.� �+� ��  8��� m! �� C�� ��� X., 8��� U��S� �-S� <���r";R�.�	 ��! 
� . 

10- ��' 8��� )k	 ��� ;'��! \� %/Q X� C�!�-R �� I�@ m�� #�/� �� ���-R� :  
Thus, Therefore , hence, consequently, accordingly 

 ��! ���R �W@ 8;-���@ �' 8��� C�� 
� ;S� %� �
 P;? ���� �	 2/4	 5�� �� %� ��� �	 ��� %� ^�M�	 \� ���+ %L��@ ���� ��
X�., 
� ���' 8��� �� � ;-� �	 ���� : 

However , unlike , yet , nevertheless , still, although, while , whereas, despite  
���@ 8;-'� ��F@ �Z@ �;M %� ;R�.�	 %/Q �� ��Y�;'� �	 ��F@ �� I�i �� ���� � .  

X�., 
� ���' 8��� ;@����	 ��F�� E�M�� ���� 8;-���@ �� � %4Z@ ��:  
and , an , and too ,/as well as , besides , moreover, forthermore, in addition to 

��� ���� ��F@ ���� ��? �� � ��� 8��O��� 8;-@�	 ���' 8��� 
� ��	
 
� ��' : 
As , when , while , since , then, afterward , finally, at last.  ��� 8��O���.  
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4-  #�67 8���� 

;�R�� %�R�� ����!� �� ���/"@� ���
 H��;�	 #�67 
� �-o �� %-�L-+ ;��� ��67 #B�w� %� ���+ G��� �� ��/4	 �+��	� 2�� ���� .
���� �	 �=@� C�� 
� %� ��� ��Q�	 ��W-	 C�� ���� ���;S�	 ��' ����« 504» tely Essential WordsAbsolu  ��4	 � C���=� ��

 ;�@��� �	 %� ��@�� C���  ���� C�� 
� ��%NO$ C�� ;�-� ��/@��. %-�I+ 
� �=�Q�� X��, ;$�� ;'� �	 ��F@ �' ����� %� �� %@�+ %� `
 ��	
� �67 #B�w� ��'�	�� ���
 ��' ;@� 8;R ������� �� 
� �%�Rr+ ��' 8��� �� . �� X�F	 ���� C��42 �� �' �� %� ��� P

 \�12  C'~ �� �U/��	 ��' C��� �� 8�+ �� � �;@�R �	 8��O��� %@�@ %/Q %� �� \� �' �;@�R �	 U��S� � ��4	 <=	 �67
;@��+ �	 ��.k� ���� 8;-@��! .%� %SQ��	 %� 
��@ :'�� � �,� �� ���Q %*�$ ���� Dictionary 
� ��/$� ���� ��Q %� ;�@��� �	 �

 ���' %��@;�-� 8��O��� 8���� �/$� C�	 ��-� �� I�@ �� ����* ��' %Q�� %�. 

���� �	 ����� C�� 
� ;S� «Barron’s Essential Words for the TOEFL» ��@�� �67 T��-	 C���=� 
� �&� �� . ���� C��
 <'30  \� �' �� %� ���� P��15 ;@� 8;R ��4	 <=	 �67 .��� �� �-o %� <' T.-	 C�� %S7�4	 ���"@� ���
 �<=	 #�67 
� �R :@�� �

��@ ;'��! �@���R \� . ���� %S7�4	 �;�-� 8��O��� T.-	 �� C�� 
� �&� 
� �=-� ;�'��! �	 �+� %��.7�504 <�-� �	 ��=-F�� �� . 

T��-	 

- Admissions Consultants (2010). GMAT Reading Comprehension  

- English Yogi (2010). Reading Comprehension.  

- Beare, Kenneth (2010). How to Take a Reading Comprehension Multiple Choice Test.  
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PART A
1- The popularity of game theory has varied ———— economics.  

I) to be introduced by 2) in order to introduce into  

3) since its introduction into 4) from its introduction by  

1- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+ .  
��� %�*�����6� ����,� </� %� �� �*�S	 ��	
 
� ��
�� ����� ����.N	 .  

 X	�� %�Rr+ XS* %/Q �� %� ���L@� 
�has varied  G��� �=-� ���� %�*� ��&�3 %/� %� since  �7��� ���� ��F@ ���� ��
;R�� �	 E�N$ ��� 8��� ��&� �@�	
 .  

2- Although there are many definitions of epistemology, -----is probably —--— Brian  
Mac Ma hon et al.
I) most widely accepted one — by 2) the one most wide accepted — from  
3) one mostly wide accepted — those by 4) the most widely accepted ---that of  

2-  %-�I+��=i ��� E�N$.  
 ����
 U���S� %i�+�  ����� �U��S� C��� H�.Z	 ����� ��Q� ���-R �*�S	 
�Brian Mac Ma hon et al.��� .  ��=����
1  �3  q�? ���
 ;-���@ H�., ���	the  ;@� 8��.@ ��&� ���-R �*�S	 C��� H�.Z	 %� 8��R� ���� �� . G���3  C�� %� C�-D'

8��� ��&� TQ ��M �f�� C�i %4Z@ ����  %� ��� m/o �/�  � ��� ���-R �*�S	 C��� H�.Z	 �%/Q ^�M�	 %� ����$��
��� ��O	 . %-�I+2 ��� m/o X�7� �� %� . #��.� %&-�� H��wide accepted  ;�, �� ��L� ����� �	 � ��� 8�.�R�widely 

��� �	 ��&� . %&-�� f��from ���;@ ������� �L-�� �� . ���
 ��� ���� �!� %-�I+the most widely accepted  %� 8��R�
definition   I�@ %/Q %	��� �� � ����that of   %� 8��R�definition ���� ���-R ���' U��S� ��.  

 
3- This debate, ——--— on such values as equality and liberty, may never be finally resolvable.  
1) it turns 2) turning as it does 3) which it turns 4) turning it does  

3-  ���@ E�N$ �=���Q 
� f�;&D�'.  
  ���� �N�M�� :Z@ T,���� H�+��� X!�� #��.� ����+ ���, H�+��� �� C�� #��.� �� %/Q \� 8�+�' . #��.� qr? �� �L-����

��� f�=O	 �� %/Q ��	�� X!��. This debate, may never be finally resolvable :Z@ ;��� �	�� �� C�� %/Q C�����-�
 �� �.7�o �� %/Q C�-i � ;R�� %�R�� �N�M��which ��R �	 ^��R . %-�I+ �=-�3  �	� ��� #��.� C�� �����it  %-�I+ ��3 

��� %*�M�.  
 
4- Experiments involve introducing a planned intervention, usually referred to as a “treatment” 
into a situation.  
I) as usually referred to 2) as usually referring to 3) referring usually as 4) usually referred to as  

4- %-�I+��=i ��� E�N$.  
 B�S	 �'�+ %/!�;	 C�� %� �;@�R �	 h�ZN� m���R %� 8;R �I�� %	�@�� �+ %/!�;	 \� ���@  ���� X	�R ����L� #�F��	
� 

���-S�"��	��" ;@��+ �	 ���, ^�Q�� ���	 .  



�
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�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

����� ��	
� #B��� �N��F� G��� � #B���1391�

 #��.�Usually referred to as a treatment   �-S� : ���-S� %�*�+���, ^�Q�� ���	"��	��"  ���� �planned 
intervention ���-S	 �� %/Q <' �� ��;� � ���� �O�$�� :Z@ .  

 ��' %-�I+1�2  �� ���
 ;-��' �4!to  
� ;S� ���� ��W�@� 8;-@��! � ;@� 8;R f��to   %/$�*)� %� ����$�� ;R�� XS* \� ;'�R
 #��.� �C�i %4Z@ 
� ;S�a treatment ��� <�� %� ��� 8;R 8��� ���, . %-�I+3  XS* 
� ;S� ���
 ��� �4!referring  ;���

 ;'�Rto ��� �� ;,�* %-�I+ C�� %� <�R�� .%-�I+ �E�N$ G��� �=-� 4  H�=L	 XS* 
� ;S� ���� %� ���referred to q�? �
as  �-S�"���-S�" ;F�� �	 f�L�@� %/Q X� %� %� 8��� ��&� ��.  

5- Research in the history of the family has progressed from the narrow view of the family as a  
household unit ——-- as a process over the entire lives of its members.  
I) to consider itself 2) of considering it such  
3) to considering it 4) for considering such  

5-  %� %-�I+ ��� E�N$.  
  ��' �+;@
 ��/� �� ��.����� ;-���* \� �����@�! ;?�� \� ���-S� 8���@�! %� ��;N	 8�+;�� 
� 8���@�! G���� ���	�� h�ZN� ���*�

��� 8��� �*�F�� ��.  
 #��.� �� %� ;-� �	 �.N$ �+;�� \� ������ ��� ���	�� %/Q C�� %� ���L@� 
�from…to… <�;-	
��@ �"�;&� �� . C�����-�

 ��' %-�I+2�4;@�R �	 qr? . %-�I+1  �� �� ���
 ��R �	 qr?itself  %�Research   C�� �� %� ����$�� ���+ �	��
>N� ���	 ^�M�	 �%/Qfamily   %-�I+ �=-� � ���3  �� �� � 8��� ����� ��-��it  %�family ���� 8��R�.  

 
6- In every war, each side tends to regard its own goals as legitimate and ———- illegitimate.  
I) those of the other as 2) one of the other as
3) ones for others being ‘1) that for others being  

6- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
��� %�*� ��&� %���Z	 \� H��� C�� �� .��� ^��F	�@ ��"�� � ^��F	 �&� %� X��Z	 q�0 q�;'� �� ��! q�;'� %���Z	 . h.0

 %/� 
� X., ����� �	 �}-L' �� }-L' %���Z	 8;��, legitimate C�I"��Q ;@���� %� ��R 8���� ���M goals ��R .
 ��' %-�I+2  �4 ;@� 8��.@ ��&� TQ ��M ���
 ;-��' m/o .��� ���� �=@��� I�@ ��"�� ��'����� ;-i�' . %-�I+3  ���
 ��� m/o
ones for  #��.� CM�� � ���@ ��Mas   �-S�"���-S�" ��� %�*�@ ��&� �� �� . %-�I+ �=-�1 ��� E�N$ ��N7�' 
� .
Those of  %� � ��� ��Mgoals  ���� 8��R� .I�@ �=�@� �� �  
� as ��� 8��@ 8��O���  

7- Inflation is generally taken to be the rise of prices, or, put the other way round    ---------  the 
fall of the general purchasing power of the monetary unit.
1) to put other way round                         2)to put it round other way 
3) putting the way other round                 4) put the other way round 

7- %-�I+ ��=i ��� E�N$.  
 �7�� ;?�� �	�� ;��! #�;, �*� �}&S/� �� ���R �	 %�*�+ �W@�� �=��, :��I*� ���-S� �	�� f���.  

�L-�� ��put the other way round  �-S	 %� ���L	 � ��� �)4$� \�"}&S/�" ��� . �� 
� X.,to  C�����-� ���@ f
B
 ��' %-�I+1�2 ;@�R �	 qr? .Putting ;@ �-S	 �L-�� �� <'��R �@ 8��O��� XS* T,���� �i ��� . 8��� ��&� �)4$� \� mZ*

��� �O? �� %/Q f�L�@� I�@ �� qr? �� ��? ���� �	 %� ��R �	.  
8- ——---- the human brain is a language learning organ is provided by neurological studies of  
language disorders.  
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1) Supporting further the view which 2) To support further the view which  
3) Further supporting the view that 4) Further support for the view that 

8-  %-�I+ ��=i ��� E�N$.  
�	�� ���
 #B)�!� ���-R 2�� #�S7�4	 m��� ���� 8;@��+��� ��+�� \� ���@� I6	 %� 8�+;�� C�� 
� ��F�� ���? 8;R C

���.  
<��� �	 ��
  %/Q %� 2/4	 ���� %$)! � �O�$�� #���.� � #�/� qr? ��.  

---blah blah blah is oprovided by blah blah blah. 
  C�	��is �
���_� <�� \� U�$�� %� ;��� �L-�� �� . ��' %-�I+ C�����-�1 �2  �	 ����	 ;@� 8��@ ��=-F�� �� XS* \� f�;��' %�

;@�R . %-�I+3  %/� supporting ��� �;�	 %� 8��� ��&� �� . %-�I+ �=-�4  ����� %�further support  %� 8��� ��=-F�� ��
...is ��� 8;R 8��� ��&� �� E��F� ����.  

9- Mass media — — a new social institution, concerned with the production of knowledge —- 
sense  
of the word.  
1) together comprising — in the widest 2) together comprise — in the widest  
3) altogether comprised of— in most widely 4) is altogether comprised of— in most widely  

9-  %-�I+ �� ��� E�N$.  
  �� ;--� �	 ��� 8
�? C�� �� %� ����*� f�� �-S� �	�� ��' %@��� ��R��� %� �;-'� �	 X�&F� �� ����Q� ��=@ \� <'

��� %/� ��-S	 C��� T��� �� </� ;�7�� .  
 XS*comprise  ��R �	 8��O��� #��$ C�' %�  . 
� X., sense   ;�, }� �<���� 
��@ �O$ %� widely   8��O��� ;@��� �@
��R.  
10- Inbreeding is mating between closely related individuals, -——--—- self-fertilization, which 
occurs in many plants and some animals.
1) the extreme condition being 2) to be extreme condition as
3) of which extreme condition is 4) it is the extreme condition  

10-  %-�I+%� ��� E�N$.  
 ��! �7�? C���;�;R �� ���	 
� %� ���� \��I@ ����� ���*� C�� ���+ �OQ �8���@�! ���� ����
�- ������ �� %� ���� ������

;'� �	 p� #�@���? �!�� � ��'��+ 
�.  
��� ���' ���� ��' %��L	��
 
� �&� ������ ��! ./� H�.@� %� ;��� C�����-�;R�� ���� %��L	��
 �"@�F@ %� <�R�� �� % .

 %-�I+ �=-� �' %-�I+ �	�� ���	 
�3 %/� of which ) �-S� :�� 
� %� (���� ���� ��.  
PART B: Grammar 2
 
11- The biggest flight creatures ever seen on earth lived in the days of the dinosaurs and were 
called pterosaurs. No Error  

11-  %-�I+ \� ���� �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	.  
 the biggest flying creatures 
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12- An amazing experiment has been taking place in the desert where an enormous complex of 
greenhouses has been created to simulate the different environment of the earth. No Error  

12- %-�I+\� ���� �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	  
 .�R�@ �	 ����� �	 ��	
 �7��� �O? ����:.. experiment took place… 

 
13- Technology has developed so fast in the 20th century that the world children are born  
into today are almost unrecognizable as the world their parents were born into. No Error  

13-  %-�I+%�  ���� �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	.  
 � 8;R %���Z	 ��F-�;7�� ���@� �� 
��	� ��;@
�* ���@� ���
world��� ��O	 . ������ C�����-�are ��� �4! �L-�� ��. 

 
14- There is really little doubt the British are different from other members of the European  
Community which some recent statistics demonstrate. No Error  

14-%-�I+ %� ���� �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	.  
 ��L� which ;��� as ��� �	 ��&� .... ).;-'� �	 ��F@ ;�;Q ��	� �!�� %� ��4@�'(.  

 
15- Researchers have found that skin cancer is increasing by 5 percent a year all over the  
world and cases have doubled in the last t o en years. NError  

15  %-�I+��=i ��� E�N$.  
  p�@ �� ���� ��0�� %� ;@� 8��� ��F@ #�S7�4	5  %�Rr+ H�� 8� �� ����	 � ��� ;R� H�?�� ��=Q ����� �� H�� �� ;$��

;@� 8;R �������.  
the Air France chief instructor was grounded because , Airbus crashHappening the first  -16

quickly the computers on board did not respond y that believe his storinvestigators did not 
No Error . enough  

16-  %-�I+��=i.  
 ��� E�N$ %/Q : %� %4��� C�� �� �� �� ������ ��ZZN	 ���
 ;R ���!� }@��* ��� ;R�� ��-'�� �P����� f���� C�7�� ^�,� ��

 ���� �;@��;@ G��� �*�� ���� �� �����' ��'����_	�����&@ . 
 
17- The modern view runs counter to the principal assumption of the traditional view that 
all knowledge except for some simple principles of association is learned. No Error  

 
17-   %-�I+��=i .  

 ��� E�N$ %/Q : ��.��� 8��� H�$� ��� 
� ��6� :@�� %' %� ;-� �	 %/��Z	 ��-� 8�+;�� ����� ��* :�� �� ��;	 8�+;��
��R �	 %�*�+���.  

18- In the period immediately prior to the Second World War, the theoretical basis for  
sociology broadened and drawn particularly on the Insights on bureaucracy. No Error  

18-  %-�I+%� ���� �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	.  
  ��L�drawn  ;���drew …on ��R �O? ��	
 �7��� �� �*� �	 ��&� . ��W@ %��� �f�� ��=Q z-Q X.,�	 �Z�,� 8��� ��

;R \��I@ �������� ���' #���� %� x���� � �*�� (���+ ���-R %S	�Q.  
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19- Bilingualism used to be seen as occurred in clearly-defined areas of the world, but now it  
is said that bilingualism is restricted to indigenous groups. No Error  
 

19-  %-�I+ ��=i��� E�N$.  
  %/Q��� E�N$  :)	�� h0�-	 �� ���� %@��
 �� %� ;��� �	 �W-�  ;R�� 8��� p� ��=Q 8;R U��S� %� ��R �	 %�O+ B�? �	� �

��R �	 ��;N	 �	�� ��' 8��+ %� �"@��
��  
 
20- The discovery that dreams take place primarily during a distinctive state of sleep,  
to identify by objective criteria, led to a rebirth of interest in dreams. No Error  

20-  %-�I+ ������ �� �� �� 8�.�R� ���	.  
  ��Q %�to identify  ;���identified ��R 8��O��� .��� ;'��! C�-i %/Q �-S	 #��$ C�� �� : ����� �' ���� %� UF� C��

�;L� %� �=�-	 %� ���� e�F	 �-�� ��'���S	 m��� ���� �	 �� ��R �	 ^�,� ���! 
� ���F	 %/?�	 �� %� %,)� #��? ;
��R �	 �'����  

PART C: Vocabulary  
 
21- The recent flood ---—-- memories of the great flood of 1972.  
I) evoked ���"@���   2) designated   ��� x���!�   3) resembled%�.R 4) commemorated �*�+ CFQ 

21-  %-�I+ \���� E�N$ .  
]�I� X�� #��0�! ��!� X�� 1970 ���"@��� ��  

 
22-. I’ll need to think carefully before deciding what short --—-— to take to succeed in the 
entrance exam.  
l)quest 2)route 3)prompt 4) venture  

22-  %-�I+�� ��� E�N$.  
1 ( �L��Q2 ( ���	3 ( T���4 (���r+ %��	��  

� X., %� �R�� <'��! 
��@ C	 �,� %� �f��"� :���� ����� ��	
� �� ��Z*�	 ���� �� �'���� ���	 %i f��"� <��� %&-�� 

<-� �&*.  

23-. Facing strong opposition from immigrants, the government ------— the anti-immigration 
law.  
I) deposed 2) decamped 3) repealed 4) dispatched 

23- �N$ %� %-�I+��� E.  
1 ( ��� HI�2 ( ��@ ��I'3 ( ��� �674 (��@ f�I��.  
 ��� �67 �� #�Q�=	 ;M ��@�, �7�� ����Q�=	 2@�Q 
� �O7��	 �� �;R ����� X�7;�  

  
24- A(n) -----—- is a short piece of writing or music that is taken from a Longer piece.  
I) excerpt 2) faction 3) episode 4) constituent  
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24- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1 ( 8;�I+2 ( ��-Q3 ( ��,4 ( �IQ  

��� 8;R %�*�+ ��+�I� �� %S4, 
� %� ��� �Z���	 �� %�R�@ \� 
� \i�� �� %S4, �8;�I+ \�.  
 
25- The exhibition offers a fascinating —----- at life beneath the waves.  
1) Enterprise 2) glimpse 3) multiplicity 4) scrutiny  

25 –  %-�I+�� ��� E�N$.  
1 (���L� 8�"-�2 ( �7�Q� �'�"@3 ( �;S�4 ( h�,� �����2  

;-� �	 %K��� ���	� ��
 �+;@
 
� ��rQ �7�Q� 8�"@ \� 8�"F��@  
26- Bad weather has continued to -------— the search for survivors.  

1) Obliterate 2) discharge 3) mitigate 4) hinder   
26- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1(���� f�;S	2(���� %�/��3 ( ���� C�&��4 ( T@�	 

��� 8;R ��+;@�	
�� ��L��Q T@�	 ;� ���' � ��.  
27- Being unemployed does not affect one’s —-——- to tax.  
1) Contiguity 2) fragility 3) liability 4) exposure  

27- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
1 ( #���L	2 ( �+;--&R3 ( ���� H�F	4 (��S	 �� C�*�+ ���,                                                                            

t� #��7�	 �!���� %� ��* ���� H�F	 �� ���� ��&�����;@ �.  
    28- This correlational research seems to be lacking in ———--, so its findings are not reliable. 

   
1) proposition 2) presumption 3) entitlement 4) rigor  

28- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1( 8��I+2 ( ��*3 ( h?4 (�,�  

 �"��.' :'�[� C�� %� ;�� �	 �W-�;-���@ �.�S	 �� V���@ C�����-� �;R�� �,� ��;Z*.  
29- Blood tests --—-—- an infection as the cause of the symptoms.  
1) drew up 2) broke out 3) ended up 4) ruled out  

29- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1(��� 2��	2 (�*�� ^��R3 ( ;��� ����� %�4 (���R X�N	 ��o 

' :��	
���R X�N	 ��o ����� ��' %@�F@ X	�� ���-S� �� �@�O���Q� ��! ��)��� ��(  
30- We have closely —---- our research and development work with our business need.  
1) commuted 2) interrogated 3) aligned 4) spanned  

30- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+. 
1(���� X�;.�2 (���� h�ZN�3 (���� 
��� <'4 (                       C�*�+ 8
�;@� 

<�� 8��@ 
��� <' ��	��� � 2�� ��'
��@ �� �� ��! �� %S��� ��� � :'�[� z-��"-���4� �	.  
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31- The clouds ———— as quickly as they had gathered.  
1) unfolded 2)dispersed 3) withdrew 4) relinquished  

31- %-�I+ ��� E�N$ ��.  
1( �;R 
��2 (�;R 8;-����3 ( ���� �-�F@ 2Z�4 ( ���� �R�� <Fi 

;@;R 8;-���� ;@��� 8;R TQ %� ����� ��' �� �'���  
32- If you show trust to somebody, that trust will be —-—-——by him/her.  
I) reciprocated 2) stipulated 3) stretched 4) manifested  

32- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( ���� ���.Q2 (C��� ����3 ( �;�F�4 (���� (�* 

;R ;'��! ���.Q �� m��� ����� C�� �;�'� ��F@ ����� ��� %� �R �+�. 
33- In some industrialized countries, there has been a —-—— away from traditional ideas of 
family life.  
1) swing 2) dilemma 3) surge 4) dismissal  

33- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+. 
 1( ����@2 ( XYS	3 ( ��	 ����� ��o � T��� ����Q4 ( ���!�  

��� %�R�� ��Q� �+���@�! �+;@
 ��-� ��' 8;�� 
� �;R��� ��� �S��� ����Q �8;R ��S-$ ��'��F� �!�� ��.  
34- A -—-—— is a small change in the regular motion of an object.  
1) vortex 2) gravity 3) mishap 4) perturbation  

34- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+  
1( ����+2 (C�	
 %�~�Q 3 ( ����;�4 ( H)!� 

��� �R \� <W-	 ���? �� \i�� ���6� \� H)!�. 
35- Five years ago, the country carried out -------— reforms to modernize its economy and now it 
has a prosperous economy.  
1) overbearing 2) full-grown 3) far-reaching 4) long-established  

35- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
1( �M�� ��! 
�2 (;R�%�*�� 3 ( 8����+4 (8;R ��.k�  

 (����,� ���� 8I�@�;	 ���� �� 8����+ #�?)$���F� :�� H�� V-����� 
���� �����,� ��-�� � ��� f�L@�. 
36- Our planet cannot easily -—-—— more than 6 billion people.  
1) override 2) sustain 3) overcome 4) surpass  

36- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1( ���� X0��2 ( ���� XN� �C�R�� %"@3 ( ���� %./o4 ( C�*�+ �F�� 

 �@ ��?��� �	 8���� :R 
� :�� ;@��� ����/�	 ���� %"@ ��! �� �� �O@);-� XN�.(  
37- Descartes’ famous -—--——: 1 think; therefore, I am.”  
1) dictum 2) standing 3) jargon 4) approximation  

37- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
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1(�%�O+ Xk7� ��M2 ( 8������3 ( U-$ \� x���	 #�?)4$�4 (  2��Z�  
#���� q��S	 %�O+ :<��' C	 }�`<-� �	 �&* C	  

38- A language course should be ——— by a sound theoretical basis.  
1) defied 2) underpinned 3) meditated 4) refurbished  

38- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1( %� �;R 8;�./0 8
��.	2 ( �;R �@�.��F�3(8;R �0���4 (    �;R �	�	  

 \���R �@�.��F� ������ \����� ���-� \� m��� ;��� ���
 (
�	� 8���.  
39- This paper is said to —-—- our standard, so it will not get published.  
I) shy away from 2) have a grudge against 3) put up with 4) fall short of  

39- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1( ���� ��-�Q�2 ( �;�
�� %-��3( ���� XN� %@���.$4 ( ���;@ :R�� �C�R�� <�  

��R �@ �F�-	 C�����-� �;'� �@ :R�� �� �	 ���;@���� %7�Z	 C�� %� 8;R %�O+.  
 
40- The president said the country could not be --—--- to observe the treaty signed by the 
previous regime.  
1) counteracted 2) contorted 3) overthrown 4) bound  

40- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1( 8;R �k-!2 ( ��� 8;�F� V@�3 ( ��"@��4 (U��	���;N	 

��� 8;R �Y	� h��� <��� m��� %� ;R�� �@��� ����� %� U��	 ;@��� �@ ��F� %� �O+ ��=Q }��� . 
41- The government’s popularity has dropped alarmingly because it failed to grip with ---------- 
unemployment.  
I) pull over 2) grip with 3) turn out 4) throw up  

41-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1(��
 ��-�2(���� U,��	3 (���� %@����4 ( ���� ;-/�  

	 �� ���&�� ��@���@ �7�� ���
 ��� �*� �� 8;-'���;F' 
�0 %� �7�� #�=R;-� U,��.  
 
42- These matters are significant because they ——— ethics in research.  
1) let up 2) fall through 3) pass on 4) bear on  

42-  %-�I+��=i ��� E�N$  
1(���� ;-�2 (�;���@ %L��@ %�3 (C�Rr+��4 (���� ����	  

 �� #��,)!� %� ���
 ;-��' %��Q�� #���M�	 C��;@�R �	 ����	 :'�[�. 
43- If this part of the report is wrong, --------- it —--—- and write It again.  
1)drop —off 2) dash — off 3) boil — down 4) cross — out  

43- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1( ���� �'�2 (C�R�@ %/L���3 (���� %$)!4 (���� qr?  

(��I+ 
� ��, C�� �+� }��-� �@ 
� � C� qr? ��@� ���� 8�.�R� 
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44.. Many papers were presented at the conference, but one  ----------- 
1) stands out 2) stands by 3) sets Out 4) sets up  

44- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( ��� %��Q��2 (��� �M�?3 ( ;-� �	 ��� %� ^��R4 ( ;-� �	 ����  

 ��' %7�Z	��� %��Q�� �=@� 
� �&� �7� ;R %K��� }@��O-� �� ����
.  
45- This license ---- next month—you must get it renewed.  
1) checks out 2) runs out 3) breaks down 4) settles down  

45- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1( ���� \i2 ( �;��� �!� %�3 ( C����4 C��&R <' �� (��� X�* � X?   �  

;���@ ;�;L� ��@� ;��� �R q��R �	 �YZ-	 8;-�� 8�	 %	�@ �'��+ C��. 
  

PART D: Cloze Test  
The history of the world is the story of man—from the first civilization to the space age. The 
story (46)----- a period of about 5,000 years, beginning about 3000 B.C. At that time, or even 
(47)----- men developed a way to write down their experiences. Those early writings began the 
record of man’s (48)----- that we study today as world history.  
Before the development of writing, human beings had existed for about 2.5 million years—over 
500 times (49)----- the total span of recorded history. The long period before writing began is 
called Prehistoric Times. Scientists have (50)----- together the story of that period.  
World history shows that civilization today is the product of many cultures. For thousands of 
years, various peoples have borrowed ideas and inventions from each other. This (51)----- is 
called culture diffusion.  
(52)----- most of world history, the most important regions for new ideas and inventions were the 
Middle East, Egypt, india, and China. But during Modern Times—the period of the last 500 
years—Western civilization has made rapid progress, while other civilizations (53) —-------. As 
a result, the course of culture diffusion changed. During Modern Times, the flow of ideas and 
inventions has (54)----- from West to East. The development of worldwide systems of 
communication and transportation conquered (55)----- of time and distance.  
Mankind’s progress through the centuries has been (56)----- many changes, and every generation 
has faced the challenge of serious problems. 
Great civilizations have developed, (57)----- for a time, and then collapsed. International disputes 
have brought on terrible wars. In every age, millions of persons have suffered hunger and 
hardship, (58)----- enjoyed prosperity. Today, we live in the greatest civilization of all times. But 
war and widespread poverty (59)------ the most important problems of mankind. Man has greater 
knowledge and more technological power than (60)----- As a result, he probably has a better 
chance to meet the challenge of today than any generation of the past.  
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46- 1) narrates 2) covers 3) ranges 4) spreads 
46- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1(����� ;-� �	 2 ( :R�� ;'� �	3 ( ;-� �	 2��	4 ( ;��� �	 (���+  

 
47- 1) a little earlier 2) early a little 3) too much sooner 4)sooner or later 

47- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( ����
 ��2 (��
 ��3 ( ����
 ;? 
� :��4 (  ��
 �� ���  

48-1) movement 2) progress 3) direction 4)proceeding  
48- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1( :.-Q2 ( �*�F��3 ( �=Q4 (X� ����Q�;@��   

49-1) much larger than 2) as large as 3) so long as 4)longer than 
49- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
1( 
� ��+�I� �����2 ( �� �+�I� ���-�3 ( %� �@�	
 ��4 (
� :��  

50-1) announced 2) combined 3) pieced 4) cooperated 
50- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
1( ���� f)��2 ( ���� 2����3 (U/��	 #�S4, �������, <'��-� �� �I�i h/!4 (  ���� ���&' 

51-1) transformation 2) exchange 3) culture 4)record 
51- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
1( H�N� � ���6�2 ( %M��S	 �H��.�3 ( z-'�*4 (%Z���  

52-1) Throughout 2) Altogether 3) In spite of 4)across 
52-��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1(������2 ( ^�L	 ��3 ( 
� ��Q� ��4 (����� ��)��&	 �W@ 
�:�� �� %� �� C�� 
�( 

53-l)lagged 2) impaired 3)detained 4)proceeded 
53- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( ;@���*� 2Z� �;@;@�	 2Z�2 (��� ���
 ;@;@3 ( ;@��� U�,��4 ( ;-�*�+ �F��  

 
54-1) transferred 2) swept 3) erupted 1)carried  

54- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( ��� 8;R XZ�-	2 ( ��� 8;R ����Q3 ( ��� 8��� ����*1 ( ��� 8;R f�L@�  
  

 
55-1) domains 2) contexts 3) periods 4)barriers 

55- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+. 
1(?8
� �' 2 ( �' %-�	
3 ( �' 8���4 ( T@��	 

 
56-1) marked by 2) dated back to 3) emerged by 4)referred to   
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56- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
1( m��� 8;R e�F	2 ( %� ���+ �	�� �� G����3 ( m��� 8;	� ;�;�4 ( %� 8;R ���-	 

 
57-1) shifted 2) inspired 3) flourished 4)created 

57- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+. 
1( 8;R XZ�-	;@� 2 ( ;@� 8��� :�� f�=7�3 ( ;@� 8;R�*�&R4 (       ;@� 8��� ��L��  

                           
58-1) even if the other 2) whereas other 3) unlike the others 4)while others 

58- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+. 
1( ���"���+� ��?2 (��L@� 
� ���"�� %� �3 ( ���"��  q)! ��4 ( ���"�� %� �7�? ��  

 
59-1 ) are then 2) still are 3) are so far 4)are yet 

59- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+. 
1(;-��' 8�"@�2 ( ;-��'
�-'3 ( ;-��' ��-� ��4 ( ;-��' H�N-�� ��  

 
60-1) ever before 2) ever since 3) since then 4) ever then 

60- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+. 
1(  X., ��	
 �'2 (
��	� %� �� ��	
 �� 
�3 ( ��	
 �� 
�4 ( �� 
� }� %F�'  

 
�Y* ��� �� �;� ��;��� 
� ��� ���@� ������ ��@� G���� . ��;? �� �� 8��� ���@� ������5000  
� %� ;'� �	 :R�� �� H��

 H�� ��;?3000 ��R �	 ^��R �)�	 X., .	
 �� ����� �;�� :�����L� C�R�@ ���� �'�� ���@� �����
 ��? �� ��� . %�R�@ ��
<�-� �	 %S7�4	 ��=Q G���� ���-S� 8
��	� �	 %� ��@ 
�o� �� ���@� �*�F�� �.t C����@ ��' .  

  ��;? ���� �=@��@� �C�R�@ ^�;�� 
� X.,2.5 ;-�R�� ��Q� H�� ���/�	— �� �7��500  8��� X� 
� :�� �����8;R �.t G���� . 8���
 ��R ^��R C�R�@ %� C�� 
� :�� ;-/�" G���� 
� :�� ��' ��	
" ��R �	 8;@��! . <' �� �� 8��� �� ������ #�S4, ��;-F@��

;@� 8���.;@� %�*�+ %���� %� �"�;&� 
� �� #���;�� � �' 8;�� U/��	 ��	��	 �H�� ����I' ���� . 8;�	�@ �"-'�* ��F�@� %7��.	 C�� �	
��R .;@��� C�i � �;-' ���	 �%@��	���! �@ #���;�� � �' 8;�� ���� h0�-	 C���=	 ���=Q G���� ����� �� . ����� �0 �� �7�

��;	__%7�� ;�@�� X,�;? �@�	
 8���__;@� 8;@�	 2Z� �' �;� ���� %&�7�?�� ���� %�R�� �S��� �*�F�� ���o �;� . ��
�� �"-'�* ��F�@� ���	 �%L��@;R � .��� 8;R XZ�-	 u�R %� ��o 
� #���;�� � �' 8;�� ����Q ���;	 ����� �0 ��.  %S���

��@ %./o %/$�*� ��	
 T@��	 �� XZ@� X? � #�0�.��� �@�=Q ��' <���� . 
;R ����� �;Q #)&F	 
� ���' :7�i �� X�@ �' � ���� 8;R e�F	 ������ #����6� �� �' ��, �0 �� �F� ^�@ �*�F�� 8

��� .;@� %���� ��* }_� � �;@� 8;R �*�&R �@�	
 #;	 ���� �;@� 8;R ��L�� <�W� ��' �;� . z-Q �//7� C�� ��' %F,�-	
;@� 8���� ��� %� T�L* ��' . 8��� #r7 �
���� 
� ���"�� %&�7�?�� �;@� 8;�F� V@� ���� � �"-��+ 
� �O@ �=@��/�	 ���� �' ��

;@� .��+�I� �� �	 �8
��	�<�-� �	 �+;@
 ����� %' �;� C� . �F� ^�@ #)&F	 C���+�I� 8����+ �Z* � z-Q H�N-�� �� �7�
;-��' .���� ��	
 �' 
� ���F�� \���7�-&� #�;, � ��F�� :@�� ���@� . �%�Rr+ �� �/�@ �' �� %���Z	 �� B��?� �� %L��@ ��

���� 
��	� ��=F7�i �� �;R %Q��	 ���� ���=� }@�R. 
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PART E: Reading Comprehension  
The forest from which Man takes his timber is the tallest and most impressive plant community 
on Earth. In terms of Man’s brief life it appears permanent and unchanging, save for the seasonal 
growth and fall of the leaves, but to the forester it represents the climax of a long succession of 
events. 

��� C�	
 ��� �'��+ %S	�Q C��� I�"@� �O"R � C��;-/� �;-� �	 %�=� �� 
� �� ��! ���7� �	�� %� �/"-Q . �+;@
 2�?��
 � �/�* ;R� 
� �W-*�$ �;�� �	 �W-� ���6� ��;� � �K�� X"-Q ����@� ����	 8;�;� C�� ��./"-Q ���� �7� ��' ]�� (I��

                    ��� T��,� ;-/� X�/�� \� ��� �"@���@ 
  

No wooded landscape we see today has been forest for all time. Plants have minimum 
requirements of temperature and moisture and, in ages past, virtually every part of Earth’s 
surface has at some time been either too dry or too cold for plants to survive. however, as soon as 
climatic conditions change in favour of plant life, a fascinating sequence of changes occurs, 
called a primary succession.  

� 
�;@� <Fi v�'��� 8��.@ X"-Q %F�' ���� <�-�� �	 �	 
��	� %� �� ��!�� 
� 8;R 8;�R� ./,�;? ;-	
��@ ��'��+ 
� � %Q��
 �/�! �� ���'��+ ��Z� ���� ��' ��	
 
� �!�� �� C�	
 E4� 
� �F�� �' T,���� �%�Rr+ ����� �� � ;--��' ���0� � #���?

��� 8��� ��� �/�! �� � \F! .	 %� �H�? C�� �� %/�/� �;-� �	 ���6� �'��+ �+;@
 TO@ %� ����' � �� m���R %� C�� �N
��R �	 8;@��! %�7�� X�/�� f�@ %� %� �;'� �	 p� #����6� 
� �I�"@� �O"R  

 
First to colonize the barren land are the lowly lichens, surviving on bare rock. Slowly, the acids 
produced by these organisms crack the rock surface, plant debris accumulates, and mosses 
establish a shallow root-hold. Ferns may follow and, with short grasses and shrubs, gradually 
form a covering of plant life. Roots probe even deeper into the developing soil and eventually 
large shrubs give way to the first trees. These grow rapidly, cutting off sun light from the smaller 
plants, and soon establish complete domination—closing their ranks and forming a climax 
community which may endure for thousands of years.  

H�� � ���'I�i% ;-��� �	 �Z� %-'�� z-� ��� %� �;-��' \i�� ��' z-�/+  ;--� �	 %@��R����� C�	
 �� . ��';��� �	��� %�
 �-� h� <� ��' 8�+  %F�� �'  8I! � �;-��� �	 TL� �'��+ ����Z� �;-&R �	 �� z-� E4� #���Q�	 C�� m��� 8;R ;�7��

;--� �	 .;-���� �=@� H�.@� %� ��� C&	 �' }!�� :R�� \� #��$ %� V��;� %� ��' %D�!�� � 8���� ��' Ci 8��' %� � �
;--� ��L�� �'��+ �+;@
 
� . ��' %D�!��  ���=@ �� � ;--� �	 ��o %S��� H�? �� 5�! %� �� h�� <'
�� �"R��� �' %F��

;--� �	 
�� ���!�� C�7�� ����  �� 8�� ]�I� . �' C��)���!�� (�;--� �	 ;R� ���� %�  T4, \i�� ��'��+ 
� �� ;�R��! ��@
;--� �	 ���� X	�� �)���� %� ;F� �@ �7�0 � �;--� �	— %Q�� ��=�-	 �� �� %S	�Q  \�� ;@�R �	 \��I@ �"�;' %�

������ f��� H�� ����I' ���� ��� C&	 %� ;-'� �	 X�&F�. 

Yet even this community is not everlasting. Fire may destroy it outright and settlers may cut it 
down to gain land for pasture or cultivation. If the land is then abandoned, a secondary 
succession will take over, developing much faster on the more hospitable soil. Shrubs and trees 
are among the early invaders, their seeds carried by the wind, by birds and lodged in the coats of 
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mammals. For as long as it stands and thrives, the forest is a vast machine storing energy and the 
many elements essential for life.  

���@ �;�� ��� %S	�Q C�� ��? H�? C�� �� .�� �� ��� C&	 :��  �� ;--� ��! ��@� ��� C&	 ���Q�=	 � ;-� ����@ �L&�
;@��� ��;� �F� �� � 8�+��i ���� C�	
 . ��=	 5�! �� %� ���� ;'��! %./o %��@�t X�/�� \� ���R �'� �� 
� }� C�	
 �+�

;��� �	 %S��� ��S��� ��4� �� 
��@ . �;-��' %�7�� ��Q�=	 ���	 �� ���!�� � �' %D�!�� %� %@�� ��+;@�� ���� m��� �' �� ��'
��R �	 X? ����;@���� :R�� �� ��=-� �. %� ��� 8����+ C�R�	 X"-Q ���� �	 :�� � ���� %	��� ;-���* C�� %&�@�	
 ��

 ;-� �	 8��!~ �� #��? ����M �$�-� 
� ������ � �� ���@�.  

61- Why does the forest strike mankind as permanent?  
 
1) It is an essential part of our lives. 2) It is renewed each season.  
3) Our lives are short in comparison. 4) The trees are so tall.  

61-��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 �;�� �	 �W@ %� �"F�' ���@� ���� X"-Q ��i  

��� 8���� %���Z	 �� �	 �+;@
  
 
62- What has sometimes caused plants to die out in the past?  
 
I) The introduction of new types of plants 2) Variations in climate  
3) The absence of wooded land 4) Interference from foresters 

62- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
  ��'��+ ]�	 >��� 8�+ %+ �I�i %i %�Rr+�� ���� 8;R  

��' � �� �� #����6�  
 
63- In a “primary succession” (line 7), what makes it possible for mosses to take root? 
I ) The amount of moisture 2) The type of rock  
3) The amount of sunlight 4) The effect of lichens 

63- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
 \���"%�7�� X�/��")m!7( ��
�� �	 ��r_@�&	� �� �' 8I! �;@��� %F�� �I�i %i �  

�' z-�/+�t�  
 
64- What conditions are needed for shrubs to become established? 
1) The ground must be covered with grass. 2) Smaller plants must die out.  
3) Ferns must take root. 4) More soil must accumulate. 

 64- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
���� 
��@���	 �' %D�!�� �;R ���� ���� �4���R %i  
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 ;-@��;� %F�� ;��� �' }!��  
 
65- Why is a “secondary succession” (line 15) quicker?  
1) There is more space for new plants. 2) The ground is more suitable.  
3) Birds and animals bring new seeds. 4) It is supported by the forest. 

65- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
  ��i"%��@�t X�/��")m!15( ���� ��S���  

��� ��.��-	 C�	
  
 
66- The word “virtually” (line 5) can best be replaced by ——-.  
 
I) actually 2) hastily 3) abundantly 4) ultimately 

66- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
  %/�"virtually”" ) m!5 ( ���R C�I"��Q ;@��� �	 �� %/� %i ��  

T,��  
 
67- By “community” (line 14), the author means —  
 
1) a group of people 2) shrubs 3) smaller plants 4) trees 

67- ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
  
� 8;-���@ ��W-	" community " )m!14(  � ���i  

���!��  
 
68- The word “thrives” (line 18) is closest in meaning to  

1) needs water 2) grows 3) gets older 4) values  
 

68- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
%/�" thrives" ) m!18 (���� �� \��I@ %/� f�;� %� �-S	��  

 ;��� �	 ;R�  
 
Naturally the young are more inclined to novelty than their elders and it is in their speech, as it 
always was, that most of the verbal changes originate. But listening critically to their talk I hear 
hardly any new words. It is all a matter of using old words in a new way and then copying each 
other, for much as they wish to speak differently from their parents, they want even more to speak 
like people of their own age. A new usage once took time to spread, but now a pop star can flash it 
across the world in hours.  

S�.0��  %Fi�� �WO7 #����6� ��F��  %� ��� �=@����O+ �� �%F�' Xk	 � ;@��� �+
�� %� X��� ��! ��+�I� 
���F�� ��@��Q
���+ �	 . ���� C	 �=@� �.N$ %� ���Z�@� ���� (�+ �� �	�)#�;@ %� (f�-R �	 �� 8
�� #�/�. 
� 8��O��� %� 2/4	 C�� %'
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R�� %� ��;, #�/� ��F-�;7�� 
� #��O�	 ;@��� X��� %� ���L@� �� ��"�;&� ���� ;�/Z� 8�"@� � ���R �	 ����	 ;�;Q �
;--� �.N$ ��! ��' H�� � C� <' Xk	 %� ;-'��! �	 C�� 
� ��F�� ��? �=@� �;--� �.N$  . ������ \� ��F�@� %� ��� �@�	


	 ��� 8���� \� B�? �7� �;�F� �	 H�0 �@�	
 #;	 ;�;Q :�� ��@ ���� %� ��=Q ����� �� ���� ;-i �� �� �� ;@��� �
;-�. 

Of course it is not only the young who like to use the latest in-word. While they are describing 
their idols as smashing, great, lab or cosmic, their parents and the more discriminating of the 
younger set are also groping for words of praise that are at once apt and fashionable. However, 
their choice of splendid, brilliant, fantastic and so on will in turn be slightly dimmed by over-use 
and need replacement.  

�� %� X��	 %� ;-���@ ��@��Q �=-� %�.7�;-��' %/� C��!� 
� 8��O� . ���-� %� �� ��! ����.S	 �=@� %� �7�? ��smashing, 
great, lab or cosmic  �	 I�	� ;�L� #�/� H�.@;� I�@ �� #���� �� ��' �� ���Q � �=@� ���	 � �;� �;--� �	 U�$��

;-R�� 
�� ;	 � 2��-	 8��&� %� ;@��+ . #�/� 
� �=@� ����@� �H�? C�� ��splendid, brilliant, fantastic  %� I�@ 8��o �
�R�� ;'��! �-�I"��Q %� 
��@ %� � ;R ;'��! ��� H)	 ��;, ���
 8��O��� �0��� ��! %��@ .  

 Magic is a theme that has regularly supplied words of praise (and the choice must betray 
something in our nature). Charming, entrancing and enchanting are all based on it. So also is 
marvelous, which has been used so much that some of its magic has faded while among 
teenagers wizard had a great run. Another of this group, though you might not think it, is
glamorous, which was all the rage in the great days of Hollywood.  

��M�	 ���Q�  ��� 8��� %M�� I�	� ;�L� #�/� �.��	 %� ���);-� (�* �	 �S�.0 �� �� �I�i ;��� ����@� � .(
Charming, entrancing and enchanting  ;-��' P��� �� �� �"' . %/� Marvelous %�  ���� ���, C�' 
� I�@ 

 
�-' %� �@�	
 ��wizard  �R�� �'�&R�� ����� ��@��Q�@ ���	����� 8;R �N	 �� ����Q %� 8;R 8��O��� �;Z@� . %/�
 �;��O�� �� �&* %� ���@ C&	 %i�+ �8��+ C�� 
� ��"��glamorous  :�� f�=7� ����� ����7�' ]�I� ��'
�� �� %� ����

���. 

Glamour was a Scottish dialect form of “grammar” or “grammarye”, which itself was an old 
word for enchantment.(Grammar means the study of words, and words have always been at the 
heart of magic.) The change from “r,‘ to “l” may have come about through the association with 
words like gleaming and glittering. On the whole, when a new word takes over the old ones 
remain, weakened but still in use, SO that the total stock increases all the time. 

Glamour  �;-/��&�� :��+ X&R \�" grammar "  �� � "grammarye"\� ��! %� ����  ���� ��;, %/�
enchantment )�N� (���) . 
� ���6� 8��� ���Q � �N� 2/, �� %F�' #�/� � ���� #�/� %S7�4	 ��-S	 %� ���
�����“r” 

"l" ;-@�	 ���/� �� ��.��� h��0 
� ��� C&	 gleaming  �glittering ;R�� 8���*� u�O�� . %/� \� %� �	�"-' ��/� ��0 %�
 �	 %./o ;�;Q �� #�/� �/� 8��!~ C�����-� �;@�R �	 8��O��� 
�-' �7� ;@�R �	 U�SM �;-@�	 �	 �,�� ��;, #�/� �;-�

;��� �	 :��I*� H�? %' .  
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But some that start only as slang and never rise above that class can disappear completely. “Did 
you really say ripping when you were young?” my granddaughter asked me. rather like asking if 
I ever wore a suit of armour. Of course I did and it was no sillier than smashing, which some of 
her contemporaries are still saying.  

 I+�' � ;@�R �	 
�o� %@��	�� f)� ���-S� mZ* %� #�/� �YS� �7�;@�R �N	 )	�� ;-@��� �	 ;@�� �@ ��B�� %.��	 �� 
� . f� 8�@
;���� C	 
�"  ;��O+ �	;���� ���Q %� ��,� �S,�� �R ���ripping �"  H�N��� C	 ��� %� ��� C�� �;���� Xk	 �� �.N$ C��

f��� 8;�R�� �'�
 P�.7 . <�O+ �	 C	 %� %�.7�ripping  
� �� %@�Z?� %/��	 C��smashing  :@���� <' 
� �YS� %� ���.@
;@��� �	 ���
 %� 
�-'.  

 
69- What do young people like to do in their speech?  
 

1) Give words new meanings to mislead their parents  
2) Invent words that older people cannot understand  
3) Use words invented by pop stars  
4) Copy the speech of their contemporaries 

 69-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 �;-'� f�L@� ���� %i ��! C�� �� ;@��� ���� ���Q ���*�);@�F@ %Q��	 �'��+�I� %� ;--� ^�;�� ���/�(  

 
70- Words of praise keep changing because ——---.  
I) older people try to avoid the in-words of the young  
2) young people are becoming more discriminating  
3) they lose their freshness  
4) there are more words available in this area 

70- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 ���
 ;--� �	 ���6� I�	� ;�L� #�/� ....  

;-'� �	 ��� 
� �� ��! �+
��  
 
 
71- The fact that magic is a frequent source of words of praise suggests that people - —.  
1) have always been interested in magic 2) arc interested in magic when young  
3) lack linguistic originality 4) are becoming more superstitious 

71- �� E�N$ \� %-�I+�  
 ���*� %� ���-S	 C�� %� ��� I�	� ;�L� #�/� f��;	 T.-	 \� ���Q %� ��S,�� C��..... �  

...;@� %�R�� %,)� ���Q %� %F�'  
 
72- Which of these words does NOT have an association with magic?  
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I) Gleaming 2) Grammar 3) Marvelous 4) Wizard  
72- �� E�N$ �� %-�I+�.  

 �;-����@ m.��	 ���Q �� #�/� C�� 
� \�	�;�  
U�SM ��@  

73- To the author’s granddaughter, the word ripping  

1) seems strange and old-fashioned 2) is unacceptable because it is slang  
3) has a clearer meaning than it does for the author 4) means much the same as smashing 

73- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
 %/� �8;-���@ 8�@ ����ripping  ...  

;�� �	 �W@ %� ��;, � 2�L�  
 

74- The word “some” (line 19) refers to ——--.  
  
  

l)use 2) stock 3) time 4) words 
74-��� E�N$ \� %-�I+  

 %/�some  ) m!19  (%� ��R �	 ����	 ...  
�' %/�  

 
75- The word “groping” in (line 8) Is closest In meaning to ——---.  
I) searching 2) inventing 3) using 4) preferring  

75- ��� E�N$ \� %-�I+  
 

%/� gropingm! ��18  ���� ��&��I@ %/� f�;� %� �-S	 ��N7 
�  
�����L��Q  

Cardiologists divide us into two types, according to how our personality affects our heart. Type 
A individuals are highly competitive, innately hostile, fast eating and rapid talking, whilst B 
types drown in the milk of human kindness and are sublimely indifferent to the passage of time. 
It is an uncomfortable fact that A’s die twice as frequently from heart disease as B’s, even when 
the risks of cigarettes, alcohol and cream buns are taken into account.  

2/, ������	 ;--� �	 <��Z� %��� �� %� �� �	 ����r+ �	 �t� ��	 2/, �� �	 ����R %@�"i %� C�� P��� �� . ���*� ^�@A 
^�@ ���*� %� �7�? �� �;-��' 8;--� �.N$ T��� � 8;@���! �ro T���  ��Q�=� ���~ �����,� #;R %� ���*� B  �@��@� �.N	 ��

� ;-��' u�o %@��W@;-/� @;-���O� �� ��	
 �Rr+ %� �.� .��S,�� \� C��  �����Q�@  %�A 
� ��F�� ������� �'B  �t� �� �'
;@�R �	 %�*�+ �W@ �� �� %	�! ��@ � X&7� ���"�� 
� �R�@ #��4! %� %� ��,� ��? �;--� �	 #�* �./, �����.  
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Personality is to a large extent genetically endowed - A-type parents usually beget A—type 
offspring. But the environment must also have a profound effect, since if competition is 
important to the parents, it is likely to become a major factor in the lives of their children.  
One place where children soak up A traits is school, which is, by its very nature, a highly 
competitive institution.  

��� �&��@� ����
 ;? �� ����R. ^�@ C�;7��A  ^�@ ;@
�* B�S	 A;@��� �	 ��� %� . h�� �t� \� ;��� I�@ ���
 m�N	 �	�
%� ���� H��?� ���� <=	 ���	 � �;� ���� ���,� �+� %� ��i �;R�� %�R��  X�;.� �� 8;� �����* %� <' ��F@����� �+;@
 ��

��R .#�O$ ������ �� �� %� �@�&	 \�A ��� ����,� ����� %���	 \� ���! ��'�	 %� �-� %� ���� %��;	;@��r� �	 ��.  

Too many schools adopt the ‘win at all costs’ ethic and measure their success by sporting 
achievements. The current mania for making children compete against their peers or against the 
clock produces a two-tier system. in which competitive A types seem in some way better than 
their B type fellows. Addiction to winning can have dangerous consequences: remember that 
Pheidippides. the first marathon runner, dropped dead seconds after croaking: ‘Rejoice, we 
conquer!’  

 P��;	 
� ������(�� "�� %-�I' �' %� �;R 8;@��" ;-L-� �	 �R
�� ��'������� �� �� ��! ��Z*�	 � ;@��+ �	 :���� �� .
%� ������ C�R���� ���� �/S* ���;�R 8;@�� <���� \� �5;@� ��	
 �� ���,� �� � ��! �B��' ����� �� ���,�- �	 h/! 8;@
��

 ^�@ ��' 2�,� �� �� %� �;-�A ^�@ ������ 
� ��=� ���=Q 
� B;-�� �	 �W@ %� ��! . 2,��� ;@��� �	 �;R 8;@�� %� ������
;R�� %�R�� ���@�4! :%� ;������ ��� %� Pheidippides.;@�� C�7�� �	 �(�� ��R �
 ����* %� C�� 
� }� ���' %�@�t �C����	 8

��	 � ���*� C�	
 �� ��<����'. 

 
By far the worst form of competition in schools is the disproportionate emphasis on 
examinations. It is a rare school that allows pupils to concentrate on those things they do well. 
The merits of competition by examination are dubious enough; but competition in the certain 
knowledge of failure is positively harmful. Obviously, it is neither practical nor desirable that all 
A youngsters change into B’s. The world needs both types. and schools have an important duty 
to try to fit a child’s personality to his possible future employment.  

��� 8��� #�@�N�	� �� 2��-�	�@ ;���� P��;	 �� ���,� 
� X&R C���;� ��-� �� . �� ;'� 8
�Q� ��
�	� :@�� %� %� �� %��;	
��! %� %� �� ���'I�i �� ������ ���� ����� �;--� I��� ;-'� �	 8;R f�L@� � . �"����R �*�� 8
�;@� %���'  �� ���,�

��� �Y	 �S4, ��&R 
� x�! �'�+� �� ���,� �7� ���' ���� ���	 ���	
� . ��' ���Q %' X�;.� ���� �=�;�A ^�@ %� ^�@ 
B ��/4	 %@ � ��� �/� %@ . `���� 
��@ ����R ^�@ �� �' %� ��@� ;-��@ �S� %�  %� ;@��� 8;=S� �� <=	 %O��� C�� P��;	 �

;@
�� 2��-�	�� C&	 �	�;���� 8;-�� �� �� 5��� ����R.  

.It is a fallacy, for instance, that people successful in business are full of competitive zeal; there 
are many 13 types in top management. If the preoccupation of schools with academic work was 
lessened, more time might be spent teaching children surer values. Perhaps selection for the 
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caring professions, especially medicine, could be made less by good grades in chemistry and 
more by such considerations as sensitivity, altruism and compassion.  It is surely a mistake to
choose our doctors exclusively from A type stock. B’s are important and should be encouraged.  
 ��� %47�6	 \� C�� %� ��  ;-��' �;-��' ����,� u�R 
� �� ��� � 2�� �� h*�	 ���*� �)k	 � �7�� ����;	 8��13  ^�@

���� ��Q� ����R . �� </�	 ��' (
�� (
�	� q�$ ��@��� �	 ���F�� ��	
 ��*�� �	 :'�� �/� ��� ���	�� %o;o� �+�
��R ������ %�.  ���W?)	 ����F�� � ��R ��! #��@ �� ��� ;@��� �	 ��&RI� 8[�� %� ���.,��	 %*�? ���� ����@� ;��R

@ ������? ;-@�	���+ f�L@� �.N	 � ����� ^� .^�@ ���Q�	 ���	 
� �*�$ �� ��	 ��&RI� %� ��� 8�.�R� �S4, C�� A    ����@�
<�-�.�  ;@�R h��F� ;��� � ;-��' <=	 �'. 

76 – According to cardiologists type A individuals are usually----- 
1) reedy 2) aggressive 3) affectionate 4) carefree  

76-+��� E�N$ �� %-�I.  
 ^�@ ���*� �2/, ������	 %�O+ %�"�" B�S	 ... ;-��' 

<Q�=	  
  

77- Children develop into Type A rather than Type B individuals because of—  
 
1) hereditary defects 2) pressure from their friends  
3) differences in social class 4) parental attitudes  

77- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 ^�@ 27�, �� ��F�� ������"�" ^�@ �� ;--� �	 ;R�"�" �0��� ...  

C�;7�� ���*� 
�0  
 
78- What feature of schools does the author criticize?  
I) Sport is rated below academic achievement. 2) Intelligent students become discouraged 
 3) Some individuals are undervalued. 4) There is a limited choice of subject.  

78- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 �;-� �	 ;Z@ �� P��;	 �+[�� f�;� 8;-���@  

��R �	 8��� ���� ��=� ���*� �!�� %�  
 
79- What Is particularly harmful about exanimations?  
 
1) Failure rates are high. 2) Some students are bound to fail.  
3) Unsuitable subjects are set. 4) The wrong students succeed. 
 

79-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 ���� ��� ���
 �' ��	
� �+[�� f�;�  
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 	� :@�� 
� �!��;-��' ��&R 
� ��I+�@ ��
�  
  
80- Entrants to the medical profession, at present are selected on the bails of their —  
 
1) competitive spirit 2) academic achievements  
3) interest in society 4) personal qualities  
 

80- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
P����� �M�? H�?�� ��&RI� %*�? %� ��+;@�R���� ...;@�R �	 ����@� ��R .  

\�	���� ��'�������  
81- The word mania” in (line 11) means  
1) mentality 2) decision 3) desire 4) manner 

81- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 %/�mania  ��-S	 %� 8�
�� m! �� ... ��� .  
X���  

 
 
The 32,000-word novella The Time Machine by H.G. Wells, published in 1895, is generally 
credited with popularizing the idea of time travel by means of a time machine, a vehicle which 
takes the occupant backward or forward in time. Dozens of’ sequels and adaptations over the 
years have further promoted the notion. Indeed, Albert Einstein’s Theory of Special Relativity 
lays the foundation for the possibility of time travel. 

 8���� ��	�32000   �� %/���	
 C�R�	 �Q �� %�R�@  H�� �� 8;R �F�-	 �I7�1895 ���-	  �/� ��0 %� � %� C�� %� ���
 �	 �/Q �� 2Z� %� ��	
 H�0 �� �� �� �� �Z��	 ��* �� %�/Z@ %/��� ����� 8��� ��	�� �� ��	
 C�R�	 %/��� %� ��	
 �O� 8;��

���  .;@� 8;R 8;�� C�� ��F�� ��.F�� >��� �' H�� H�0 �� P�.�,� � �;S� %��@ �' 8�. #�.7� x�! ��.�@ %��W@ �T,�� ��

���	 C��F-����� ��	
 �� �O� ��&	� ���� ���-� �. 

 So far, no one has demonstrated the ability to travel in time. However, time machines have been 
constructed, and they do allow glimpses into the past.  
The most efficacious time machine currently in existence is the Hubble Telescope, named after 
the American astronomer Edwin P. Hubble. Its capability to locate distant astronomical targets 
and lock in on them, permitting their faint light to aggregate on its detectors, allows it to peer far 
into the past. Light (delete 10) travels 186,000 miles per second.  

��� 8��;@ ��F@ ��! 
� �� ��	
 �� �O�  ���@��� }� v�' ���-� �� . ���' 8�"@ � �;@� 8;R %�!�� ��	
 ��' C�R�	 �H�? C�� ��
;@
�� �	 ��r_@�&	� �� %�Rr+ %� ��r+.��&�/� ��Q�	 ��	
 C�R�	 C��� ;	���� �M�? H�? �� �@ %� ���� X��' P�-R 8���� f

X��' C���� ���&��	� . ;'� �	 8
�Q� �=@� ��� <� ��@ %� %� ��=@� �� I��� � ��� 8�� 
� �	�L@ q�;'� ���� ��&	 ���� (� ���@���
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 %�Rr+ %� %� ;'� �	 8
�Q� �� %� �;--� TL� :��' ����� ��� %�i�
�;� <F . ���� �� ��@186000  ���? %�@�t �� X��	
;-� �	.   

The Hubble Telescope has looked back in time at 10,000 galaxies whose light left them billions 
of years ago. Therefore, utilizing the telescope as time machine, astronomers are able to 
contemplate galaxies as they were eons ago. Although the telescope was launched into space in 
1990  its inception was almost a half-century earlier as astronomer Lyman Spitzer Jr., mulled 
over the possibility of a large space telescope in a 1946 report, “Astronomical Advantages of an 
Extra-Terrestrial Observatory.” Because the earth is bathed in its constantly churning 
atmosphere, earth-based telescopes cannot penetrate deep space. the atmosphere distorts the 
view.  

 X��' ��&�/�%�Rr+ %� 100008��� 5�� :�� H�� �'����/�	 �� �=@� ��R��@ %� ��� 8��� 8��W@ ��F&=� . 8��O��� �� �C�����-�
;--� X	�� ;@��� :�� H�� �=@��/�	 %� %@�"@� �' ��F&=��� ;@�R �	���, ����-R 8���� ���	
 C�R�	 ���-� %� ��&�/� 
�.  ��

 H�� �� ��&�/� C�� %� ���Q�1990 �*� �Y* %� 8�����I��_�� ���7  %� �@�	
 ��� ��F�� ��, <�@ �.��Z� (��� %� 
�o� �
 ��&�/� \� H��?� ���	�� �P�-R f�-� (��I+ \� �� ]�I� ���Y*"�-�	
��* %@�!;$� \� �	�L@ ����I	" ��� %F�;@�. 
�

 �� �Z�� ;-@��� �@ ��� C�	
 ��� �=@� 8�"��� %� ���' ��&�/� ���� u��6	 ��! 8;@�R <' �� �	��;	 �O����� C�	
 %� �L@�
;--� ~�O@ �Y* .;-� �	 q�N-	 �� ;�� �O��� . 

 

elescopes were constructed on mountains, but there was still no way to wholly escape the effects 
of the layers of gases enveloping the earth. During the 1 960s, the Space Race between the then-
Soviet Union and the United States was accelerating.  The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) was established. Funds for space endeavors were abundant, and plans 
for a Large space telescope, by then designated the LST, were underway. The designs called for 
a 2.4-meter primary telescope mirror which could be transported into space by one of NASA’s 
rockets.  

 ��&�/� �' ;@� 8��� C�	
 %0�?� %� �'
�+ 
� ���' %�B #��t� 
� ���* ���� �'�� v�' <' 
�-' �	� �;@;R �	 %�!�� �' 8�� ��� ��
�R�;@ ��Q� . %'� �0 ��1960�*�� �	 #;R 8;N�	 #B��� � h��� ����R ��'�Q ��N�� C�� ���Y* %Z���	 �.  �/	 ��	
��

�&��	� ���Y* � ����@��' (NASA) ;R }���� . ��&�/� \� ���� �' �I�� %	�@�� � �;@��� �����* ���Y* ��' ()� ���� 8�Q�
 ���-S� ��	
 �� ��  %� �]�I� ���Y*LST)]�I� ���Y* ��&�/� UO�	 (;@��� ����Q �� ���� 8;R 8;�I+��. %-�� \� %� ��0

 ��&�/� %�7��2.4 @ ���	��' ���� 
� �&� m��� ��@��� �	 %� �R�� 
�� NASA ��R � X? �Y* %�. 

According to National Geographic’s Imaging Space and Time, the resolving  
power of the deep space telescope would be “equivalent to being able to distinguish the left and 
right headlights of a car in California seen from New York, or features less than 1/30,000th the 
size of the full moon. This was at least a tenfold increase over the atmospheric limit.”  
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One of the primary challenges involved in successfully transporting the telescope into space was 
protecting the mirror from the jarring vibrations that occur during launch.  

 (��I+ P��� ����	
 � �Y* ����������� ��+��Q H�-F@ %/L	 ��@��� �	  q�� ���Y* ��&�/� X�* � X? #�;, �\�*" H��S	
 \� 
� ��I�� ��' %���! e��F� �� � � 5�����@ 
� ��@�O�7�� ���Z��	 ����! ���� � �i �/Q ��=o��i e��F� ���� �� ;R��

X	�� 8�	 8
�;@� f��I' �� .��� ��O��� ;? 
� :�� ����� 8� X,�;? ���� C��" $� ��' :7�i 
� �&� XZ@ � X? �� X�!� �/
 I�	� ��Z*�	;'� �	 p� �
�;@� 8�� �0 �� %� ��� ���/4	�@ #�R�S��� 
� %-�� ���O? ��Y* %� ��&�/� .  

It was crucial that the mirror be able to withstand the shuttle’s vicissitudes as well as the volatile 
atmospheric conditions found in space. If not, the precise shape of the mirror could be 
compromised and its imaging capability significantly weakened.  

 <=	 ����� %/��	 C����� %-�� %�  m���R C�-D' � X��R ��' 2�F@ � 
��* ����� �� �	��Z	 %� ���,P��?  �Y* �� %� ��Q
;R�� %�R�� �� ��R �	 �*�� .o�� �� (� ����������� ��/��, � ���+ ���, �4! ��S	 �� ;@��� �	 %-�� 
� h�,� X&R �#���-�� ��

��R U�SM �=Q�� X��, ��0 %�. 

 
After the telescope had been launched, astronomers subsequently realized that the primary mirror 
had not been ground correctly. A lens in the test instrument was about one millimeter askew, 
which is large by optical standards. In 1993, space-walking astronauts installed corrective lenses 
which improved the eyesight of the Hubbic. ln 2009, the corrective lenses themselves were 
replaced with a supersensitive spectrograph with built-in corrective lenses. The new spectrograph 
is expected to provide insight into the origins of stars and galaxies.  


� }� %� �� �Z��	 ����� %� �/$� %-�� %� ;@;R %Q��	 �.,�S�	 ����-R 8���� ���� 8;R ����� �Y* %� ��&�/���� 8;F@. \�
��� ]�I� ���@ ��'���;@���� �� q��N@� C�� %� ���� q�N-	 ����/�	 \� ��;? ��� ��I�� �� I-7 . H�� ��1993 �@����@�Y* �

��� ��.=� �� �/��' ���-�� %� %� ;@��� 2�@ �?)$� ��'I-7 ;@��� �	 ���Y* ��� 8���� %�. 

  H�� ��2009  "@ U�0 \� �� ��! �?)$� ��' I-7;@;R C�I"��Q ����� �?)$� ��'I-7 ����� P��? u�* �� . ��� �	 ��W�@�
;-� %K��� �' ��&F=� � �' 8���� 8�"����! ���� �F-�� ;�;Q ��"@ U�0 %�. 

 The successor to Hubble, the James Webb Space Telescope, is expected to be launched in 2014. 
It will observe only in infrared, so it will complement the Hubble Telescope, which observes in 
the visible and ultraviolet light ranges. Hubble currently has the capability to view galaxies that 
were formed 13.7 billion years ago, long before humans existed, in an area called the Hubble 
Ultra Deep Field. 

 C�F@�QX��' H�� �� ��� �	 ��W�@� ��� I�Q ���Y* ��&�/� �2014 ��R �
�;@� 8�� . 8;'�F	 ��I	�, ����	 mZ* ��&�/� C��
;-� �	 8;'�F	 :O-� �����	 %SR� � �K�	 ��@ 8��;N	 �� %� ���� ;'��! X��' ��&�/� X&	 C�����-� ���� ;'��! . �� X��'
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�M�? H�?  ���� �� ��/��, C��%�   %� ;-� 8;'�F	 �� ���' ��F&=�13.7  C�� 
� X., �=�;	 �;@��� 8;R X�&F� :�� H�� ����/�	
X��' h�� 8��S7� u�* %��I	 f�@ %� �� %Z4-	 �� �;���� ��Q� %� ���@�  %�)Ultra Deep Field..( 

 Astronomers aspire to see beyond the Hubble Ultra Deep Field to a time that is devoid of 
galaxies, a time before galaxies had formed. If H.G. Wells was onto something in his novella, 
that time may be close at hand. As one of the characters in the popular work asked, “If Time is 
really only a fourth dimension of Space, why is it, and why has it always been, regarded as 
something different? And why cannot we move in Time as we move about in the other 
dimensions of Space?”  

 
� ����* %� ;--�� ��
�� �� ����-R 8����Ultra Deep Field  ����  %� �@�	
 %� h/S�	 �;--�.� �� �@�	
 ���� �' ��F&=� 
�
;@��� %�*�+ X&R �' ��F&=� %� C�� 
� X.,. ��� C&	 ��	
 �� � ��� 8;R U,�� �I�i ��'� %� ��! ��	� �� I7� �Q �� �+�

;R�� P���� �� ��-�� <' .;���� ��.N	 ��	� �� �� �' ����R 
� �&� %� ��4@�' :" �Y* f��=i ;S� \� mZ* �S,�� ��	
 �+�
��i ����  �� <�@��� �@ �	 ��i � ���� 8;R ���*� %@�"-�� �� ��  %F�' � ��R �	 ���*� #��O�	 �I�i ���-� %� � ;S� C�� ��

"��	
" �<�-� �	 ���? �Y* ��S�� ���� �� %� ��4@�' <�-� ���?" 

 
Less than a decade after Wells’ novella, Einstein’s Special Theory Relativity seemed to concur 
with Wells’ character by proposing that traveling through space at the speed of light would alter 
time by causing it to dilate, raising the possibility of not merely glimpsing the past, but perhaps 
traveling to it.  

�I7� ��	� 
� }� %'� \� 
� ���  %� ;��� �	 �W-� ����� %� C�� ��=-F�� �� ;R�� ��-' I7� ������ ����R �� C�F�@� ��.�@
 %� mZ* %� C�� ��&	� %/��	 C�� � �;-� ��+�+� �� ���	
 ���� m�.-	 h��0 
� ;@��� �	 ��@ ���� �� �Y* �0 �� 
� �O�

� �	 :��I*� �� ��@ �O� �� %� B��?� %&/� �!�;@��@ �W@ %�Rr+;'.  

 82- According to the passage, which of the following statements is/are true of the Hubble Telescope?   
I) It is unable to observe light on the infrared part of the spectrum.  
ii) It will be replaced by the James Webb Space Telescope in 2014.  
Ill) It was initially constructed in 1946, but not launched until 1990.  
l)Ionly 2) IIonly 3)Iand IIonly 4) IIIonly  
 

82- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+ .    
 

P�����  C�	 ���� E�N$ X��' ��&�/� ���	�� ��
 ��' ���� 
� \�	�;� �  
U7�( ���@ U�0 I	�, ����	 ��, ��� ��@ 8;'�F	 %� ���,. 
� ( H�� ��2014 ;R ;'��! C�I"��Q �� I�Q ���Y* ��&�/� m���. 
� ( H�� �� �;��� ��&�/� C��1946  H�� �� �	� �;R %�!��1990 ;F@ �
�;@� 8��. 
1 (  U7� mZ*2 ( � mZ*3 ( � � U7�4 (� mZ*  
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83- According to the passage, who had the idea for the Hubble Telescope?  
I) H.G. Wells 2) Albert Einstein 3) Edwin P. Flubblc 4) Lyman Spitzer. Jr.  

83-  ��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
��R�� �� X��' ��&�/� 8;�� ��� %i C�	 �� �-�  

84- In line 29), “vicissitudes” most closely means  
I) long delays which may compromise the shuttle launch  
2) atmospheric conditions which may compromise the mirror  
3) shaking and quivering which may cause changes in the mirror  
4) toxic emissions which may cause corrosion around the mirror  

84- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 m! ��29  %/�vicissitudes ��&��I@ �-S	 f� ;� %� ����  

1 (��!�� �@B�0 %� C&	 ��� ����� X��R �� %� �4! �
�;@� 
2( m���R ��Q %� C&	 ��� %-�� (
�� %-�� �� %� �4! �
�;@� 
3((
�7 � (�S��� %� C&	 ��� >��� ���6� �� %-�� ��R 
4( ���	 �� %� C&	 ��� 2.� �+���! �� q��0� %-�� ��R 

85- In the context of the passage, which of the following best articulates the author’s opinion of 
the inception of the Hubble?   

I) It was a pipedream with little imminent chance of success.  
2) It was based on a scientific proposition which was not proven.  
3) It was an emergency response to the quickening Space Race.  
4) It was a waste of time and money which were needed elsewhere.  

85- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
;'� �	 ��R X��' ��� %� 
�o� ���	�� �� 8;-���@ �W@ %Q� C���=� %� ��
 ����	 
� \� f�;� �q��+���� C�	 ��  

I) ��� ��Z*�	 
� �� }@�R �� X0�� H��! \�. 
2) ��� 8;F@ #�.t� �/� 8��I+ \� P�����. 
3) ��� 8;-��I* ���Y* %Z���	 %� ����4M� :-��� \�. 
4) ��� 
��@ ���	 �"�� ��'�Q �� %� ��� �7�� � ��	
 q)��.  

 
86- The primary purpose of the passage is to ——-.  
1) discuss the construction of the Hubble Space Telescope as a tool for exploring deep space  
2) dispute the argument that the Hubble Telescope functions as a modern-day time machine  
3) describe the circumstances which underlay the mid-century national drive toward a large  
space-based observatory  
4) draw a comparison between H.G. Wells’ notion of time travel with Albert Einstein’s  
Special Theory of Relativity  

86- ��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
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%� ��� C�� q��+���� C�� ����� q;' ...  
 (�� \� ���-� %� X��' ���Y* ��&�/� �!�� ���	 ��;-� >N� �Y* u��� (��� ���� ��I  
2 (;-� �	 X� ��;	 ��	
 C�R�	 \� ���-� %� X��' ��&�/� %� ;-� >N� HB;��� C�� C�� ����  
3 (;@��� ]�I� ���Y* %@�!;$� �� %� ���? �/	 8I�"@� %-�	
 :�� ���, m���� �� %� �4���R U�$��  
4 ( � I7� �Q �� ��	
 �O� f�=O	 C�� %���Z	 ��L��C��F-�� #�.7� ��.�@ ����� %� ����	 ��	
 �O� f�=O	  
 

 
87- It can be inferred that the author regards time travel as –------ . 
I) an interesting literary notion, but proven to be impossible by Einstein’s Special Theory  
2) a ridiculous idea whose time has come and gone, as well as an astronomical improbability  
3) a persuasive topic in fiction, as well as a hypothetical possibility in light of Einstein’s Special Theory  
4) the incoherent literary construction of a fictional author, with little relevance to today’s  
scientific community  

87-��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
���-S� �� ��	
 �O� 8;-���@ %� ��� ��.-��� ���� �	 ...���+ �	 �W@�� .  

C	 (��� 8��� ���t �� �� ���� C&	 ��o C��F-�� ��.�@ %��W@ �	� ���� ���� 27�Q f�=O	 \�  
2 (&NY	 8;���	�L@ X�N	 ��o �	� \� ���-� %� C�-D' � �%�*� � 8;	� �� ��	
 %� ��� �  
3 (C��F-�� x�! %��W@ ���� �� �M�* H��?� \� ���-� %�  \� C�-D' � ������ �� 8;--� ;��Z�	 ^�M�	 \�  
4 (
��	� �/� %S	�Q  �� �� ��.��� �� ��@����� 8;-���@ \� 
� <L�-	�@ ���� 8
��  

 
88- It can be inferred from the passage that scientists believe that time is —----.  
1) an impenetrable mystery 2) a spatial dimension  
3) a COnstant 4) unidirectional  

88-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
��	
 %� ��� ��.-��� ���� �	 q��+���� 
�....��� .  

1 (
�� � I	� \� ��, ��o ~�O@ X2 (���Y* ;S� \�3(  ���t4 (%��� \� 
 
89- The word “it” (line 49) refers to  
I) light 2) speed 3) space 4) time 

 89-��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
%/� it  m! ��49  %� ... ��R �	 ����	  

1( ��@2 ( ����3 ( �Y*4 (��	
 
 
90- The word “inception” in (line 13) can best be replaced by —----—-.  
I) idea 2) travel 3) beginning 4) construction 

 90-��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 %/�inception  m! ��13  �� ;@��� �	 %Q� C���=� %� .... ��R C�I"��Q.  
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 8;��2 ( �O�3 ( 
�o�4 (
�� � �!�� 
 
91- An example of using a telescope to travel in time is given in paragraph  
1)one 2)three 3)eight 4)six 

91-��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  

q��+���� �� ��	
 �O� ���� ��&�/� 
� 8��O���� 
� �7�k	 ...��� 8;R %K��� .  

H�� q��+����  

  

The terms “intelligence augmentation” and “intelligence amplification” evoke images of human 
beings with computer chips embedded in their skulls or bizarre accoutrements attached to their 
heads. However, according to an article entitled Get Smart by Jamais Cascio, human beings’ 
ability to augment their intelligence is precisely the prowess which has empowered us to survive 
“a series of convulsive glacial events" evinced by the last ice age. Neurophysiologist William 
Calvin asserts that the human species continues to evolve cognitively and to create its own 
cognitive evolution in two basic ways: external and internal.  

 #���.�"(�' :��I*�"  �"(�' ���Z�"  �� � ��R %LQ �� 8;R �
���Q �� %@���� ��' %R��� �� �' ���@� 
� �������
;-� �	 ���.�	 C'~ %� �� ��R�� %� X��	 2��o � 2�L� #�I�=L� . P����� �H�? C�� �� ���-� �� �� %7�Z	;��R ;-R�'  %�R�@

  X��Z	 �� �Z� #�;, �	 %� %� ��� �� %@����Q �+[�� ��' �Z�,� ��! (�' ���Z� ���� �' ���@� ���@��� ������ I�Q" \�
;�;R ��;-.�� T��,� 
� ���" �� ��� 8��� �;@;R %���"@��� ��;-.�� ��� C��!� m��� %� .������ e���	 C��7�� f��/��  ����

 �	 h/! ����� %��� �� �� �� �� ��! ��!�-R ����R
�� � ;'� �	 %	��� ��! ��!�-R X	�&� %� ��-D' �F� ^�@ %� ;-&�	
;-�:�Q��! � �/!�� ��' (��.  

Cascio states that humans have been externally augmenting their intelligence for millennia. By 
developing written language, we boosted our capacity to share information over space and time. 
Other advancements, such as agricultural and industrial technologies, reduced the exigencies of 
manual labor. Current external digital systems augment human intelligence by allowing us to 
perform tasks that would be unfeasible with recourse only to the rational skills of a singular 
human brain.  

;-� �	 ���-� ����� ;--� �	 ���Z� �@���� #��$ %� �� �� ��! (�' %� ��� H�� ��I' �' ���@� %� . � ����R�@ ���
 %S��� ��
 ��! ���@��� � ��*�� �	<���� :��I*� ��	
 � �Y* ����� �� #��)0� <�=�� ���� �� . ��' ���� C* ;-@�	 �"�� ��' �*�F��

;'� �	 :'�� �� ���� ��� #���M ���S-$ � �
���F� . 
� ;--� �	 ���Z� �� ���@� (�' �@�-� �@���� H���L�� ��' <����
 <�'� f�L@� �� �O���� ��  ;-'� �	 8
�Q� �	 %� %� h��0 C�� ��o ��@��� �	 ��O-	 �@��@� I6	 �@)Z� ��=���=	 T.-	 �� %�

;R�� C&	. 
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Cascio cites as examples the “powerful simulations and massive data sets (which) allow 
physicists to visualize, understand, and debate models of an II-dimension universe, real-time data 
from satellites, global environmental databases, and high-resolution models (which) allow 
geophysicists to recognize the subtle signs of long-term changes to the planet,” and similar man-
made interactions which have the functional effect of augmenting human intelligence.  

 %� ���' H�k	 ���-S� �����"  <�W� ��' 8��� %��L	 � ;-��;, ��' �
�� %�.R)%� ( � �5�� �<�L� 8
�Q� ��@�;&�I�* %�
 ��=Q \� ��' H;	 8���r	11 H;	 � ��@�=Q �4�N	 ���
 ��' 8��� 8�"��� ��' 8���'�	 
� %WN7 %� #��)0� �;'� �	 �� �;S�

 B�� ��M� �� ��')%� (;'� �	 �� 8���� �� #;	;-/� #����6� U��� <K)� e��F� 8
�Q� ��@�;&�I�*�K� %�"   #)	�S� %� I�@ �
;-� �	 ��-��� ;@��� �� ��F� (�' ���Z� �/� �t� %� �%� �F� �!�� %��F	.  

Conceivable potential software could incorporate individual “attention filters” or “focus 
assistants” which would discern and highlight your individual preferences in a computer display, 
permitting you to focus and direct your computer searches more efficiently than you do now. It 
could incorporate individualized planning and foresight systems which could allow people to 
play “what-if” with their life choices. Such systems could co-evolve with people to produce 
intimate technologies which would become “something akin to collaborative intuition,” through 
web-based information systems with personalized components, according to Cascio.  

 \� ;@��� �	 ���� X��, 8�Z7�� ��I*� f�@"  %Q�� ��'��/�*"  �� �"I���-���"  #�N�Q��  %� ���0 %� ;-� 2���� �� ��O-	 ��'
 ��� %� ;'� �	 8
�Q� �R %� �	� C�� ��
�� %��Q�� � ;'� I��� �����_	�� �"F��@ \� �� �� �R ���* ��! �����_	�� ��'

;�-� ���;' � ;�
�� I���	 ;�'� �	 f�L@� ��-�� %D@� 
� ������ ��. �-�-� :�� � �I�� %	�@�� ��' <���� ;@��� �	 %	�@�� C��
���R- �
�� ��R �+;@
 ��' ����@� �� �� ;'� 8
�Q� f��	 %� ;@��� �	 %� ;-� 2���� �� 8;R �
��"�+�-8�"@�" ;--� ��Q� �� . %�

�, C�� %� ;--� ��L�� P�@�	 � ��$ ��' ���7�-&� �� ;-��� X	�&� ���*� 8��' %� ;-@��� �	 ���' <���� C�-i ��&���� H
�� ����)0� ��' <���� h��0 
� ;-@��� �	 �' ���7�-&�- %� 8;R �
�� ���R ��IQ� �� ���-�" #���� %� %�.R �I�i

5��F	" ;@�R X�;.�.  

 
Somewhat more problematic in social terms might be pharmacological intelligence 
augmentation, evoking Brave New World nightmares — pharmaceutically placated people 
tranquilized to zombie-like subservience to the collective and a central bureaucracy dedicated to 
its own continued survival. However, as with external cognitive augmentation, the future has 
arrived — in the form of, for example, ADD drugs, pharmaceutical agents which mitigate sleep 
disorders, and antidepressants, all of which enhance human problem — solving ability and 
cognitive efficiency. According to Cascio, “people who don’t know about (such drugs) or don’t 
want to use them will face stiffer competition from people who do. From the perspective of a 
culture immersed in athletic doping wars, the use of such drugs may seem like cheating. From 
the perspective of those who find they’re much more productive using this form of enhancement 
it’s no more cheating than getting a faster computer or a better education.” 
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 �� ��;, %D@�m���R ���Z� ;@��� �	 ���� ����� #��? ����Q� ��' P���� %� �;R�� ������ (�' ��	� Brave New 
World �
�� �	 ���.�	 C'~ %� ��— %� �@�	��	 ��	� 8��	 ����/��i %� %� ���0 %� ;@� 8;R f��� ������ h��0 
�- ���

��� (��! ���	 ��Z� U,� �������� C�� %� ;@� 8;R X�;.� 5��F	 � �I��	 ��������. �-R ���Z� ;-@�' �H�?�=� ��!
��� 8;�����* 8;-�� ��@����— � �;-'� �	 C�&�� �� ���! #B)�!� %� ������ X	��� ��7�S* :�� ��'���� �)k	 �X&R %�

;-'� �	 :��I*� �� ���@� ��!�-R ������ � %/��	 X? ���@��� �=@� %' %� ��' �+���*�;M . ������ %�O+ %��-�" C�� �� %� ����*�
� � ;-���@ �-R� �'���� ;--� �	 8��O��� �'���� C�� 
� %� ����*� 2@�Q 
� ���� ���,� �� ;--� 8��O��� �=@� 
� %� ;-'��! �@ �

;R ;-'��! ����� .z-'�* 
� 8�+;�� 
�  2/Z� ;-@�	 ��� C&	 ���'���� C�-i 
� 8��O��� ��R
�� z-���� ��' z-Q �� %�Fo�
;�� �W@ %� . %� ;-��� �	�� %� �@��� 8�+;�� 
� \� r!� 
� ��F�� �./Z� ���� C�� �;-��' ���� 8�=� ���Z� X&R C�� 
� 8��O��� ��

���@ ��=� (
�	� �� ��S��� ����_	��".  

Cognitive amplification, whether by external or internal means, may constitute evolution, if 
Calvin’s assertion is correct. Some societies may readily embrace it, while others may shy away. 
As science fiction Titer William Gibson observes, “The future is already here; It’s just unevenly 
distributed.”  

� �-� �� X	�&� ;@��� �	 ��@��� %i �@���� ��'��I�� �� %i ���!�-R ���Z� �;R�� ���� C��/� ����� �+�;- . #����Q� �!��
;-F&� ��-� �� ��! %@B�L! ��� C&	 ���"�� %&�7�?��  �;@��r_� �� %/��	 C�� �+��� %� ��� C&	 . %@��*� %&@�-D@�

;-� �	 %W?)	 ���.�+ f��/�������" ���L-�� 8;-��:��� 8;R T�
�� ��"'�@ #���� mZ*".  

 
92- The author is mainly concerned about  
1) the differences between external and internal intelligence augmentation  
2) some scientists who are working on intelligence augmentation  
3) various dangers of intelligence augmentation  
4) the basic methods of intelligence augmentation 

92- E�N$ ��=i %-�I+���.  
 ��;� 8;-���@ ...��� ;'� �	 ���, %W?)	 ���	 �� .  

1 (�/!�� � �Q��! (�' ���Z� C�� #��O� 
2 (;-��' (�' ���Z� ��� �� ��� H�? �� %� ��;-F@�� 
� �!�� 
3 ((�' ���Z� U/��	 #��4! 
4 ((�' ���Z� �� %��� ��' (��  
 

93- The author’s use of the phrase “somewhat more problematic in social terms” refers to-—.   
 
I) the difficulty of making pharmacological enhancement socially acceptable  
2) the relationship between external and internal intelligence augmentation  
3) the difticulty of making cognitive enhancement widely available  
4) equalizing cognitive competitive advantages among social groups  
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93-��� E�N$ \� %-�I+.  
 #��.� 
� 8;-���@ 8��O���"  �� ��;, %D@�m���R  ��� ����� #��? ����Q�" %����� 8��R�....  

1(B�., X&F	����Q� ��4� ������ (�' ���Z� �;@ 
2) �/!�� � �Q��! (�' ���Z� C�� %4��� 

3(  8����+ ��0 %� ��!�-R �Z��� �������, P���� �� X&F	  
4( ����Q� ��' 8��+ ���	 �� ��!�-R ����,� ����I	 �
�������  

 
94- As It Is used In (line 25), the word “placated” most closely means -———.  
1) cured 2) quieted 3) deprived 4) assisted 

 94-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 %/�placated  m! �� %&@�-D@�25 ��-S	 %� ���� 8;R 8��O��� ....  ���  

1 ( 8;R ��	��2 ( 8;R f���3 ( 8;R f��N	4 (8;R ����  
 
95.. In the context of the passage, which of the following best articulates the author’s opinion?  
I) Some people consider intelligence enhancement to be a form of cheating.  
2) Personalized software could be misused by a bureaucracy intent on its own continued survival.  
3) Intelligence amplification by external means might be more difficult to achieve than by internal means.  
4) External and internal intelligence enhancement might Constitute evolution in cultures that accept them.  

95-��� E�N$ ��=i %-�I+.  
�� 8;-���@ �W@ �N@ C���=� %� ��
 ��' %-�I+ 
� \�	�;� C�	 h��4	  ;-� �	 ����  

1(��� 2/Z� 
� X&R \� ���-� %� (�' :��I*� ���*� 
� �!�� �W@��. 
2 (���+ ���, 8��O��� ��� ���	 �Z� ;�, %� ��������� m��� ;@��� �	  8;R �
�� ���R ��I*� f�@.  
3(  X���� 
� 8��O��� �� (�' ���Z� �� ��� ��� C&	 �Q��! X���� m��� (�' ���Z� %� �������;R�� �/!��. 

4) ��R X	�&� >��� ;@��� H�., �� �� %� ���' z-'�* �� ��� C&	 (�' �/!�� � �Q��! (�' ���Z�.  
 
96- The primary purpose of the passage is to -——--.  
I) dispel misgivings about humanity’s attempts at creating its own evolution  
2) discuss society’s reactions to pharmacological cognitive augmentation  
3) describe different kinds of intelligence enhancement  
4) illustrate the limitations of external intelligence augmentation 

96-��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
%� ��� C�� C�	  C�� �/$� q;' ....  

I ( 8����� �� �=�@�+;�;-� q�0�� ��! X	�&� ��L�� �� ���F� ()� 
2 (;-� >N� ������ ��!�-R ���Z� %� %S	�Q ��' :-��� ���	 �� 
3 (;-� U�$�� �� (�' :��I*� U/��	 ^��@� 
4 (;'� ��F@ �� �Q��! (�' ���Z� ��' ����;N	  
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97- The word “prowess” in line 4 is closest ii meaning to ——  
1) skill 2) mind 3) feature 4) advantage  

97-��� E�N$ %� %-�I+. 
 m! �� #���Q %/�4 %� �-S	 �� ....��� ��&��I@ :  

1(  #��=	2 ( C'~3 ( �+[��4 (��I	  
 
98- According to the passage, the last ice age  

1) was the beginning of intelligence amplification 2)led to great changes on the earth  
3) made humans get smart 4) destroyed human intelligence   

98-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
��;-.�� ��� C��!� �q��+���� h��4	 ....  

1)  ��� (�' ���Z� 
�o�2 (;R C�	
 ��� �� ]�I� #����6� %� �L-	 
3)  ��R ;-R�' ���@� ;R >���4 (��� ����@ �� ���@� (�'  

99- Brave New World seems to depict —-—--.  
l)the dangers of ADD drugs 2) the nightmares of addicted people  
3) the effect of medicine on cognitive development 4) people’s control by a central government 

99- ��� E�N$ %� %-�I+.  
 ��	� %� ;�� �	 �W-�Brave New World  ....;'� ��F@ �� .  

 100-The word “it” in (line 19) refers to  
I) computer 2) software 3) human intelligence 4) display 

100-��� E�N$ �� %-�I+.  
 

 %/�it  m! ��19  %� ....���� 8��R� .  
1 (����_	��2 ( ��I*� f�@3 ( �@��@� (�'4 (:��@ %NO$
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Section I. Grammar 

 
1. The other delegates and (A) me (B) immediately accepted the resolution (C) drafted by the 
neutral 
 
states. (D) No Error. 
 
 
2. The dean of the college, (A) together with some other faculty members, (B) is planning a 
conference on the purpose of (C)  lying down certain regulations. (D) No Error.
 
3. The industrial plan is (A) in  the direction of more (B) machines and (C) fewer people.(D) No 
Error. 
 
4. Their standard of (A) living is (B) still higher than (C) that of the other countries in the world. 
 
(D) No Error. 
 
5.(A)  Psychologists and psychiatrists argue that it is essential (B) that a disturbed child (C) 
receives 
 
professional attention as soon as possible. (D) No Error. 
 
6. Ted’s angry  (A) outburst was (B) so annoying that it resulted in our (C)  guests’ packing up 
and leaving this morning. (D) No Error. 
 
7. (A) There remain many reasons for the enmity (B) exists between the two (C) neighboring 
countries   
 
(D) No Error. 

PARTA: 
 
The following sentences test your ability to recognize grammar and usage errors. Each 
 
sentence contains either a single error or no error at all. If the sentence contains an error, 
 
select the one underlined part that must be changed to make the sentence correct. If the 
 
sentence is correct, select choice D.. Then on your answer sheet, write the letter of the 
 
answer you have chosen.�
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8. Because of the size and weight of the stones that (A) constitute Stonehenge, some people 
 
(B) are (C) convinced that it was erected by extraterrestrial beings. (D) No Error. 
 
 
9. The conditions of (A) art are nothing (B) rather a particular way of interpreting (C) reality. 
 
(D) No Error. 
 
10. The cyclic rise and fall  (A) in population size that has been observed in animal and 
 
pre-modern human populations (B) reflects sequential (C) phases of population growth and 
 
decline. (D) No Error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
O We’re predisposed to seek out people like us ...shy people                                      ….. C….. 
 
00 tend to congregate with other shy people, and ‘outgoing                                         ….. i.….. 
     
11. people congregate with outgoing people ...  because they 
 
12. unconsciously affirm to our own behaviors. But everyone 
 
13. knows that one person within their group of friends and 
 
14. associates who he seems to engage others with little or no fear. 
 
15. If you’re not yet ready to takethe big leap of addressing new 
 

PART B: 
 
Look at each line of the following text. Some of the lines are correct and some have a 
 
word which should not be there. If a line is correct, write ‘c’ for ‘correct’ by the 
 
number on your answer sheet. Ifa line has a word which should not be there, write ‘i’ 
 
for ‘incorrect’ There are two examples at the beginning (
 and 

).�
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16. people on your own, let these people to help you and show 
 
17. you the way. Take them with you, when is appropriate, to social 
 
18. outings and for observe their behaviors. Pay attention to 
 
19. their actions. Over time, you’ll adopt some of their techniques. 
 
20. Slowly, you’ll build up the courage to reach out by yourself. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Forecasting the (0) likelihood of different types of weather coming in                                   
LIKELY 
 
the (21) future can only be done with an understanding of what                                        
NEARNESS 
 
is happening currently. To acquire this, regular and accurate (22)                                     
MEASURE 
 
are needed, taken in different places to (23) …….. patterns of weather                              
EXPOSURE 
 
change. Weather specialists have (24) ……. instruments all over the world,                     
PLACEMENT 
 
for the (25) …….. and transmission of precise data to weather stations.                               
RECEIVE 
 
Many of these sites are (26) ……. by meteorologists However, in some                                  
STAFF 
 

PART C: 
 
For questions ��-�
 read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of each 
 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
 
beginning (
). Write your answer on your answer sheet. 
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sparsely (27)  ……… or completely uninhabitable areas of the world,                                
POPULATION 
 
readings are often sent back by automatic equipment. For the (28)   ………                        
COLLECT 
 
of data, (29) ……… instruments are used which can measure air-pressure,                            
VARY 
  
wind-speed temperature and rainfall, and observations are made at least 
 
every day, in some cases (30) ………..-                                                                                    
HOUR 
  
 
Section II. Vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
31. Improved consumer confidence is …………… to an economic recovery. 
 
1) effortles                  2) crucial                  3) impressive            4) prominent 
 
32. The …………….. from their porch encompassed a large part of the Rocky Mountains. 
 
1) lighting                    2) forefront               3) preview                 4) panorama 
 
33. Women must  …………….. working and taking care of the household and the family. 
 
1) cope with                2) result in                 3) search for            4) devote to 
 
34. Unfortunately, a cure for the disease has proven to be ……………. . 
 
1) elusive                    2) substantial            3) rigid                     4) abrupt 
 

PART A: 
 
Choose the letter of the answer choice that best completes the sentence. Then on your 
 
answer sheet, write the letter of the answer you have chosen. 
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35. The earthquake caused widespread ………….  throughout the region. 
 
1) affection                  2) removal                 3) chaos                  4) recognition 
 
36. The academic year …………… at the beginning of October. 
 
1) commands              2) comprises              3) compiles             4) commences 
 
 
37. The youngster ……………. without a trace one day and has never been found. 
 
1) murdered                2 vanished                3) endangered             4) trembled 
 
38. He had all the …………….. of a great manager: charisma, energy, discipline, and 
 
resourcefulness. 
 
1) possessions            2) incentives              3) attributes                 4) perspectives 
 
39. A/An ……………..  is by definition someone whose behavior is abnormal; someone who 
 
refuses to conform to the accepted norms of his society. 
 
1) eccentric                  2) ascetic                   3) effigy                       4) orator 
  
40. I’m not a bit ……………… and wouldn’t change any of my plans just because Friday 
 
13th is supposed to be unlucky. 
 
1) prejudiced                2) unfavorable            3) irrelevant                 4) superstitious 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
PART B: 
 
For Questions ��-��, read the text below and decide which answer (A), (B), (C) or (D) best 
 
fits each space. Then on your answer sheet, write the letter of the answer you have  chosen. 
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                                                             FIRST BICYCLE 
 
The history of the bicycle goes back more than 200 years. In 1791, Count de Sivrac 
 
(41) ………… onlookers in a park in Paris as he showed off his two-wheeled invention, a 
 
machine called the ‘celerifere’. It was basically an (42) ………… version of a children’s toy 
 
which had been in use for many years. Sivrac’s ‘celerifere’ had a wooden frame, made in the 
 
shape of a horse, which was mounted on a wheel at either end. To ride it, you sat on a small 
 
seat, just like a modern bicycle, and pushed hard against the (43) ………… with your legs 
 
there were no pedals. It was impossible to steer a ‘celerifere’ and it had no brakes, but despite 
 
these problems the invention very mqch (44) …………….. to the fashionable young men of 
Paris. 
 
Soon they were (45) ……….. races up and down the streets. Minor injuries were common as 
 
riders attempted a final burst of (46) …………. Controlling the machine was difficult as the 
 
only way to change (47)  ………… was to pull up the front of the ‘celerifere’ and (48) 
………….  
 
it round while the front wheel was spinning in the air. 
 

41. 1) delighted 2) cheered 3) appreciated 4) overjoyed 
 
42. 1) increased 2) enormous 3) extended 4) enlarged 
 
43. 1) surface 2) ground 3) earth 4) floor 
 
44. 1) attracted 2) appealed 3) took 4) called 
 
45. 1) going 2) getting 3) holding 4) making 
 
46. 1) velocity 2) energy 3) pace 4) speed 
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47. 1) direction 2) route 3) heading 4) way 
 
48. 1) roll 2) drive 3) turn 4) revolve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 TV Tonight: World Wanderers 
 
The first episode of World Wanderers takes us to Norway for a (49) ………….. look at 
 
the country’s beautiful west coast. It starts in the (50) ………….harbor town of Bergen, 
 
where we dine at the busy fish market before setting off on a cruise through Norway’s 
 
world-famous fjords. This is a relatively well-known destination, with hundreds of 
 
thousands of visitors every year, but it’s still full of surprises. The unique (51) …………. of 
 
mountains that rise straight up from the sea is truly hypnotic. It’s a lot to take in. The only 
 
(52) ………… point about the show is it’s just thirty minutes, too short to really relish 
 
everything we’re seeing. But the producers do a good job of conveying the (53) ………….. of 
 
each place we visit. 
 
In the future, the show promises a mix of destinations from (54) ………… names like 
 
Paris and the Pyramid of Egypt, to new discoveries, like the Indonesian island of Lombok. 
 
It’s (55) …………… to make you want to take a trip! 
 

PART C: 
 
Complete the TV review by filling in each blank with one of the items below. The words are 
 
lettered A to I. Write Hie letter of the word you choose in your answer sheet. Use each one 
 
only once. Remember there are two words you do not need to use. 
 
 
A. negative                B. landscape              C. household              D. convenience              E. bustling 
 
F. firsthand                G. dominating             H. atmosphere            I. guaranteed 
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Section III. Reading Comprehension 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
                                                                Krazy Kirk meets Dr Shortage 
 
56) 
 
Shrinkage was a hot topic of conversation at the annual congress of America’ s retailers in 
 
New York, which ended on January 16th. Given the fact that store groups are going bust all 
 

 
PART A: 
 
You are going to read an article about shop! jfting in America. Choose the most suitable 
 
summary sentence from the list A -I for each part (��-��) of the article. There is one extra 
 
summary sentence that you do not need to use. Write your answers on your answer sheet. 

A      Different kinds of stores lose different amounts from shoplifting. 
 
B      Goods are stolen by custorners and employees. 
 
C      Many shops in America are facing financial difficulty. 
 
D      One chain has its own radio station. 
 
E      One chain of stores checks its stock each month. 
 
F      Shops operate on a very low profit margin. 
 
G     Some chains have their own television stations. 
 
H     Some shops are willing to damage their own goods, to discourage theft. 
 
I       Some staff are paid extra if they catch someone stealing goods. 
�
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over the land, getting smaller seems to be the least of their worries. But shrinkage does not 
 
mean reducing a store’ s size. The term is the industry’ s euphemism for shoplifting, which is 
 
itself a euphemism for stealing. And thieves are threatening to send still more of America’ s 
 
shopkeepers to the bankrupIcy courts. 
 
 
57) 
 
America’s shops lose 2% of their merchandise to thieves compared with 1.5% for Canada’s 
 
shops and less than 1% for shops in Japan. Even the American figure may not sound like 
 
much, but in the lowmargin business of retailing, where moving large volumes of goods 
 
quickly is the key to succes�, a 2% loss can wipe out a store’s profits. 
 
 
 
58) 
 
A recent survey of 160 big American retailers indicated that these chains spend a total of 
 
�365m a year, or 0.3% of sales, trying to stop thieves. And yet their average losses are still 
 
1.9% of sales. Department stores, with a shrinkage rate of 2.2%, and drug stores, with 2.3%, do 
 
significantly worse. 
 
 
59) 
 
Thirteen shoppers are caught thieving for every employee who is caught. But at �1,350, the 
 
value of merchandise recovered from employees is seven times greater. So retailers are 
 
policing workers as well as shoppers. Some of the methods now being employed by stores to 
 
combat shrinkage sound weird, but shopkeepers are in a mood to try almost anything. 
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60) 
 
Saks Fifth Avenue, a chain of high-class department stores, believes ‘gimmicks, ginmiicks and 
 
more gimmicks’ are needed to keep staff conscious of security. A Saks manager who has 
 
forgotten to lock a door or close a cash register will find a helium balloon floating beside his 
 
desk the following morning. Saks gives a cash bonus to anyone detecting a shoplifter. And the 
 
chain has installed two types of cameras in its stores: highly visible ones to deter thieves, and 
 
hidden ones to record those who try to snatch something. The company displays as many as six 
 
television monitors at employees’ entrances. 
 
61) 
 
Loebmaim’s, a New York-based chain specialising in ladies’ clothes, believes in frequent stock 
 
checks. Where other chains physically count their stock once or twice a year, Loehmann’s has 
 
always done a monthly check. If a store’s shrinkage hits an unacceptable level, senior 
 
managers arrive to find out why. In the most persistent cases, the backgrounds of recently 
 
hired staff and cleaners are investigated. The company has also found that communal dressing 
 
rooms discourage shoplifters. And its ‘no refunds’ policy makes it harder for dishonest 
 
cashiers and customers to collude. 
 
 
62) 
 
Carter Hawley Hale, a group that owns five department store chains, cut its shrinkage to 2% in 
 
1990 from 3.5% four years ago with a variety of stunts. At The Broadway, one of its stores, a 
 
mock radio station was set up called KSOS: the call letters stood for ‘stop our shortage’. Shop 
 

assistants were encouraged to call the radio station’ s host, a store detective named Krazy Kirk, 
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with questions about shortages and to compete for prizes in a radio quiz on loss prevention. 

The station also distributed comic books starring three superhero-DJs who oppose the evil 

plans of a sticky-fingered villain called Dr Shortage. Such methods sound silly, but they work. 

 

63) 

More conventional has been a new generation of anti-theft technology. Security Tag Systems 

and Sensormatic, the companies which have stuck most of the clumsy plastic tags on goods 

across America, both now offer tags filled with ink. If an unauthorised person tries to remove 

the tag, it breaks and spills the dye on the about-to-be-stolen garment as well as the shoplifter. 

Once the clothes are stained they cannot be worn or sold, so thieves lose their motive to steal 

them. Preliminary experiments indicate that the tags work, though retailers are reluctant to 

attach them to leathers, furs and pricey designer clothes. 

 

 

64. bankrupt (paragraph 1)                                                                         …………………. 

65. a word used to avoid using an unpleasant word (paragraph 1)            ………………... 

66. appear to be; look (paragraph 2)                                                           …………………. 

67. tricks to catch people’s attention (paragraph 5)                                    …………………. 

68. work secretly together to cheat (paragraph 6)                                       …………………. 

69. pretend, not real (paragraph 7)                                                              …………………. 

70. not willing (paragraph 8)                                                                        …………………. 

 

 
PART B: 
 
You are going to read a newspaper article about ancient rock art. For questions �� to ��, 
 
choose the answer (A), (B), (C), or (D) which you think best fits according to the text. Then 
 
on your answer sheet, write the letter of the answer you have chosen. 

Find words (single words but not phrases) in the article which mean the same as the 

following. Then write your answers on your answer sheet. 
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Tens of thousands of ancient pictures 
 
carved into the rocks at one of France’s 
 
most important tourist sites are being 
 
gradually destroyed. Scientists and 
 
researchers fear that the 36,000 drawings 
 
on rocks in Mont Bego in the French Alps 
 
are being damaged so rapidly that Jçy 
 
will not survive for future generations. 
 
The mountain, believed to have once 
 
been a site for prayer and worship, is 
 
scattered with 4,000-year-old drawings cut 
 
into bare rock. They include pictures of 
 
cows with horns, cultivated fields and 
 
various religious ceremonies. But as the 
 
popularity of the site increases, the 
 
pictures are being ruined by thoughtless 
 
graffiti. 
 
Jean Clottes is the chairman of the 
 

International Committee on Rock Art. He 
 
says, ‘People think that because the 
 
pictures have been there so long they will 
 
always continue to be there. But if the 
 
damage continues at this rate there will be 
 
nothing left in 50 years.’ 
 
He describes seeing tourists stamping 
 
on the drawings, wearing away the rock 
 
and definition of the artwork as they do so. 
 
Some visitors, he says, even chop off parts 
 
to take home as souvenirs. 
 
‘When people think they can’t take a 
 
good enough photograph, they rub the 
 
drawings to get a clearer picture,’ he said. 
 
‘The drawings are polished by the 
 
weather, and if the sun is shining and the 
 
visitors can’t see them properly they 
 
simply rub and scrape them to make them 
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look fresher.’ 
 
Other researchers describe how people 
 
arrive carrying long sticks with sharp ends 
 
to scratch their own drawings, or even 
 
their names, in the rocks. 
 
But experts are divided over the best 
 
way to preserve the drawings. Henry de 
 
Lumley, director of the Museum of 
 
Natural History in Paris, believes that the 
 
only way to save the 
 
site is to turn the whole mountain into a 
 
‘no-go’ area, preventing the public from 
 
going there except on guided tours. 
 
Otherwise, he says, not only will the site 
 
be completely destroyed but important 
 
research work will be reduced. 
 
Clottes disagrees. ‘The measure 
 
proposed by Henry de Lumley is the most 
 
severe, and while it is the most effective, it 
 
is also certain to bring about protests from 
 
people who Live there,’ he said. ‘The site 
 
was classified as a historic monument 
 
years ago by the Ministry of Culture, and 
 

we must do as much as possible to save 
 
what is there.’ 
 
David Lavergne, the regional architect, 
 
also wants to avoid closing the site. 
 
‘Henry de Lurnley’s idea isn’t ideal,’ he 
 
said. ‘Our department feels that the best 
 
solution is to let people look at the site, 
 
but because the area is very big it is 
 
difficult to prevent visitors from damaging 
 
it. I would prefer that everyone was able to 
 
look at it, but the main problem is 
 
financial. We do not have the funds to 
 
employ the necessary number of guards. 
 
We may have to consider charging a fee. 
 
There seems to be no prospect of 
 
government funding.’ 
 
In Nice, Annie Echassoux, who also 
 
worked on researching the site, is alarmed 
 
that as the mountain becomes easier to 
 
reach — tourists can now avoid the three- 
 
and-a-half-hour walk by hiring vehicles — 
 
the damage will increase rapidly. She 
 
thinks that the only solution is to rope off 
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the area and provide gui4es. ‘You can’t say 
 
the plan can’t go ahead because there is no 
 
money,’ she said. ‘That is not good 
 
enough. Money must be provided because 
 
the Ministry of Culture has classified this 
 
area as a historic site. If we don’t take 
 
steps, we will be responsible for losing the 
 
drawings for the next generation.
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71. What does ‘they’ refer to in paragraph 1? 
 
1) the rocks                    2) the French Alps              3) the drawings              4) the tourist sites 
  
72. According to the text, the rate at which the drawings are being damaged is . 
 
I) negligible                     2) fast                                  3) unidentified               4) not rapid enough 
 
73. According to the text, the concerned pictures include scenes related to all of the 
 
following EXCEPT …………….. . 
 
1) animals                       2) agriculture                       3) religion                     4) rocks 
 
74. Jean Clottes says that people who visit the mountain . ……………….. 
 
1) do not believe the drawings are old 
 
2) believe they are allowed to paint there 
 
3) think the drawings should be left alone 
 
4) assume the drawings will not change 
 
75. According to Clottes, some of the visitors to the area have …………………. 
 
1) misunderstood what the pictures mean 
 
2) been unable to take photographs 
 
3) helped to clean the drawings 
 
4) taken bits of the rock home 
 
76. People are described as doing all of the following EXCEPT ……………………… 
 
1) polishing the drawings by means of the sticks they carry with them 
 
2) rubbing the drawings to make them look fresher 
 
3) ruining the drawings by reckless graffiti 
 
4) stamping on the drawings 
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77. Henry de Lumley is keen to ………………….. 
 
1) set up research projects 
 
2) safeguard public rights 
 
3) keep out individual visitors 
 
4) ban traffic in the area 
 
 
78. Clottes disagrees with Henry de Lumley’s suggestion because he thinks ……………………. 
 
1) it won’t work 
 
2) visitors will protest about it 
 
3) he has a better idea 
 
4) it will annoy local people 
 
79. What does the word “there” refer to in paragraph 8? 
 
1) Site               2) Local people’s homes                 3) Ministry of Culture                     4) Architecture 
 
80. David Lavergne would prefer to -…………………. 
 
1) limit the number of visitors to the site 
 
2) arrange security to protect the site 
 
3) reduce the overall area of the site 
 
4) use tourist fees to finance repairs on the site 
 
81. According to David Lavergne, the problem of using guards to protect the site 
is……………………. 
 
1) the government’s current economic crisis 
 
2) basically financial 
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3) the great number of visitors 
 
4) the disinclination to make the area look like a military zone 
 
82. According to the text, it is NOT true that ……………… 
 
I) some people walk to the site 
 
2) tourists can use car service for traveling to the site 
 
3) the area is now roped off and some guides are provided 
 
4) the possibility of hiring cars by tourists would speed up the damaging of the site 
 
83. The claim that the drawings would not be available for the next generation to look 
 
At is ………………….. 
 
1) definite             2) likely                   3) being investigated                  4) denied by the Ministry of 
Culture 
 
84. Which word best describes Annie Echassoux’s attitude? 
 
1) Determined        2) Despairing        C- 3) Unforgiving                        4) Understanding 
 
 
85. This article has been written about Mont Bego to ……………….. 
 
I) advertise the closure of the site 
 
2) warn visitors about the dangers of the site 
 
3) encourage scientists to visit the site 
 
4) describe fears about the future of the site 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PART C: 
 
Read the following newspaper article. Then complete the sentences following the text 
 
based on the information included in it. Use NO MORE THAN ONE WORD or A 
 
NUMBER in each blank. Then write your answers on your answer sheet.�
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We British as a nation do all kinds of things in our spare time: we go shopping or 
 
jogging, we play darts or football, we collect records or stamps, we go to church or to the 
 
park. The average working p’erson has 40 hours of free time a week, sleeps for 49 hours, 
 
spends 45 hours at work or travelling to and from work. The remaining hours are spent 
 
on ‘essential activities’ (food shopping, housework, child care, cooking, etc.). Of course, 
 
some of our free time activities, like visiting relatives or taking driving lessons, may not 
 
be fun, but whatever we do, the way we spend our free time is probably providing other 
 
people with work. Leisure is our fastest growing industry. 
 
According to the latest figures, during the past year, the most popular activity of all was 
 
walking: 35 million British people regularly walked two miles or more. More 
 
energetically, ten million people went to keep fit classes or took part in aerobics or yoga 
 
and half as many did some kind of weight training in a gym. Not only did nine million 
 
people go cycling but four million went jogging and the same number played football and 
 
played golf. Other popular sports were bowling (six million), badminton (five million), 
 
tennis (four million) and squash (three million). Less actively, twelve million people 
 
played snooker, seven million played darts and three million went fishing. 
 
Watching other people playing is also a popular leisure activity: the favourite sports 
 
among TV viewers are football, horse-racing, snooker, cricket and tennis. But although 
 
millions watch the matches on TV, not so many regularly go to watch football matches. 
 
‘New’ television sports like American football, basketball and even darts are attracting 
 
loyal armchair experts. 
 
The fitness boom of the eighties led to a big rise in the numbers of people participating 
 
in sports. To cater for this boom and provide the up-to-date facilities people want, over 
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1,500 private health and fitness clubs and the same number of public leisure centres have 
 
been built during the past twenty years. These modem centres, with their swimming pools 
 
(22 million people went swimming last year), squash courts, gyms and indoor courts for 
 
tennis and other sports, are competing with clubs and cinemas as places for people to go 
 
to spend their leisure time and their money. Now practically every town has a leisure 
 
pooi, often with a wave machine, water slides and tropical plants. Families can even 
 
spend their holidays at huge indoor water parks, where they can play or relax all day long 
 
in warmth and comfort without worrying about the weather outside. But this may not be 
 
helping us to get fitter: we may be becoming a nation of splashers, but not a nation of 
 
swimmers. The big question fitness experts are asking is: should sport be taken seriously 
 
or should it just be fun? 
 
 
 
86. The most popular sporting activity in Britain is ……………….. 
 
87. The second most popular sporting activity in Britain is ……………… 
 
88. Over the past 20 years…………….., private health and fitness clubs have been built in Britain 
 
89. Over the past 20 years,……………. public leisure centers have been built in Britain. 
 
90. The average working person has 40 hours of free time per .……………. 
 
91. Last year 35 million British people regularly …………….. two miles or so. 
 
92. Some of the activities that we do in our free time, like taking driving lessons may not be 
………….. 
 
93. Last year the number of people who practiced weightlifling in a ……………… was 5 million. 
 
94. Providing people with the opportunity to spend their leisure time is a fast-growing……………….. 
 
95. Nowadays it is very likely for one to encounter a wave ………………. in a leisure pool. 
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96. When you are at a huge indoor water park, you do not need to worry about the …………. outside. 
 
97. The number of people who played badminton and those who did weightlifting was 
the…………….. 
 
98. ……………………. other people playing is also a popular activity which people do in their free 
time. 
 
99. The number of people who went ……………..  last year was six million. 
 
100. Fitness experts wonder whether sport should be taken  …………….. or should it be just for fun. . 
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 8;R���.  

 

 C�	 %Q�� :
��;@�� ;7�� 

 2F	� ���I��/� :��� �	 ���@ ���o X?��� ��' ���.�
 <�Z��	 ��R�� %� �� �	 
��;@�� ;7�� %��L	 
� ��I��� C����@ . �=R �� ��

 ����@ �@�=Q #�=R �� #)* ���	 
� ������ �O� \� %� ��I� 
� X., �	 %� ���Q � ��R �	 ^��R C+�� ��/R ��;-� ��/R ��
�� \� ��

<����! ��'�@ .��� ��O"R 
� �� ��-D' �	� � H�� �' �� 8;--� ;�
�� ��I' �';$ �� � ��� 8;R %�!�-R j��.�@ ;�Z	 \� C�� . 
�;@� <Fi

��� 8;--� #�=.	 )	�� ;@� 8������ �� ���� H� 
� %� �' ����'�� ��* %� ��N-	 .�	 <� f������ . 8����� �O-	 %4Z@ �=-� �� %	�@�� C��

;�-�� �	 %� �I�i �' 
� �S,�� ���� #r7 ���� 8���� ����� � ���� ��	
 %Z�,� �� mZ* %� ��� . �' ��Y* H�Z�@� �� ��+;--� %�=� �	�

;@� 8��� X� h*�	 <�-� �	 �;�� �� 
� %� �@�&	 .  

;'� �	 �� ;$�Z	 
� 2���� \� H�, %	�@�� � 8;-�� �� .S	 � ]�I� ��' f�@ 
� ��W@ ;�;Q ��' UF� �� ��	 f��'� � }���� ��W@ �*��

5�.	�7 �
�;@� ��' 8��IQ .��R ��L�� �R �� �O� u�R %� <�-� �	 C�Y�.  

49- F   
50-  E 
51-  B  
52-  A 
53- H 
54- C 
55- I 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

� ( 2/4	 5��:  

45 ��� 8;R 8��� x���!� 2/4	 5�� %� ��	
� �@���� ��� . 8[�� %� � ��	
� C�� �� 2/4	 5��15 ����� �@���� H���  %� ��� 8���
 U/��	 ��' :�� #B��� E4� 
� ;�'� x���!� #B��� 
� �F�� %� �=-� �� ��! �,� ;�'��! �	 �+� %� ��� ��S,�� C�� �"@���

;��R C�4	.  

 C�	 %Q��:  

����;-� �	 #�,)	 ��.� ���� �� 5���� �
�  

56-  8��! � %@B�� :��' �� >N� ���	 <=	 #���M�	 
� �&� C�*� :� %��@�� <'�I@�R �� %� ��� 8��� 5�����@ �� �&��	� ��R��*

;��� ����� %� . C���� �=@� �;R ��&i�� �;@��� �"��&R�� H�? �� �&��	� ����� �� U/��	 ��' 8�"R��* %� �Z�Z? C�� %� %Q�� ��

;@��� %Q��	 �� �� %� ��� �@��"@ . 8�"R��* � 8
�;@� �;R \i�� ��-S	 %� C�*� :� � �	���.@ . %@���w	 #��.� ���� U-$ �)4$� C��

%@���w	 #��.� I�@ ��! ��!� �)4$� %� ���� 8
�6	 
� }-Q ���� ;-/� ������
� ���� ��� �� . %� �� ���F�� ����� 8
�6	 
�-' ���
� �

;--� �	 ;�;=� ��"��&R�� ��' 8�+��� %� ������*.  

57-  �&��	� ��' 8�"R��*2  ��'B�� 
� ;$�� ���@�� ���� <,� C�� %� ��� �7�? �� C�� ;-'� �	 ��� 
� ��,��� X., 
� �� ��!5/1 

 C��� ���� �  ;$��1 ;R�� �	 ;$�� . 8��! � %�R�? <� � %*�? �� �7� �;�� �@ ���
 �W@ %� I�@ �&��	� �� �;$�� �� <,� C�� ��?

	 ��Z*�	 ;�/� �B�� 
� ����
 ����Z	 H�O�@� %� ���Q ��R��*;-� ����@ �� 8�"R��* \� ��.��� �	�� ;@��� �	 ;$�� �� C�� �;R�� �.  

58-  x��! �� %� ��!� �����160  %@B�� �' 8��L@
 C�� %� ;'� �	 ��F@ ��� %�*�+ #��$ ���&��	� ]�I� (��* 8��!365 

;-� �	 q�$ ���,��� C�!�� U,��	 ���� �� (��* ;$�� %� �� �  �B� ���/�	 .�	 
�-' � �=@� ��M C�"@�9/1 ;R�� �	 ;$�� . 8�"R��*

 ��.Z@� ��I�	 �� �� 8��L@
 ��'2/2  �� ��' %@�!���� � �;$��3/2 ;@��� �� ���;� ����� ��SM� �;$��.  

59- ;@�R �	 ��"��� ��.��� H�? �� I�@ ��;��! 8�I�� ��R �	 %�*�+ ��
� H�? �� %� �;-	��� �' ����� ��. �� �7�1,350  ��B�

����� ;'��! ��F�� ����� �O' �� ��R �	 ���.Q ��;-	��� 
� %� ���'B�� (
 . ��
 ����;��! ;-@�' I�@ �� ���+��� ��R��* 8��! �� C�� 
�

;-'� �	 ���, �W@ .��.Z@� �� 8
��.	 ���� �' 8�"R��* m��� ��-�� <' %� ���' (�� 
� �!��)��
� �C�*� :� ( %� ��R �	 %�*�+ ��� %�

L� �W@;--� ��N�	� �� �'�� �' ;��� �.��Z� %� ;@��� ���, ���S,�	 �� ����� 8
�6	 H�? �' �� �	� �;�� �	 2��o � 2� .  

60-  �� ��R 8;�F�;@� ���F�� ����� ����;� ;��� %� ��� ;Z�S	 ����@���� >O�* }��� f�@ �� B�� P)� �� 8��L@
 ��' 8�"R��* 
� �&�

��� ���R�' j)	�� ��;-	���;-��@ C�	�� ��-	� � 8 . u�;-$ %&-�� �� � ;-� XO, �� ��� %� ��� 8��� (�	��* %� }��� 8�"R��* ��;	 \�

;-�� �	 (I�	 ��-� �� �� 5�N�	 �	��/' \-���� \� 
��@� ����* ��;-.� �� ��R H�� . �' ���� �� �� �;Z@ � 8I��Q }��� 8�"R��*



����
�

�
�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 ����� �	�� ���
  ��	
� #B��� �N��F� G��� � #B���1390�

� �����-R �� 8�"R��* �
� ;@���� %� ���;��@ �	 C��S� �;- . %�.S� 8�"R��* �� �� C����� ^�@ �� �� 8��L@
 8�"R��* C�� �� H�.@� %� �

;-� �	 :;@��� :� �� �I�i ;-'��! �	 %� �@��� 
� C�*�+ </�* ���� %� �O�	 �"�� �&� � ����
� �;@���� ���� ��=F	 )	�� �&� .

���� �� �� �@��I��/� ����@�	 :R C�-D' ���R C����� 8��� %�.S� ��;-	��� �.  

61- ��R ����� f��;	 ��4� ;��� ��.@� %� ��� ���� C�� �� �5�����@ �� ��'�7 � %@�@
 P�.7 �� 8��L@
 8�"R��* . �"�� %� �7�? ��

 ����� C�� 8�	 �' ��'�7 8�"R��* �;--� �	 ����� �� ��! ��.@� ��� �� �� \� %@B�� )� �� 8��L@
 ��' 8�"R��*;'� �	 f�L@� �� . �+�

 ��� u�O�� C�� ��i %� ��� ;'��! h�ZN� %� ^��R 8�"R��* ;R�� ��;	 ���r� #��$ �7�., X��, ��o � 8
�;@� �� 8�"R��* �� C�*� :�

��� 8��� .���+ �	 ���, ���Q
�� � h�ZN� ���	 I�@ ���i �*�W@ � �������, ��;-	��� � %-�F�� �<�!� ����� ����	 �� .R C�� ���

��� ;'��! ���7� �� 8
�6	 ���
� X&R <' ��' u��� %� ��� %�*���� C�-D' . ���� �@�.� 
� �� ��S,�	 B�� ������� f;� ����� �

�*�+ ;'��! ������F	 � 2/Z�	 ����� u�;-$ .  

62-  �� �� :��'B�� C�*� :� ���� �� 8��L@
 8�"R��* C�;-i 2?�$ %� �� %��L	 �X�' �7��' ����� ����� #�	�;,� %/�/� \�

 
� I�"@� ��L��5/3  %� X., H�� ��=i ;$��2  H�� �� ;$��1990 ��� :'�� . \� �%��L	 C�� ��' 8�"R��* 
� �&� �������� ��

 f�@ %� �"�!�� ������� 8�"����KSOS  ��� C�� UO�	 ���r	 q��? %� ;R }����);�
�� U,��	 �� �	 ��.�  .( 8�"R��* ��������

������ f�-� �'�"R��* 8�+��� \� �;@��"� P�� ������� 8�"���� ���I�	 �� �� ;@��� �	 �;�� �� #��Q C �� ��' :��� �� 5���� �
�

B�� ���� 
� ���+ :�� x��! ��  ������� %Z���	 �� �I���Q ���� ���� ���,� � B�� ���� x��! . ���� C�-D' 8�"���� C��

� ���@�-' �� �I-0 ��' ���F"@� �� ���R ��Q�	 \� �@�4�R ��' %FZ@ �� U7��	 %�  ���� �	 %M�� ��� �Z���	 ��	�=, � 8���� %

 f�-� 8;-.�i»��.� ���� «;@��� .��� �t�	 H�? �' �� �7� ;�� �	 �W@ %� %@�Z?� �' (�� C��.  

63- ��� 8;R �� V��� � �� f���	 �,�� ;M ���� C* ;�;Q X�@ . 2�i�� ��' <���� ���' ���R I�@ � �P��? ����� � ���-	� ���

 �	 ��=-F�� �� ��� �'�Q ��' 2�i�� �� �' �;@� 8;@�.�i �&��	� ����� �� ��! ��'B�� ����� �� �	�! �&���)� ��' 2�i�� %�

;--� .�
� H�? �� P�.7 ��� �� �� z@� � 8;R %��&R 2�i�� �� ������� �� 2�i�� ;'���� �7���	 ��o e�R �+� �
� ��! � �

��R �	 %���� 8
�6	 .;-���@ (��* �� � �;�R�� X��, �"�� ;@�R ��� %&7 �' P�.7 %� �@�	
 � . ���� �� ��R 8I�"@� ���
� �� C�� 
�

;-'� �	 ��� 
� ��F@;�
� . ��@� %� ;-���@ X��	 ��R��* 8��! %i �+� ��R �	 T,�� �t�	 �' 2�i�� C�� %� ;'� �	 ��F@ %�7�� ���L�

�;-@�.�D� ���+ 8;R �?��0 ��' P�.7 � �I! �f�i %.  

 

56- C ��� ����. 
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

;-��' �� %��� �7�	 #)&F	 �� �&��	� �� �' 8�"R��* 
� ������  . �)4$� ��Q�… store groups are going bust all 

over the land  ;R�� �	 H��� C�� ;�/�.  
57- F ��� ����. 

	 ��7�S* C���� ��� %�R�? �� �' 8�"R��*;--� � . 8���low – margin  q��+���� f�� m! ��57 ��R �	 8;'�F	.  
58- A  ��� ����. 

;-'� �	 ��� 
� �' 8
�6	 
� �,�� �� �� �O/��	 ����Z	 U/��	 ��' 8�"R��* . q��+��� ��58  %� �' 8�"R��* ^��@� #��O� %�
��� 8;R 8��R� �,�� ;$�� ��N7.  

59- B ��� ����. 

��R �	 �,�� ��+;-R��* � �����F	 m��� �'B�� . q��+���� ��39  8��� �� �'employees  �shoppers  )�����F	 ( %�
��� 8;R 8��R� ��;-	��� m��� �'B�� �,�� ^�M�	 %� � ���! �	 <Fi.  

60- I ��� ����. 

 �'B�� �,�� H�? �� �� ��� ;-@���� �+� ;@��+ �	 ��� %*�M� ��;-	��� 
� �!��;--� ��"��� . q��+���� f��=i m! %�60  %Q��
 ;�-�:  

Saks gives a cash bonus to anyone detecting a shoplifter. 
61- E  ��� ����. 

;-� �	 H��-� %@�'�	 #��$ %� �� ��! ��.@� �� 8��L@
 ��' 8�"R��* 
� �&�.  
62-  D ��� ����. 

���� �� ��! x�! ������� 8�"���� �� 8��L@
 8�"R��* \�  . q��+���� f�� m! %�62  #��.� �mock radio station  %Q��
;�-�.  

63- H ��� ����. 

;-';� ��� 
� �� �,�� 8I�"@� �' �
� �� ;-@I� 2�� ��! ��'B�� %� ;-��' X��	 �' 8�"R��* 
� �YS�  . q��+���� ��63  8��R
8��O��� �$���	 �'�Q 
� �=@� �� %� ���-	� ��' 2�i�� �YS� 
� 8��O��� ��R �	 �*�S	 ��� 8;R. 

64-  (going) bust  =%��&R�� 

65- Euphemism  =��R �	 8��O��� ��/4	�@ %/� \� ���� ��� %� 
� I�'�� ���� %� �� %/�. 

66- Sound  =�;��� �W@ %� 

67- Gimmicks  =���*� %Q�� 2/Q ���� �R�� 

68- Collude  =f�Q f�L@� ���� ���� ���� ���;'. 

69- Mock  =�;�/Z� � �S,����o. 

70- Reluctant  = 8I�"@� ��. 

C�	 %Q��:  



����
�

�
�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 ����� �	�� ���
  ��	
� #B��� �N��F� G��� � #B���1390�

��� �����@ H�? �� V��;� %� ;@��� ���, %�@��* ��"R��+ <=	 %Z4-	 \� �� %� z-� �� 8;R \? �@����� ����� ��I' �='� .

 %� ;@��� <�� ��ZZN	 � ��;-F@��36,000  ;@�R ����@ T��� ��-D@� %�@��* �7� ��='�� �� �z�� ��	 �� �' z-� ��� �R�Z@ ����@ %�

��� �O? 8;-�� X�@ ���� �� �=@�.  

 �� z-� �� 8;R \? ���' �R�Z@ � ��� 8��� #��.� � :���� ���� �/N	 %� ��� C�� �� ��Z��� %� � 8�� C�� ��4000  �	;, H��

;@� 8;-���� .��� �.'r	 U/��	 f��� � ���� � �
���F� ��' C�	
 � �' p�R � �'��+ 
� ������� X	�R �=@� .	� :��I*� #�
��	 %� �

;-��' �;R ���! H�? �� Hr�.	 ��=���*��+ %/���� ������ XN	 #�=R.  

��� z-� �-' �//7� C�� %��� }��� � �¡/�� ��� . ;��+ �	 �� : 8��� �L@� �@B�0 ����� #;	 ������ C�� ��i %� ;--� �	 �&* f��	

��� ;-'��! �L@� ��-D' ;@� .�� C�' �� ����! �+� �	� �� ;��� %	��� ;@50 ��� ;'���@ �L@� �I�i �"�� H��.  

;--� �	 U�$�� ��-' ��� �� X� C�� � ;-��� �	 �� �' z-� � ;-@
 �	 �=	 �' �R�Z@ ��� �� %� ;��+ �	 �@��"R��+ 8;'�F	 
� �� . ��

@�.� %@�! %� #�o�� ���-� %� �� ;--�� �	 �� ���=F�� ��? ��+;--� ;��
�� �!�� ;��+ �	;.  

 %�R�� ��� EM�� ����� �� ;-7�	 �	 �� �' �R�Z@ ;@��"� }&� �.��-	 ��O�� �� ;-@��� �@ %� ;--� �	 �&* f��	 %� �@�	
 ;��+ �	 ��

;R�� . �� �=@� �+��� %� ;-�.� ���! %� �� �=@� ;--@���@ ��+;--� ;��
�� � ;F!�;� ;�R��! �+� � ;@��! �	 XZ�$ ��' %/��� %� �' �R�Z@

 �	;-��� �W@ %� �� 8
�� �� ;-R��! �	 � ;-7�	.  

 \? �' z-� ��� �� �� ��! f�@ ��? �� �' �R�Z@ �� ;-�� �	 I�� 5�@ ;-/� ��' ��i �� f��	 %@�"i %� ;--� �	 U�$�� �"�� ��ZZN	

;--�.  

;@�R �	 %��� ;-i �' �R�Z@ 
� ���O? 8�� C���=� 2�? �� ������	 �	� .��;	 � �/�	�7 �� ��@�'  ;Z�S	 � }���� �S�.0 G���� 8
�	

 8;R ���-'�� ��'��� 27�, �� IQ �L@� %� f��	 ;R � ;	� 
� �� � ��� ^�-	 ��.� %Z4-	 %� 8�� X� X�;.� %Z4-	 #�L@ 8�� �=-� %� ���

��R ���+�/Q.  

���Z�ZN� ��'��� %&/� ��R �	 ����� X	�� ��0 %� %Z4-	 �=-� %@ #��$ C�� ��o �� ;��+ �	 �� �*�� ;'��! :'�� I�@ <=	.  

��� U7��	 �¡/�� . ;��+ �	 ��" � ��� 8�� C��� �t�	 %&-�� �� � ��� C��� ��� ��� 8;R ��=-F�� �/�	�7 �� ��@�' m��� %� �FL-�

;--� �	 �+;@
 �L@� �� %�;R ;'��! �	��	 U7��	 2Q�	 �S4, C�-D'.  

�-� \� ���-� %� z-'�* #��
� m��� X., �=7�� %Z4-	 �L@� #�L@ ���� <�@��� �	 %� ���� �' ;��� �	 � ��� 8;R �;-� %Z.0 ������ �

<�'� f�L@�.  

��� %Z4-	 C��� 
� I�'�� ��'��! I�@ ��� %Z4-	 ��S	 � �����B ;���� .���@ �@�	�� �/�	�7 �� ��@�' 8;�� ;��+ �	 �� . P��?� �	 8����

 f��	 %� %� ��� C�� X? 8�� C���=� %� ;-� �	 %� ��� ���R� ��� ]�I� �/�! %�?�@ ��i �	� ;--� ;��
�� %Z4-	 
� �� ��R 8��� 8
�Q�

��� ���+�/Q ��+;--� ;��
�� ��' ����! 
� .��� �7�	 �/$� %/��	 �	� ;-�.� �� �L@� ;@���� }� �' %� <'� �	 E�Q�� C	 . T��-	 �	
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����� ��	
� ����� ���� �� � ��� �� �� ��

<���;@ �� 
��@ ���	 �*�N	 ��;S� f�;���� ���� �7�	 .� �	<���' %-�I' �!���� %� ��.L	 B��? . %Q��� 
� �
�;@� <Fi ;�� �@ �W@ %�

;R�� %�R�� ��Q� �7��.  

 ;'��! :��I*� ���� %� �' ����! 8�� %� �� 8��� ������ �� %� ;'� �	 ��;F' ��� 8��� :'�[� %Z4-	 ��� �� I�@ �� %� � ���R�� �@�

�*��- � 8��Q� �� ;-@��� �	 ��-�� ���"R��+;--� I�'�� ��� 8���� <�@ � ���� %� 
� %/�� . %� ��� C�� X? 8�� �=-� ;-� �	 �&* ��

%Z4-	   �F� ��-0)��;N	 (��R %K��� �' ���-'�� � ��R . ;��+ �	 ��"  H�� ��i ���� �/Q ;@��� �@ %FZ@ %� ;���"� ;�@��� �@ �R

 ���@" ���@ ��! �*�� 8
�;@� %� ��� C�� .	�� ;��� H�� �;-� %Z.0 ������ %Z4-	 ���-� %� �� %�?�@ C�� z-'�* #��
� %� ��i ��R C�

��� 8��� .��� <�'��! H���	 ;S� X�@ ���� �' �R�Z@ ���� ��� 
� ���� �	 <���;@�� f�+ �	 �+�. 

71- ��� ���� %� %-�I+. 

They   %� q��+���� C�� ��ancient pictures ���+ �	 
�� .The drawings  H��S	The pictures  ;R�� �	. 

72- ��� ���� �� %-�I+. 

��� T��� �' �R�Z@ 2���� ���� 

73- ��� ���� ��=i %-�I+. 

They include pictures of cows (animals), cultivated fields (agriculture) and various religion 
ceremonies (religion). 

74- ��� ���� ��=i %-�I+.  

People  think that …they will always continue to be there. 

75- ��� ���� ��=i %-�I+. 

… even chop off parts to take home as souvenirs. 
76- ��� ���� \� %-�I+. 

77- ��� ���� %� %-�I+. 

78- ��� ���� ��=i %-�I+. 

.people who live thereIt is also certain to bring out protests from  
79- ��� ���� \� %-�I+. 

 ��W-	 
�there  ��� #��.�the site ;R�� �	 .  
80- ��� ���� �� %-�I+. 

��� ���O? �@����� ���� 
� �*�N	 ��'���@ f�;���� �� ��� ��=� ���B ;���� �W@ %�. 

81- ��� ���� �� %-�I+. 

��� �7�	 ����� ����O? ����@ 
� 8��O��� X&F	. 

82- ��� ���� %� %-�I+. 

�O? � �F� ��-0 %Z4-	 �� �M�? H�? ����� 8;F@ ��. 
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�
� ����� I���	 %�@ ��	
� �/��N� ��;S��� � ���
 #B��� %�/� � T��-	 8;-'� %K��� `��� �� �� �� 

 ����� �	�� ���
  ��	
� #B��� �N��F� G��� � #B���1390�

83- ��� ���� �� %-�I+. 

 X�N	 ;S� X�@ %� �' �� �;���@ � �' �R�Z@ �;R ����@ �����)likely (���.  
84- ��� ���� �� %-�I+. 

85- ��� ���� ��=i %-�I+. 

;'� ��;F' �@����� %Z4-	 C�� 8;-�� 8����� �� 8;R %�R�@ C�	 C��.  

 C�	 %Q��:  

����@����� �	 ^��@� �/	 \� ���-� %� �' <�';�	 f�L@� ���o��* #�,�� �� �� �'��� C�� : H�.��* �� #��� ����� �<����	 ��� 8���� �� ;��! %�
<����	 5��� %� �� ���/� %� �<�-&�	 TQ �.� �� �Z���	 f�.7� �<�-&�	 �
��. Xo�R ���@� \� ��
� �,� m���	40  %�O' �� ����

���.49  �;���! �	 ����45 � ��� XN	 �� ���� ;-&�	 q�$ ��� XN	 %� ;	� � �*� ��.  ����M ��' ��7�S* q�$ 8;@�	 �,�� #����
 ��F�	)8��o � �I� � ��� ������� 
� �.,��	 �%@�! ��'��� ����ro ���	 ;��!. ( �o��* #�,�� ��' ��7�S* 
� �!�� �%�.7�  ;��
�� ;-@�	 ��	

�� C&	 ��+;-@�� (
�	� P)� �� ���R �� ��;@��F��! 
� �,� �	 %� �'���<�'� �	 f�L@� �	 %� %i �' �	� �;R�.@ 8;--� f�+�� �
;-� H�6�R� ��L�� ���"�� ���� ��� C&	 <�@��r+ �	 �� ��! ��
� .���	 ;R� H�? �� �S-$ C��� T��� �o��*. 

      ��� 8��� ��
 f;, ��7�S* C��� ��.N	 �%�Rr+ H�� �� ���	� C��!� %� %Q�� �� :35 � ���/�	 �� X��	 �� <W-	 ��0 %� ����@����
;@� 8��� ��� 8������F��. 
� ��@ � ;@� %�*� �+�� �� � \������� f�;@� 2��-� ��' P)� %� f��	 
� �O@ ���/�	 8� � 5�N��� ��' ��7�S* 
�

;@� 8��� f�L@� 8�"R�� �� �� �
�� �;� ��' ��7�S* 
� �!�� �' ��.. %!�i�� �O@ ���/�	 %@ �=-� %@  �O@ ���/�	 ��=i %&/��;@� 8��� �����
;@��� �
�� U/+ � H�.��* ��;S� ��' %� � ;-�*� ����� 8�� %�. z-�7�� ��.N	 ��' (
�� ����)���/�	 :R( ���-�	;� �)���/�	 V-�( �

 }�-�)���/�	 ��=i ( (��&�� �)���/�	 %� (;@���.5�N� <� ��' ��7�S* 
�  ����-�� �O@ ���/�	 8�
��� � %� � #��� ���/�	 �O'
;@��� ���"�'�	�O@ ���/�	.  

    ��� �o��* #�,�� �� ��.N	 ��7�S* �"���I�@ ���"�� �
�� 8;'�F	 : �H�.��* ���I��/� ��+;--�� ���	 �� %,)� ���	 ��' (
��
;-��' }�-� � �&��� ����-�� ������ 2�� %Z���	.  �� ���I��/� #�Z���	 �O@ �' ���/�	 %i�+� �	� ��0 %� ����
 ���*� �;--&�	 �R��

;@���@ H�.��* #�Z���	 ��R�� %� <W-	.    ���!�  ���t 8;--� �rQ #��� ��? � H�.�&�� ����&��	� H�.��* ;-@�	 �@��I��/� ��' (
��
;-��' C�F@ I�	 �F� ����-R���.   

    �*� ��;S� �� ]�I� :��I*� \� %� �L-	 ���F' %'� 
� f�;@� 2��-� h@��;R (
�� �� 8;--� ���R ��.  %K��� � h@�� C�� %�=� ����
 
� :�� �;-'��! �	 f��	 %� �
�� %� #�@�&	�1�500  ��;S� ��' %� � �$��! �	)� � f�;@� 2��-� 8�"R��  �� �	�� �N��O� I���	

��� 8;R %�!�� %�Rr+ H�� ���� H�0.  ��! �-R ��'����� �� ���;	 I���	 C��)22 O@ ���/�	 f��	 
� �  �-R %� %�Rr+ H�� ��
;-�*�( ���' ��&	 ���-� %� �'�-�� � �' ��/� �� ���,� �� ��' (
�� �"�� � }�-� 8;�R���� ��' C�	
 � �' 8�"R�� �(��&�� C�	
 �

;--&�	 q�$ �L@� �� �� ��! H�� � �o��* #�,�� f��	 %� ;-��'.�=R �' )� �M�? H�? ��  2/o� ��N��O� ����� \� 8�"��� \� ��
���� ����	�+ ��'��+ � ��� ��' 8���� ���	.  q�$ ]�I� 8;�R���� ��� ��' 5��� �� �� ��! #)�4S� ;-@��� �	 ��? �' 8���@�!

 �� �@��"@ %@�+ v�' %&-�� ��;� ;-R�� �?�� � ;--� �?����� �	�+ �� 
�� H�0 f�� �� �� � ;--� �
�� ;-@��� �	 �=@� %� ���Q �;--�
��	;-R�� %�R�� ����� ���' � �� �. ;-� \� �	 f�;@� �;R 2��-�	 %� %� ���@ �'�� C�� �	� : %� �;R X�;.� H�? �� �	 ��� C&	

�+�-R �/	 \� %@ ;--� �	 �
�� �� �� %� <�R�� ��/	 \�. ��� C�� ;-��� �	 f�;@� 2��-� ����-R��� %� �+�I� H��� : ;��� (
��
�� mZ* �� ��R %�*�+ �;Q���� �	�+  

86- Walking ��� ����. 

87- Cycling  ��� ���� );@
���� �	 (
�� C�� %� �O@ ���/�	 %@ %� ��i.( 

88- 1500  ��� ����. 

89- 1500  ��� ���� .��� 8;R }���� �R
�� ��7�� I���	 � �$��! I���	 ��;S� %� 8;R 8�R� C�	 �� ��i. 
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90- week ��� ����. 

91-  Walked . 

92-  Fun . 

93- Gym . 

94-  Industry . 

95- Machine . 

96- Weather  . 

97- Same . 

98-  Watching . 

99-  Bowling . 

100- Seriously .  

  

  


